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DAM ALREADY HAS New $50,000 Theatre Will CITY SCHOOLS TO






HAS NO EQUAL HERE
With business and enthusiasm on
• their biggest booms in Murray in
many years, result largely of the
construction of the Gilbertsville
dam, the Ledger & Times is pub-
lishing this week the largest 8- I
column paper ever printed in
Murray, featuring this city as the
business, shopping, and social cen-
ter Of the Lower Tennessee Valley
The 'greatest single building im-
provement forecast for Murray in
1938 came this week from the Co-
lumbia Amusement Company of
Paducah when it announced they
have in contemplation, a new
super $50,000 theatre will be erect-
ed in Murray.
The Columbia Amustment Com-
pany owns the Capitul theatre here.
and Harry Moore. general manager
of Paducah, said today conetrue-
tion will start within 60 to 90 days.
Opticns have been taken on two
sites, and a third prominent loca-
tion is under consideration. The
new theatre will be downtown.
The theatre will have a seating
capacity of nearly 800, with elabo-
rate furnishings throughout. There
will be an outer lobby, and an
inside foyer for the conveni
'the -pati--Tns. Rest rooms for
both men and women are included
in the plans.
An elaborate mezzanine floor
will be constructed under the rear
of the balcony furnished with easy
chairs and lounges for patrons who
The Ledger St Times this week
has 38 pages. or the equivalent of
304 columns, a tctal of 6.080 column
inches of news and advertising
matter. Five thousand copies cf
the paper have been printed and
distributed in trade areas all
over the Gilbertsville dam area as
an inducement for customers to
realize the obvious truth that
Murray is the place for Them to
do the-majority of their purchases,




Additional copies of the spe-
cial Dam edition of the Ledger
g Times may he obtained at
this office for 10 cents each.
;Our supply is limited, so if
you want extra copies to send
to friends or to keep yourself,
make your order at once.
For 17ng. this. newspaper hie
attempted and has accomplished
the delineation•of news as it ha,
seen it, and has been sympathete
always with movements which Ii
has believed would further Mur-
ray's progress.
With the legislation which auth-
orized the construction of a Lower
Valley Dam came the tipportunity
for this city and county to grcw
and prosper,—if from no other
cause, then from the impetus given
trade because of the territory's
proximity to an $112.000.000 Fed-
eral project. It was easily recog-
nizable. Men of vision were those
who fv tight the hardest for tie,
dam's construction. • Expense and
energy went into the stream which
eventually carried. the people's will
- 
tCont'd. on'Page 2. Section 1
NEW COMPANY TO
INSTALL THEATRE
.$25.000 Establishment to Show
Feature Attractions of Major
Companies
7
AtielY Anderson. Hopkinsville. h*
leased the lot just seuth of the
Methodist Church on the South
West corner of the square, from
A. 0. Woods for S period -of 20
years and will construct at ore-,
a new 625,000 to $30,000 theatre
called "The Kentucky." ' Mr. An:
derson states that his plans 'call
for completion by November 15
1938.
Age , It will be of. brick. fireproof con-
struction, and will have approxi-
mately 600 chairs of the deep
cushion floating comfort type:
Air conditioning equipment will
be installed.
•-hlr. Anderson stated .Wednesday....
that he operates theatres in Hop-
kinsville, Hartford and Eddyville,
Ky. He .formerly was connected
Loew's, Warner Bros.. RF.0
and Paramount Theatres, accord-
trig to the statement.
He Aid his policy would be to
charge popular prices, give good,
pictures, gnd install the 'finest of
equipment. 'especially in sound re-
production.
Andy Rhodes, local realtor han-
dled the deal. The lease was.
signed Wednesday noon.
V
wish to wait for friends or till the
feature picture starts.
• It will be insulated, and have a
scientific codling system that will
hold the temperature to 72 degrees
throughout the summer weather.
I An efficient heating plant will be
installed to insure comfort in the
winter time. An artistic marquee
will be erected in the front. Murals
will decorate the wall; deep pile
carpets wil make for silence and
the latest design in opera chairs
will assure the patrons of perfect
comfort in watching the shows.
Ample leg room will be allowed
between each row of seats.
The management saiji today it
has contacted for the best pictures
for the 1938-1939 season from all
the leading producers in the coun-
try. The Capitol Theatre will con-
tinue, le opprato, it-- wee said. „
Mr. Moore declared the grow
of Murray warranted the expendi-
ture of the money to provide for
patrons the best theatre to be
'found anywhere, and that ha firm
had great confidence in the future
development of this city.
th
Caplinger Says Schools Will
Stress Safety
Program
City School Superintendent W.
J. Caplinger said today the three
schools in the system.—the Murray
high school, the Murray training
'School, and the Murray school fog
the colored,—will begin Merida,
marning at 8:30.
Although the city census lists
only 955 students eligible for at-
tendance in the city system, Cie
superintendent declared special en-
rollees from the country would
swell the registration figures in
the three schools to well over the
1,000 mark.
The city board of education will
meet thia.'week to appoint teach-
ers to replace Everett-Crane, who
resigned as head the mttsic de-
tCont'd. on Page 2. Section 1)
ALL PHOTOS ON THIS PAGE
COURTESY LOVE'S STUDIO
a year in Calloway
• Marslaii, Graves, Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1.50 a year elsewhere inthe State of Kentucky.
t9 nn a year to any address
•Ir''••"'" other than above.
Land Acquisition Department of Tennessee Valley
Authority Has Able Leaders for Work in Area
Reservoir Map Shows TVA Dam Will Flood Less Land in Calloway
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Reproduced above is a map of part ot the Gilbertsville Dam re crvoir to be formed by the $1,12,000,000.00 project now under eon-'Fitruction by the Tennessee Valley Authority. This 'dam will provide the longest artificial lake ia the' world', a reservoir 184 miles in lengthfrom Gilbertsvijle to Pickwick.
_ _Of..the three. counties.- Callaway, Marshall. and: Henry, Tenn., jaw-laid in-this map, it will-be-noticed-that either Marshall amt Henrywill have more acres inundated by the dam than Calloway will have. The dark arPa along the 'Tennessee Rivet indicates the reservoirboundaries.
The site of the dam favored by the TVA is just south of Gilhertsyille, at a point practically equi-distant from Murray, May-field,and Pitclucah. _.When the new TA road (indicated by * •, on the map) -is constructed from the old Briensburg road to the dam, the dig:-tance from Murray tb.Gilbertsville will be shortened to sr o'ut 25 miles. '
Murray is strategically located in reference to the dam as the
ray to Paris, Tenn. In -fact, Murray is ahnost,exactly on a straight li
completed by the TVA.
As the map shows, highways lead into Murray from the north
ing Musray and Calloway county not only the-hub of dam and reser
Nashville, from Memphis to Evansville and Louisville, and from Chi•
•
map indicates with. roads leading direct from the dam through Mur-
ne from the Gilbertiville Dam to Pickwick Landing Dam recently
and sciuth_from east to west, and from northwest to southeast, niak- •
yois activities, but also making it ,a center of traffic from St. Louis to
cago to the Southland.
AP.




Construction of Camp Site,
Roads, Landing Field
Started
6,000 TO 8,000 MAY
WORK ON PROJECT
The TVA is building its $112.000,-
000 dam at Gilbertiville—the most
costly and most valuable dam in
America.. . . forming the longest
at-trio:Jai Ilre in the world . .
liutho.-iied in the face of the bit.-
u-lest au.1 must formidable oppo-
iii.sin in Congress with the three
directors hurling charges and
counter-charges at each other.
This huge project is designed for
flood control, navigation, power,
and national defense.
When President Roosevelt affix-
ed his signature May 24 to the
I Nt l( •Congress-a pproved Independent




The Land Acquisition Depart-
ment Of the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority has been operating in the
TVA area from its Murray head-
quarters since last winter. George
M. Baker is manager. The office
personnel, pictured above, seated
left to right, is Miss I.'ma Lee Car-
son. stenographer; Johnnie Bird,
stenographer; Jeanne Wiggs. sten-
ographer; Louise Pratt. stenog-
rapher, Mae Rose Garri s\ tt, stenog-
rapher: and Virginia Hataway.
apher _Standing., left to
right. are Sam W. Thompson. en-
gineering aide: M. G. Forster, as-
sociate title examiner; W. M.
Sladen, reservoir property- man-
agement; John D. Rather IV, ps-
sociate title examiner; George M.
,Ikeer, manager of the land ac-
quisition department; James R.
Pratt, chief field clerk: Robert A.
Jcries, reviewing appraiser: John
E. Walker, chief title examiner;
William C. Watson,. field abstrac-
tor; and E. Paul L'Heureux, field
abstractor.
Harold C. Curry, associate title
-xaminer, was not present when
the above picture was taken.
According to Mr. Baker. the fol-
lowing men who are employed by
the TVA with their families have
moved into Murray • daring the
week:
Robert A. Jones, reviewing -ap-
praiser. and his family,. will live
at 1006 West Main street. Mr.
Jones has been with the TVA four
and a half years, being transferred
here from the Chickamauga reser-'
voir.
, Sam W. Thompson, _engineering
aide to appraisal section. and fam-
.y will-itve in the Berry apart-
•ents on South Fourth street. He
,,mes from the Guntersville reser-
voir with four years experience.
Harrison Underwood, who comes
from 'G unte rs ville and Pickwick
, ervoirs' and who has had five
• ars with the Authority, is a field
..:praiser and brings hrs family
here.
W. E. Sanfqrd, of the TVA board
of appraisal and- review, comes
from the Guntersville, and Pick-
wick reservoirs with five years
experience. •
Charley Williamson. another field
appraiser, has worked more than
two years with the TVA and comes
from Scottsboro. Ala. •
The'lasf or the new arrivals is
William Marvin Reeder and fam-
ily who will reside CI North
Twelfth street. Mr. Reeder 'has
had three years with the TVA and
is a field appraiser. He 'astrans-
ferred 'from the Guntersville and
Pickwick reservoirs.
Each of the newconters has
worked.pitAll the resrvoirs in the
Tennessee Valley Authority , area.
Congenial and friendly-- people,
they have done much to merit the
Confidence the citizens of Murray
and this vicinity place in them.
last obstacle in the way of starting
this most ambitious project was
removed, for in that measure was
an appropriation of $2,613,000 for
beginning construction. of the dam
at Gilbertsvil/e.
Requiring a peak employment of
about 8000 workers, the dam will
be finished in from six to eight
years.. TVA engineers estimate.
"The Gilberfsville Dam will cre-
ate the longest reservoir in the
world-184 miles of navigable
channel suitable for boats of 9-
foot draft,- says John B. Bland-
ford, Jr.. geeeral 'manager of the
TVA. "This is more than three
times the length of the Panama
('anal."
The , se is on the Tennessee
.River _ about 22}/z...M.l./eti ..upStregne
from the confluence of the Ten-
nessee River with the Ohio River
at Paducah. Ky., and about 184
I miles below Pickwick Landing
practically completed..






I. Flood-control: The Gilbert-
yule reservoir ;will have 4.600.000
acre-feet of flood control storage.
"It is estimated that this storage
would have reduced the 1937 flood
crest at Cairo by two feet." the
TVA office recently asserted. in
testifying before a sub-committee
of Congress, TVA officials said the
dam was justified for its flood-
control value alone. Carl Bock, as-
sistant chief-engineer, said it was
perhaps the most valuable of all
TVA dams for its flood-storage fa-
,-
tCont'd. on Page 2. Sec. 1)
COLLEGE TO HAVE
ONE OF BEST YEARS
Total Enrollment Over 16-Year
Period Will Exceed
7,000 Students
Murray State College will litegin
its 16th year at the opening of the
fall semester September 19, with
an enlarged curriculum and facul-
ty and a program of activities
Which officials believe will maice
the coming year "one di' the best
in the history of the school.
The totaL enrollment of the col-
lege aye; the 16 years it ,has ex-
isted will piss the 7.000 mark
with the fall registraticn. Since
1923. the faculty has grown from
five to 60 members. offering 20e
different COurses in 12 departmery-
Dr. James H. Richmond a'
begin his fourth year as presiden!
of the young institution. "In I, -
than 15 years, a magnificent collcgc
has developed." Dr. Richmond said
today, "Our. students compare
'favorably with the best to IN tuund
elsewhere. Our aim is give
there the best training and instruc-
tion possible and to imbue them
with the right spirit" ;
Officials -declare there is "every
indication that this ..will 'be a ,
banner year for Murray The
-
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GILBERTSVII -I -F. DAM IS STARTED sters have reported the expert- Dam Already Has A ppreciation,•.ent to be a complete success. lhe a
1Cont d. from Page 1. Sect)
cinties. The normal area is Itiu,uUti
acre&
a. Navigation: sComplvion of the
dam will noose the I einiessee nay-
Idabie hum Paducah to the upper
end of the Chicasunauga pow, s
distance of 520 Inc psannera:
have explained. Located in Inc
Mart of use Mussesaipps Ohio, anti
___------e-Teanessee Valleys, trot dime tney
say, will do rotten to restore toe
 - =,,.sfeagikaYe leree!-treitie.--eiar
Sae IVA, is eusseutung stepping
terminals along the geteleireay to
became the centirs ofe„;:feeder-
truck lincer where -leaks and
trains will bring and deliver agri-
cultural. mineral. and IllailttLike-
tared products., It has been sag-
tested that retrigerhtor boats Ay
be introduced to transport rapidly
term cominoceues, such as eggs,
trusts, and vegetables. The south-
ern location ox the Tennessee Val-
ley causes the river to be tutually
tree trum_sce tnat wouldinuerwome
handicap nevigauon. EveGIMILY
the flyer Will nave a nine toot
alerted to Knuxvilie.
3 Power: Although power devel-
opment incidental, "it is con- 
way, ana powerhouse structures.
templated that provision win be and 2.5uU,00u cubic yards of earth
made for the ultimate installation will be used 
in
 the e."1 embank
ment& These - earth dikes a ill be
of six generation units with a total protected from wave action by
rated -capacity of 19Z000 kilowatts."
. The powerhouse will be of the 
250,000 cubic yards of riprapping
or stone layer along tneu sides. '
indoor type. It is planned to build
only the intakes in the initial con- "No large communties 
will be
structson and to complete the affected by the formation 
of this
structure and install generetdes lake," the TVA reported. 
"Practic-
eLhed required by increased pees& ally no important industries 
will
. demand. At least six slates will be be. affected. No mineral 
lands or
asides the -potential radius of the valueble timber will be 
inundated."
Pot& ofWelitlaist this dam: Ken- As a wa
rning to job-seekers, it
lucky. Mieessei, Illinois, Indiana, was announced last
 week from
Tennessee, and Arkansas. The ex_ Washington 
.that "the' TVA does
tent. of power distribution, of not engage
 in darn construction as
.voulvise. will depend upon public .a 'made work* 
enterprise, The were
deoidnd and the future policies of at Gdbertsv
ille as at other points
• federal and state legislatioie will be wi
th the view to efficiency




to perfection. Modern labor-saving
aevices will be employed."
To Employ MN
will be employed at the tiaberts-
Th4 program" says a recent TVA ville project. inc
reasing the nurn-
bungee. The Gilbertsville Dam, by ber 'to 1200 perhaps 
by ;January.
mating- the rivisrestelly navigabis, Peak employment on
 the dam it-
Wilemake it possible for the goo- self will reach about 2400 
workers,
eminent to utilise its nitrate pleats but an add
itional force of 4000
is ref ingance, in workers or more will be 
employed
connection with the sulphur mines in reservoir clearing
 and reluca-
of • Louisiana. Other minerals of tiOn. The 180-mile reservoir ar
ea
sender availability include iron will naturally neces.sitate 
the use
zinc, lead. copper. alumfhuin.' mans of a large nut-Tiber of 
•employeess
ganese. and chromium: Clay, as TVA workers. are now 
in the
good ..as exists anywhere in the area constructing a camp 
Site,
' world, seems to loom as a haajosliendeteetieid, making prelim
inary
.devejopment in the retied. Tts pm- ttmearetions, inVetUgatione dr
ills
sitstlities are ephanced by the new ;Ings. surveys, and charts. The land
elortnc-firing _furnaces and the acquisition department at Murr
ay
eavigation improvements_ Gilberts- is n.aking rapid progrees in secu
r-
nUe Dam lies in the bottle-neck ing options and- deeds for land 
in
of the TVA-area and its construe- the valley. _ •- ' .
'• hon, advocates say. will open the ,. Eugene Prokop._ TVA eng
ineer





In Zhe World War by shortage Of
poll!. and by rally congestion,
bogrof -which bottlenecks will be
!dinned to some degree by the
at Muscle Shea
Other Pirrposes the engine
ers were 'far advanced'
Other purposes listed by TVA's on their 
explerations.
_ffiende_includessemplormelat.  di- 
Described as the first a its kind
meet and related; soil _conservation in the won-d------an engin
and reforestation:- rural electrifies- penment has been coeducted 
suc-










a solid coat earth
water to encase a
in diameter. Engi-
tiluie was dug to permit experts to Meant Niuch; Will
Gilbeetsvilie Liam will ,00sist or cteseend to oedroca 91.1 teet below
a eseegesen lees ullv Lulu , Me surface. In January, wnen
poviernouse 111•Cl.0111 aert/s• inc aUrknlen had sl/14 tee shalt do
present river enamel. 'sae entire !lee', water sodaenly'bhgan Clow-.
structure wtil besa,uu0 leet long— ; ing into the snail taster than Inc
aimut 1.64 notes in ngin. zartn !pumps could empty it. experts
.41,0,,,,4iiiinvn“, a di it, ujpix., /you, then /11.5Lal.ed nude retrigeo-atiog
an&Ju - boCot ut sloes i trie streaailuipui te.ekireitlete"-C-Old tome -tit
.0 Joua Wyse cottiete 'a/110.AM us 1 pipes striven jolt outeue a 41)-toot
to loon grostaci. .1 stees C)1111,1CI encasing the banal
11,e 'Assesses:sin ?eight of the 1 to omit WK. TtIUS .. use inottg tat
earei seis,easseeistit is inatu,oci, to ; water nns been stopped and worse.-
..it-line th,,,it_p_t_ toe elk, Igten were _pstinutleo_ 49.._ Ciesuuue
crew sgauvray Isla Ul: all e , trusts uses- T ttielh -d-ro palea saleiye ';'• '
It!peg to the top in tie gate oper- .,-, Foundation Is 0. ILstens platform, will be about 130 Engineer riotkop statea, how-
• i.e Luca 14 in have a creme eve!, eeplora.usges ha o pi oceraeci
tar MN tee. wog esCi itv leet wsue,1,0 such a nedlit"inet "no surprises.'
and v/tO be oesiloteb.,,;.1,pr a Med_t-la Civ es.pecaou to the ibUtluinitni.-
iinum lilt of oo 'wet. 11,A expeits say tuey tielleve use
Toe spillway. designed to pass treezing exp....rum:10 too proved toe
salet,y aou.00ti cuoiC teem' in eater 5.1*- bUCI1 11 pio.Xss lot
per secunte eel extend 1,210 .teas inner "derlakihaa-
tong loom luCg to powerlaoule 'me tem 01 a earn In the lower
epulway contest will be by means I Tennessee Valley originated aciout
U s gates at use isseu-rolser type 10 years ado with ell sorillY Ma-
le sae preps., soon vi tne won", TYey. Later, more tile creation of
tion Of. toe dam, 3.304.t,veat cuuic the TVA- M-- a -•"New Dear Move,
yards of earth will tie excavated. W. G. Waldo, head et Soutnern
stbout .1,250,thi0 cubic yards of con-. ttibtles and Industries, inc., ()b-
erme veil go Into the lock,- spill- taoied pre!lrunary permit from
the Federal Power Commission to
build a huge power dam at Aurora,
about aides upatream from Gil-
bertsville. When the TVA began- its
program of "unified control" of the
Tennessee Valley. the Federal
Power Commission awarded a set-
tlement to Mr. Waldo for his prop-
erty and rights in the matter and
be was thereby removed from. the
picture.
The Lower Tennessee Valley As-
SOCiation. composed of -representa-
tives in West Kentucks•, Southern
Illinois. and West Tennessee, was
organized to urge the construction
of a darn in the lower valley. Each
year this non-partisan i group urged
upop :Congress the necessity of an
approffsiation for starting ctinstrue-
tion of this dam. This-year a sum
for coriStruetien was asked by the
commission. --b-ge-lh-e- -House
appropriations •committee removed
the item. The Senate thereupon
added about $3.000.000- to the bill
&Jr amendment and sent it back to
the House. Again the House re-
jected the item after a strenuous
fight, and again the Senate stood
pat. Finally it was' approved by
WE- -House- margin of-sonly
'7 votes. Then it was sent .to the
President for signature.
Some Oppose. Dam
Not everybody favors the- con-
*ruction of the dam. Some con-
sgressesen have described it as a
'colossal rntetake, a waste of
money, et. arguing it would haena
the coal industry, private business.
utilitles, fawning, navigation, and
would have few benefits.
But by and large, tbe over-
whelming majority of the farmers,
merchants, businessmen, and legis-
lators. in the area are thoroughly
in favor - of the big dam. Already
there is a mild_ business boom in
the area--this in spite of the "re-
"I regard the TVA as the great-
est development of ancient or mod-
em times, and Gilbertsville is the
keystone of this entire _develep-
'-I F P ,-k - n
Egg Proauction Is
Below Normal
Plan To Raise More Chicks
. . EARLY NE XT SPRING. .




We Carry a Complete Line of Red Comb
Poultry Feed and Poultry Remedies . . .
Our Capacity Enables Us to Serve the Entire
Jackson, Purchase and the Lower
Tennessee Valley
Make Arrangements Now To
'Let Us Serve You Next Spring
Murray .111atchgry
R. E. Kelley, Prop. MURRAY, KY-.— , East Maple Street
4
with, ,what would' remain. The
istauld_ beseerived by 
the good lands left would come
perhaps thrc ugh sacrifice of Mtge
who moved from established homes.
but it would more than Compen-
sate for any monetary loss. Mane
of those who moved were glad
to do so: and they had the sym-
pathy and beet wishes .of residents in conjunction with State and U.
who were; more fortunate. They S. officals on the program. Mr.
foiled themselves wettetifeli in Caplinger has made arrangements
communal neighborhoods essential,- in Louisville and Washington to
ly similar to ones from which they carry on the program. .
came.
No Halfway Measures
There cour0 be no halfway mess-
urce. The dam would be built, or •Istern here this year Is the issu-
it 'would not be built. It was ance of free textbooks to the
necessary for persons in the area • seventh • grade. Formerly, they
to weigh the Consequences of such
a building program and to decide
instantly.
From the advertisements in this
issue you may see how the busi-
ness 'concerns of Murray have
decided. They have not yet esti-
mated accurrately the vast amoust
of good the dant will do here. but
they have grasped it .largely. Ties,
have seen business even now at
lhn darn's beginning _ boom w,•
greater impetus than since 11.e
War. The building program in
Murray has been unparalleled; u•i-
empkyrnent has decreased: n ,i1
estate has sold at a premium. c:oo
ital stocks have been increased
Bespeaking of what outsid• ss
think. .of the possibilities hen, ,s
the announcement today that ok o
new theatre • establ,shrnents,— ,n
the aggregate' to total nearly $100,-
000 in 'construction .alone-.will be
erected here by the- last of No-
vember. making a totel of three
!theatres fur a_town the size ofMurray.
I Such action is not merely specli..
lation. It is a sure bet. ,The
builders know what they are,do-
ing. It meant a greater Murray.
Let's all of us grow wide it!
Conn Barnett To
the agronomet with eye's for bet-
terment of the soil and for farm
practices Which would enrich the
farmer's potential source of in- Ray, who jwill' teach the third
grade at, the training schantcome saw the value which would
COIT1C to the farmer because of According to Mr. Caplinger, the
the dant. It meant cheap electricity Rev. Sam P. Martin will deliver
for - ciairying. for livestock rain- the opening address at the high
mg; for the' lessening f the bur- school, and he is negotiating with
den of the lung overloaded farmer County Superintendent T. C. Arnett
and his wile, to speak to the Training School en-
And after all, there was so corn- rollees Monday morning in the
paratively little land destroyed-. i..tie chapel at the college.
so .little destroyed in comparison Mr. Caplinger said the city
Ac.hools this .year will stress a
selfestY Program. In the first six
grades, books especially for the
purpose have been adopted. The
program will include safety meas-
ures in all sorts of environment,
:n the home, in play, work, and
everything the socialized child may
come in contact with. Working
-
To our man h
y 
friends and 
n Nlean Mere by Far bors in Midway. K y . , and around
Midway, we want to thank each
and everyone of you for your trade
while were were locistecl there,
and net only do we thank the
people in and around Midway but
thank each and every one every
where for the trade they have
g,%ett Us.
Words cannot express how we
appreciate your patronage and
koiciness toward us. It was a great
pleasure to du business with you
in our new place of business at
1312 West Main Street, Murray,
Ky.Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Key, o
tom- meant too niuch to the area
which it served, it was tdo power-
fully a directing factor in tne fu- City Schools To
ultimately toe whole of the Ten- Open on Sept. 12
lieStlee ape)* nut to he built.
. Progress is Sims !Cont'd from Page 1, Sec. D
The visionary saw factories and 
industries springing up in the partment Of Muriel high school
TVA area, and the practical mail t ace, t a similar
‘Cont'd. from Page 1, Set. Is
to the While-Houses-Ana the halls
of Congress.
Theie was a minority wNcii
opposed the comerucuois however
on g...ia.tai principles; and others
upp_sed it, perhaps with a uegree
ot LW", Li.:1,11A.M... the dap would
dero oy Winch to then, ,
*tie pesioos. •
- -Thai-4= 7FFitt".-21
ate possibility whicn the den:!
could be' responsible -fors But it •
was too ing a project. Its Construe-
lure destiny of Kentucky anu
—viewing the counts y side with a Harrisburg, Ill., and to replace Ory
speculative eye—found Murray a ' Ingram,former seventh and eightl
most desirable city. He saw good grade instructor in the Murray
roads here; the hest ot educational '
facilities; competeist hospital' stiote .s I snit' das• afternosn of acute appen-
odied
d h -sicians to take care of hi • 
ills; a lovely residential section; dicitis•
weliset.pt mere, mate; me teem_ New instructors in the city
schools thus fruothis .year are Missdition an already thriving city—
one Which wotifelgrow 'and riot Gl'ele Nene Jones, who will tracts
the four:h grade, at the high schtsol;become langueurous with time. !
And so he built his manufactOr- I Miss Ruth Hepburn, cfitic art
Mg establishment, here. Thee teach' at the Training School;
Miss Rose Mary ,odell. home eco-
nOinics critic instructor • gt the
Ti-sitting School; and Miss Annie
The bus-runs this year will be
is usual, he sai'd.
A new feature of the high school
were issued only, up through the
sixth grade, but the superintend-
ent today said the mijority though
not all of seventh grade texts
would come free to students this
year.
Teachers at the high school this
year are Ed Filbeck, principal:
Preston Holland, coach; W. B.
Moser, ., biology; Ardath Canon.
chemistry: Wilburn Cavitt. mathe-
matic, and woodshop: Myra Bag-
well. English and French Hazel
Tarry, English; Meadow Huie, his-
tory; Margueritte Holcomb. borne
economics; Lola Cain, commerce;
Ruth Lassiter. junior high math:-
Mrs. Ruth Churchill, geography;
Lula- Clayton Beale. sixth grade;
Mari LOU Outland fifth; Grade
Nelle Jones, fourth; Mrs. B. F.
Craiitoi-d.. third; Lucy Lee. sec-
ond; Kathleen Patterson. first ar.r!
d Margaret Graves. fit
• e Training School. tearmon
Graham is principal: Clifton Thur-
man is coach and teaches mathe-
matics; Miss Clara Rimmer, Eng-
lish and • French; Lora_ Frisby.
English: Roberta Whitt-sate science:
Margaret Campbell, history: Daisy
Hinkle. music: Rose Mary Cedell.
home economics: Ruth Hepburn,
art; -Emma Helm. sixth; Naomi
Maple, fifth; Whittle ,'Frousdale,
fourth: Annie Ray, third: Ola
Brock, second; and Bertie Manor.
first.




!has accepted a Position as scribes to the 1 edger
of -Smith-Hughes training-1 in ay, -
_ 'culture in the Auburn higrachse. CI Times but nearly
 everybody reads it!
Teach at Auburn
-
Conn Barnett. Almo, who
agriculture at Sharpe high sch,,
last year and who until this. k
was a farm supervisor on the st.,ff
of County Agent J. T. Coehr:
has gone to Auburn. Ky., where
of Mississippi rt.‘cently: wrote the
:Lower Tennes.sOe Valley Assn( -
I toot. "Every county in my Moe .
abet every town inmy district
be getting .1
; neat tew mOnthii-emd • sits hik."‘
I rates..Lel.:s do the•aerne thing ;
Ketitucay:- -
'Offacers':of the 1,TVA are: hr.
J. H. Richmond, president of Mur-




ity; Ky.; presidents- J. T. Lime.
otTerihi, • 'teens • vice-presiuent,
I. eleven, Sarni's+, Ky., 84.,Creta -
if ono nfer. t •President Drafters summed tt alt
up reccot trete-re wire from WEete-
ingeon whence lie had gon., to "ia,ie
about Inc dam': et regard It as
the most important piece cif
an len ler this area that . has- ta,..1
passed in the lest SO yeats.'
Dr Rterenond' has described, ;
ii... _ , snipe .a new iiitese of , 1
titnosier and • Socielogscal dres el







Attach a P Ann..* Electrie
Fencer lo your old
fence
It'll hold them nice Stone-
wall Jackson held the
Yanks.
The cheapest way in the
world to fence. •
•
It will pay you to investi-
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College to Have
One of Best Years
tCont'd from Page 1, Sec. 1/
school has an enlarged faculty, an
enriched curriculum, the best of
prospects in, athletics and music,
an Improved physical plant, and a
more extensive program of extra-
curricular activities and social
events than ever before."
, Ranked as "Class A" by four ac-
crediting organizations. Murray
Slate offers five degrees: Bache-
lor n Arts, and Bachelor °fetich
ce, with -nr-a.vittiout-Feiftrication;
Bachelor of Music sEducatisn,• with
certification, ' and Bachelor of
Music The college is a member
of the American Association of
Teachers Colleges, the Southern
and the Kentucky Associations of
Colleges anti Secondary Schools,
and the National Association Sol
Schools of Music.
Curricula leading to the issuance
of Seven different teacheng cer-
tificates are offered. Degrees also
are conferred without certification
and combined courses-- to
advanced work in Medicine, den-
tistry, law, and theology are avail-
able.
The Murray "Thoroughbreds,"
members of the S1AA conference.
will play atractive schedules of
intercollegiate football and basket-
ball. Intra-mural sports.,-"some-
thing for everybody"—will be an
important part of the years activi-
ties. The music department will
be enlarged.
Honorary and professional fra-
ternities and clubs for students of
every interest will function. The
Student Organization will begin
its third year. to promote student
self-government.
A program of concerts, recitals.
dramatic productions, dances. de-
bates, and other-ear-actions will be
interspersed throughout the year.
The college calendar f r the fall
semester at Murray follows:
September 19, Monday, Registra- Murray
tion of stuants; October 3. Mon-
day,-Last day to register for creel- We handle the Big Deals 16 'the-, satisfaction of all
TractorlInjures
Manliff Miller
Mania! Miller narrowly escaped
serious injury -Wednesaay after-
noon, when he attempted' to park
his tractor and mowing equipment
9n East Maple Street across from
the Murray Marble Works.
Spectators report that he had
stopped his tractor, leaving it run-
ning, and had gt. off and started
across the' sheet to use a telephone.
After alighting and before he had
left, it started to coast downgrade
BB3911r4k=ttie railroad—he--
for the breag lever, and as he did
his foot slipped on the curb, and
he touched or grabbed the gear
lever, starting the tractor forward.
Scinie how or other he fell, and
the tractor wheels ran over both
of his legs not injuring him •seri-
ouily. but tie was caught in the
equipment with which the mower
was attached to the tractor and
dragged along the street for sev-
eral feet. The tractor ran into a
parked car and came to a stop.
The suckle was in an upright posi-
tion.
Licensed to Wed
The county court clerk's office'
this Week issued marriage licenses
to -the following persons:
Owen Henson Hale, 20, and
Louise„Clark, 20. hOth of this coun-
ty; and to Harold Frederick Smith.
21. Centralia. Ill., and Claudine
Pfleuger, 21. also of Centralia.
Scott-Lassiter
Movos Storehouse
To North Third St.
The Scott-Lassiter' Hardware
Company is moving by September
15 to the room on North Third
Street formerly' occupied by the
Bon-Ton Lunch, next door to the
Merray Bakery, Mr. Lassiter stated
Wednesday evening.
The room the surimany now oc-
cupier belongs to Tom Morris. The
-4458-44•W













If You Want to BUY or SELL or TRADE





it; November 24-28, ThanIcsgeong ' 
-- --o .
Recess; December 17. Friday. 
concerned. If you have property, list it with us. ,If you
Christrnas holidays begin. '1939: want to buy or trade, see us. Our firm hand
led the lease
surned. January 27, Friday, First 
for the New KentuckrTheatre announced in week'sJanuary 2. Monday. Classwork re-
semester closes. - 
paper, to be built on the A. p. Woods
The second semester of 18 weeks Methodist church.
will open Monday. January 30,
and close on Friday, June 2.
It Pays to ease the t asoefteda
this








Ice Cold Coca- Cola in Bottles
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MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor PHONE 247, PLEASE
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.
Miss Hire Gives Party For Guest
Miss Helen Hire entertained
ealltaligad lakikaaameta _al
the home of her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. 'Charles Hire, the occasion
honoring Herbert Drennon, Jr.. of
Starkville, Mies.
Gaines and cot-elate furnished
amusement for 01'F'guesii and
prizes were awarded the winners.
Delicious i refreshments were
served the following: Misses Nancy;
Mellen Frances Gatlin. Louise Put-
nam, Emma Sue Gibson, Rebecca
Farmer. Murtha Lou Hayes, Eliza-
beth Ithea Finney. Sue Upchurch,
Helen and Eleanor 'Hire, and Her-
bert Drennon, William Mellen, Jim
Hart, William Finney, Wells Lovett,
Oliver Hood, Dale Melugin. Phil
Cutchin, and J. D. Hamilton, Jr.
• • • • a
Mrs. Jennings Honors House
Guests
Mrs. 0, J. Jennings, Sr.. was
hostess Friday evening at a dessert
bridge, the second in a series of
parties, ficnor guests were Mrs.
Kirby Jennings of Ann Arbor,
Mich.. and Mrs. 0. J. Jennings,
Jr., of El Centro, Calif.
Five tables were played for the
game in the living rooms which
were beautifully decorated with
garden flowers. -
Mrs. Jack Farmer won the orize
for high score, Mr.. Mayme Ryan
Hughes the consolation prize and
Mrs. C. C. Farmer the slam prize.
The hostess served a dainty ice
course
James Parker And ,Mrs. W. T.
James Are Surprised On
Birthdays
James Parker and Mrs. W. T.
James were surprised with i birth-
day dinner Sunday, August 21. At
the noon hour a beautiful dinner
was spread pn- the lawn. A large
crcwd was present.
The guest list included Mr. and
Mrs. Ogden Bogard. Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Palmer and daughter.
Clarice; Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cain and
children, Joe and Janice; Mr. and
Mrs. Fray Wilson and "Ohildren,
Hermkn and Mary Alice; Mr. and
-Mts. Troy Butler and children,
J. W. and Robbie Lee: Mr. and
Mr. Will Dulaney. Mr. and Mrs.
•
Luidan Lockhart. Mr. and Mrs.
Sherwood Potts and son. Shelby
dray: Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bagwell
and children, Charles. Joe. and
Ted. '
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cotham. Mrs.
S.
Mrs. Raymon Palmer and son. Ed-
ward; Mrs. Opal Johnssn, Mr. and
Mrs. Rpy Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
Saiettas• Parker - and children. Gene
and Dean; Mrs. Dixie Robinson,
Tom Parker, Mrs.- Nola James.
Mrs. Elden Birdieshow, Mrs. Emma
Hawks, Mrs. Madge Harris and
daughter, Miss Modena Bogard,
Miss: Robbie Bogard.
Miss Wilma Dell Wilson, Miss
Meuteepe Lockhart, Miss Gladys
Hawks, Miss Imogene palaney.
Miss Dorothy Butler, C-armon But-
ler. Charles Lee Wilson, Harry Lee
Pctts. Afarnoon callers were: Mr.
and Mrs. Toy Lassiter, Chancey
Worley, Miss Eastner Worley, Mr.
and Mrs. lierritari-CatIgy and chit-,
dren. Narvis and Ola Mae, and
Miss June Hendricks.
Sunday Visitors Of Mr. And Mrs.
Lucian Lockhart Honor Detroit-
Going Family
On Sunday. September 4, Mr. and
Atte Lucian Lockhart had as their
guests Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Palmer and son, Edward, Mr. and
Mrs. James Parker and children.
Gene and Dean: Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Jones and children. Douglas and
Carolyn Ann. of - Detroit, Mich.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Janes. Mrs.
Nan Housden, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Palmer and children, Clarice- and
Baron; Tom Parker, Mrs. Emma
Hawks, Mr. and Mrs. Toy Lassi-
ter and daughter, Freda Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Ogden Bogard,
Sam Bagwell. Miss Gladys Hawks,
Elwood Newsume, Mrs. Opal
Johnson, Mrs. Will Jones, Tollie
Parker. Miss Meuteene - Lockhart.
Miss Modena Bogard and two
Baker girl friends.
The gathering eves in 'itsnor of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Jones. who were
leaving goon fot Detroit.
•
Mr. And Mrs. Farris Are
Given Shower
Mrs. Pat Thompson and kers.
Walter Edmonds surprised /Mr.
and Mrs. Keys Farris with a house-
hold and kitchen 'shower Wed-
nesday afternoon. August 17, at
the home of Mrs. Farris' parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Hendon.
The hsnorees received many
nice and useful gifts. Refresh-
ments of cake and punch were
served to the guests.
Those present were, Mrs. Lela
Linville, Mrs. Mavis Elkins and
Mary June, Mrs. Carl Farris, Mrs.
Edith Hendricks, Mrs. Susie Win.
Robert Mayfield and son, Mr. and cheater. Mrs. Juanita Hatcher and
How Would You Like a
BIG MEAL
In a Little Place at a
SMALL PRICE





Emma Lou. Mrs. Birdie Allbrit-
ten, Mrs. Ruby Hargis, _Mrs. Billie
Hendon and Billie Joe Stubble-
field, Mrs. Chester Barrow. Mrs.
Rudy Bucy and Bobby Joe. Mris
Janie Edwards,' Mrs. Napoleon
Parker and Modena -of St. Louis,
Mo.
Mrs. Ethel Osbron, Mrs. Errett
Grogan, Mrs. Sallie Johnssn, Mrs.
George Grogan. Mrs. Ray Hous-
ton. Mrs. Joe Bruct. Wilson and
Billie Bruce. Mrs. Bob Fair. Mrs.
Joe Irsein, Mrs. Bertha Simmons,
Mrs. Wendell Allbritten and Jo-
ann, Mrs. Lamar Hendon,' Mrs.
Keys Farris, Mrs. Walter Edmonds,
Mrs. Pat Thompson and.. 'Nancy,
Misses Pearl Thompson, Bernice
Elkins, Mary Hargis, Francis Lin-
ville, Blanche' .Hencicts. Sue Hen-
don, Maud Hendricks. Roselle Har-
gis, Ruby Farris, Mary Ruth Hous-
ton, Jessie Faye Poole. Faye Hen-
don, Pauline Moore, Emily John-
son, and Clarice Moore.
Those that were unable to attend
but sent presents were, Mrs. Otis
Folwell. Mrs. Dan Hart. Mrs. E.
D. Winchester, Mrs. Vertie Win-
chester, Mrs. Estelle Adams. Mrs.
Noah Wilson and Dsrothy, Mrs.
Ethel Hargis, Mrs. ii0fus Outland.
Mrs. Ada Outland, Mrs. Hugh
Miller, Miss Sarah" Hargis, Mrs.
Ola Thompson. Mrs. Duncan Holt.
Mrs. Lassiter Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Grogan. Mr. and Mrs. Bur-
ton Young. Mr. and Mrs. Cohen
Stubblefield, Highland Park. Mich.:
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Walker ,and
Ocalie Fla., and Mr. and
Mrs.- Virgil Edmonds,. Miami. Fla..
and Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Grogan.
• • II • •
Gordon-Jeffrey Wedding Takes
Place In Paducah
The marriage of Miss "Ludene
Gordon and Waudell Jeffrey both
of Paducah; was, quietly' solemn-,
ized at 1:15 O'clock Saturday after-
noon in the study of the First Bap-
tist Church with the Rey. A. War-
ren Hayek pert.rming the cere-
mony. '
The attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Cody Fox.
Mrs. Jeffrey, an attractive blonde:
is the daughter of Mrs. Nellie Gor-
don of 417 South Fourth -Street,
Paducah. Mr1. Jeffrey was attired
in navy blue chiffon with' match-
ing accessorieg.' Mrs. Fox, bride
attendant was attired in a frock
of black and white with matching
accessories.
Mr Jeffrey is the son of Mr.
and' Mrs. E. Jeffrey, fsrtnerly of
Murray. He attended Almo High
school and is how an employe of
the Pure Ice Company. Pattbeah.
Immediately after the wedding
ceremony the couple and their at-
tendants left for a ,tour „ through
Illinois and Indiana and remained
in Evansville for the races Sunday.
Then they returned to their home
at 625 Kentucky Avenue. Paducah:
Baptist Groups Have Picnics
Mende; afternon at the heme
of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McEirath,
members of the Intermediate BYPU
.of the Baptist church enjoyed a
hamburger fry. Supper was cooked
in the open, and games were
played.
Those present were Frances Gat-
lin, Christine. Miller. Miriam and
Mary Frances MeElratte Elizabeth
Upchurch. Ruth- Phillips.- Pat
Gingles. Joe Ward, Hugh Thomas
McElrath, R. H. .Outland, Hugh
Perdue. Richard -Jones. William
McElarth. Miss Hazel Tarry, and
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath.
_ --
Miss Dorothy Robertson; John Overbey
Wed in Cereniony Friday Morning
The marriage of . Miss EiLrothy
Robertson and John Overbey was
solemnized Fliday_emorning at 10
o'clock at 'an- impressively beitili-
ful ceremony at the home of the
ride's. parents, • Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Robertson, The Rev. J.
Mack Jenkins, pastor of the Meth-
odist Church. read the single ring
ceremooy in the presence of the
immediate "families anclea few cLse
friends.
The Robertson home was beauti-
ful in a setting of roses and
gladioli. The vows -Jere exchang-
ed before an altariot fairns and
tall baskets of pink gladioli 'flank-
ed with white cathedral tape.
Preceding the ceremony airs. J.
R.. Williams cam; "For Love's
Sweet Sake" and "At .Dawning.."
She was accompanied byl Miss
Lula Clayton Beale who aess play-
ed the "Wedding March" from
"Lehesgrip" for the entrance of
the bridal party. During the cere-
mony "Oh Promise Mee' was softly
played. with MenOelssohn's.
ding March" being used 'as the re-
cessional.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father. Her tolcnde beauty
was enhanced by a costume suit, a'
Howard Greer model of Boy Blue
m:ss.. crepe. The one piece fitted
dress had a high draped neckline
held in place by an antique gold
I chair. The wrist lengtls fitted
k jack.. ' ., es bordered in apliqued
Iself e Her . hat, a fiuzy model
trim:, , . ei ostaleli tips, was in the
Par e.' ee shade with all accesso-
ries : . ••ning. She wore a shoul-
der , ego of, white gardenias and
lilie-- I -.la'-valley.
Tt • t•ride's 'only attendant was
her .-.-' •r, Miss Rebecca Robertson.
win, :se a frbck sf Boy Blue
villit - ,I,ick accessories. Her cor-.
Of .-12111k -1;taclucik-aad
..ath. The groom was at-
tetd,'u by Charles • Robertson.
1 bro • of the nride.,. th 
Tee bride. one of the most pop-
I the }mower set of Murray,
alas eaduate of Murray High
Set: si and Murray State College.
For the past three years she has
twee 'a member of the faculty of
Murray High School.
Mr. Overbey. son of Mrs. George
Rowlett, is also a graduate of
Murray State College and has done
graduate wzrk at the University
of Texas at Austin. For the past
two years . he has- been assistant
professor in, the department of
Busaiess Administration in Kansas
we,,INyan University at - Salina.
•Kareas, lie has accepted a posi-
tion as head of the department of
Bu' :less Training at Tennessee
Wesleyan Collage at Athens. Tenn..
where he and his bride will reside
aftel. a short bridal trip'.
Social Calendar
Friday. September 9
The Rotary Club will entettain
ritith a fish fry and picnic at Pine
Bluff beginning at 2 p. rn.t
Wednesday. September 14
The PTA will meet at 3 o'clock
at the Murray High School audi-
torium.
Miss Mary Shipley will be
-tInstess to the . Arts and Crafts
Club at three o'clock at the home
of.-'Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.,
The Wednesday .afterneon- bridge
club will meet at 2:30 p. m. with
Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hustiee.
•
The YWA of the First Baptist
church held its regular monthly'
business meeting at the Baptist
picnic grounds Monday afternoon.
A weiner rsast followed the busi-
ness session.
Those present-were 'Misses Katie
Tarry, Geneva Outland,. Evelyn,
Ruth Gingless Iris Key, Sue Up-
church, Glenda Hutson. Witte
Williams. Kittle Mae Williams.
Martha Jane Blalock. Rebecca
Thursday. September 15 •
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 2:45 p. m. at the home of Mrs.
Ed Farmer with Mrs. R. E. Broach,
Mts. Fred James and Mrs. William
Purdom aesieting hosts.
home in Almo.. All the children
were at home together fur the first
time in 1,0 years.
After a delicious dinner was
served the grandchildren enjoyed
the afternr4in playing games:- •
Those present were: Mr, and
Mrs. Elbert Houston and children,
Thomas. Harold and Kate of this
county; Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Gal-
loway and daughter. Dorothy. Jean;
Mr. and Mx. Bonnie Miller and
son, Joe Rat of Highlander .
Mich.; Mr. end' Mrs. Alvah Gallo-
way. 'Highland Park, Mich; Taz and
Billie Nat Galloway of Almo.
• s • • • . '•
Alice Waters Missionary Society
Meets rttesday • • --
The general meeting of the Alice
Waters Missionary Sonee6 was
hela Tuesday afternoon at the
Methodist Church with Mrs. J. P
Sexton, vice-chairman. presidie:
Mrs. E. A. Tucker had chargee
of the pr.grana and 'eel the de+f)-
tional and prayer. A Vocal se!
Was given by Mrs. Walter Bone.
The topic for study was "Mexic,
and Miss Ruth Seiton gave an lit
teresting discussion of social ser-
vice work in Mexico. An °rear
stele- by Mis,s Jane Sexton was el
JoYed•
A short business session folio,
ed the program. There weresabee
Lassiter and Mrs. Ronald Churchill. twenty-five present.
• • • • •
Mr. And Mrs. grittlder, Galloway
Are Honored
I Mr. and Mrs. Scudder Galloway
• 'rwere honored Saturday at their
• • • • •
Miss Miller Celebrates Birthday
Virginia Miller celebrated h
. fourth birthday Saturday aPi-







3-yr. SI Plate ue.  117.26 Ca.
2-yr. 45 Plate $6.24
18-mo. hvy, duty 30 Plate _ $525 ex.
12-mo. 39 Plate  1435 ex..
6-mo. 39 Plate   43-119 ex.
RADIOS
5-tube Automatic  $13.85
43-tube Instant Tuner, .3 Bands
Tone Control $35.95
Aerial Kit Complete  39c
ASSOCIATE STORE
11(RE OWNED ant Operated by
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REPAIR THAT MUFFLER Before Winter
Chevrolet 28-32  9se
Chevrolet 34-35   $1.108
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Ford 32-37 $1.79
Exhaust and Tail Pipes from 12e up
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Complete King Pin and Bushing Sets
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mother. Mrs. Carl Milter, at her
home in Lynn Grove, The chil-
dren were entertained with games
and ceentests throughout the afters
no, i
Refreshments of ice cream and
the biiihday cake_ with four burn-
ing candles, were served.
The honoree received many gifts
from her -Ilea friends.
Invited guOts were Jiimmy May-
field. Sallie" Nene Yowlgue,:„Jime
my Jesdere Nelda Sue Smith, Jack
Mayfielo. Meredith Roieers. Card-
lyn Harrison. Jerry Mayfield, and
Vii. mei Miller;
Mr. And Mrs. Galloway Entertain
Education Board Members
Me and Mrs. Scudder Galloway
eptctialied the county board of
edut•ati. it members. Superintendent
T. C' Arnett. former Superintehd-
ent M 0. Wrather, and Others at
thee- home IC Almo with a
luncheon Tuesday at the noon hour.
Ed Adams: of Coldwater. was
the only member who eould not
be priee oh,
. Among the guests were..T. C.
Acme. and board members Jim
Hart. F. B. Crouch. ,and Burton
Ycung; and 'Leen Grogan, county
ette•ndance officer: Mayor George
Nart. Mr. and Mrs. Pat Beale. .'J.
M. • Imes, and Mrs. Alvah Gallo-
,vay.
- • • • •
Miss" Key Entertains
Miss Martha Sue Key entertained
with an informal party Saturday
night in honor of Miss Rebecca
Farmer, who is leaving next week
!!! enter Bethel College.
Dainty refreshmi•nts were served.
Those present were Miss Rebec-
ca Farmer, Miss Charlotte Owen.
Miss Sue Farmer. :Miss Martha
Lou Barber, Miss Jane Sexton.
Miss Rachel Linn. and Miss Mar-
tha Site Key.
Max Miller. Louis C Ryan,
George R. Wilson. E. .B. Mcrgan,
A. B. Waters. Gene Dulaney. Billy
Boone, ahd John T. Irvan.
Wade Reunion Is Held In
Tennessee
Children of the, late John W.
Wade gathered at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Wade, Allisona,
Tenn:, for a reunion over the week-
end and 1.-abet- Day.
Those present were C. G. Fade,
Chicago, Ill.; Will Wade, Saunders-
ville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.- Fred
Fitschen, 'Louisville; Mrs. G. C
Bucy and son, Billy Wade, Padu-
,.aalLeMrs. N. G. Coy- and-son. Dick
Murray; and the hOsts. Mr. and'
Mrs. J. G. Wade and daughter Ann.
On Labor Day-the party mot:T-
ed to the home of Mr. and -Mrs.
Will Wade, Saundersville,
for the day.
Household And Kitchen Showers
Honors Mrs. Kirby Bucy
Mrs. H. J Griffin, of Almo,
complimented her friend, Mrs. Kir-
by Bucy, with a household and
kitchen shower August 31 at the
home cf Mrs. Harlon Nanney of
Almo who is Mrs. Bury's mother.
Those present were Martha Hern-
don. Ola Nanney, Mrs. Nancy Hill,
Nora Jane Hale, David Nanney,
Albert Nanney, Artie Nanney, Julia
Griffin, Ellen McKinney. Arih Nan-
ney, 'Harlon Nanney. Frances Bar-
nett, Lorena Marshall, Noveda Bell.
Geneva Bell Burkeen. Mrs. Doll
Schroeder, Evelena Barnett.
Freddie Duncan, Larue
Neva Childress, Mrs. Jessie Lee,
Audry Wilkerson, Velda Mae Hales
Inez Hale. Mrs. Jimmie Bucy, Mrs.
Ira Fox, Mrs. C. A. Huey, Murl
Parker. and Mrs. Witt Stone. Chil-
dren present were Dortha Lou Grif-
fin. Joyce Elaine Bizzeil, Bettie
L.0 Bizzell. Jeanette Grey Hern-
don. Landis Marie Hale, Mary
Alice Hennes,, Anna Lou McKin-
ney. Ruby Dell Bizzell, Walter
Thomas Schroeder, Nadine Dun-
can, Modean Duncan, Barbara
JisanIlkerson,.C. A. Bucy, Jr.
Those sending gifts were Myrtle
Chapman, Virginia Woodall. Flora
Hale, Mrs. Cleo Bucy, Ablene
Jones, Moline Griffin, Hawley
Bucy. Holland. Weatherspoon, Mrs,
W. W. Kelly, Mrs. Martha Drennrn.
Mrs. Roy Drennon, Mrs. Jennie
Bishop, Mrs, Myrtle Mahan, Mrs.
Keys Futrell, Eula Smith, Mrs.
Cora Peeler, Mrs. Bob White, Zena
Bell White. Neva Lou Schroeder,
Mrs. Dees Bynum.. Ralph White.
Mrs. Nancy Chapman.
• • • •
Stark-Ellis Wedding
Is Solemnized
A Wedding of much interest to
their many friends throughout this
section, was that cf Miss Martha
Nelle Stark and Mr. Harvey Ellis.
which took place Saturday. Sep-
tember 3, at the Methodist parson-
age in Union City. Tenn. The
' ceremony was perforthed by the
,Rev 0. C. Wrather, uncle of the
bride, with Miss Mildred Wrather,
and Mr. James Roberts, as attend-
ants.
The bride, an attractive brunette.
was charmingly dressed in a brown
traveling dress with harmonizing
accessories. She wore a corsage
of pink rose buds.
After the cerem,ny the wedding
I party returned to the • home of
, the bride's parents where an elab-
orate dinner was served.,
Mrs. Ellis is the only daughter
of Mr, and Mrs. A. D Stark. At
present she is attending Murray
State College, where she is a very
popular student. •
Mr. Ellis is the youngest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Ellis. He
formerly 'Attended the University
of Kentucky and Murray State
College, where he was a popular
student at both institutions. .
The young couple will make their
home with the groom's parents at
present. They plan to enter Mur-
ray College again this fall.
McKee! Family Holds 'third
Annual Reunion
-- •
roe third annual reunion of
W. H. Tiltiet McKeel's family
was held Saturday. Sunday. and
Monday. All children and grand-
children, andein-laws were present.
Those p'resent included Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Curd. Holly Springs.
Miss., Mr. and Mrs. Reason Mc-
Keel and two daughtees. Sara ehd
Alice McKeel, Bowling Green.
Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. Trellis McKeel,
Chicago. Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
McKee'. Detroit, Mich.. Mr. and
Mrs. Mas-41 McKeel., Detroit, Mr.
met Mrs. B. D. Smith and two sans.
'.eob and Roy Smiths Murrays„Gases
,on McKee], Cleveland, 0.
Other guests were Mrs.. Johnnie
Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Neva Waters,
Mary Helen and Sidney Albert
Waters, Murray. Miss Myrtle Mob-
ley, Chicago.
Gaston McKee! will retrain for
a two weeks' vacasion.
• • • •
Clark-Hale Wedding -
Mr. and Mrs., Rufe Clark. Mur-
ray. route At, sumounce.the _mar-
riage of their daughter. Louise. to
Owen Henssn Halve The wed-
ding was solemnized at the home I ADDITIONAL SOCIETY: Page 'I'-
of the groom's grandfather, Mr.
Rule Owen, by the Rev. Lloyd ,
Mayer. The bride was dressed
in rust. with brown accessories.
The greemn is the son of Lui:w
Hale, prominent farmer of the E! M
Grove section.
The couple will- reside at present
at the home of the groom's par-
ents.
Sergeant Downey Is Honor
Guest
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Smith en-
tertained with a six o'clock dinner
at their home Wedneeday evening
in honor of the-brilhday of Charles
Downey, first sergea of the army
department at the prtarnp. A
delicious three course dinner was
served after which the party at-
tended' the show.
Included in the hospitality were
Miss Pauline Poyner, Sergeant
Deveney, Miss Dorothy Abels,
Eugene Brewer, and Mr. and Mrs.
Smith.
Picnic 'Supper Is Held At,
Whitnell Home
Several members of the family
-gathered at the hd'me of Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Whitnell Sunday after-
noon or last week for a picnic
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Whitnell, Mrs. Homer
Pogue of San Antonio. Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Rhedes, Sara Rq,th and
Anis Rhodes. Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Sexton, Misses Ruth. Frances and
Sexten. M. L.' Whitnell, Mr.
and Mrs. Beale Outland. Mr. and
Mrs. William Wihtnell, Miss Mamie
Whitnell. and Joe Whitnere
WE NEED MORE NESTS




If you want more eggs at a
lower feeding cost, you'll he
interested in the new Purina
Family Flock Chow. This new
poultry feed is made especially
for folks who want a high-qual-
ity feed, yet one that is econom-
ical, too.
Come in today and let as tell
you more about it!
Price $2.30 Per 100
ECONOMY FEED STORE




FIRST RANGE EVER TO UNITE
ALL THESE ADVANCED COOK-
ING AND BAKING FEATURES
...AT THIS BARGAIN PRICE!
COME IN! CHECK THIS LIST!,
0 "SPEEla-HEAT" ENCLOSED COOKING
UNITS
3 WOKING-SPEEDS
"LOW-LOW" HEAT ON EVERY UNIT
1-PIECE PORCELAIN CABINET
0 I-PIECE ST,61.1-RESISTING TOP
0 SILVtR CONTACT SWITCHES
0 UTENSIL STORAGE COMPARTMENT
0 "EVE N.-HEAT" OVEN
_D "EVENIZER" HEAT DISTRIBUTOR
J DRAWN STEEL BROILER PAN WITH
-RACK
LARGE. SEAMLESS PORCELAIN OVEN
NON-TILT SLIDING SHELVES
SHELF-TYPE OVEN DOOR
L FRONT OPENING OVEN VENT
[HYDRAULIC-OVEN HEAT CONTROL
PLUS These Outstanding Features - optional




• A stunning, new, genuine Frigidaire Electric Range
that has everythiRg • modern range should havel
Come in and see the four conveniently located en-
closed cooking units-each with three heating speeds!
The wide, roomy, stain-resisting top! Look into th•
extra-large "Even-Heat" oven -seamless, porcelain-
lined tier easy cleaning! And see many more atfclusive
Frigidaire features ... all at this bargain price! Come
in'. . . check the list of important advantages! We
think you'll agree ...here's
the value 'coop of the year,
1:141-11(.41XILIII
Lola PM MO riapilaUkal
EASY TERMS
Get These Genuine Frigid-aire Exclusive Features!
"EVEN- NEAT" OVEN-Ends baking worri
" 






"SPEED-HEAT" UNITS--Cook better 
Every. unit 
at less cost.flag three 
hostingspeech', high, 
medium. aridLoW "I tJseis leas cur.rent; gives *tors "fres set'
_7
-completes 
al'current oo95cooking we 
JOHNSON -FAIN
APPLIANCE CO• _
South Side of Square Phone ,56 MUrray, Kentucky
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North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
it. Meloan and John S Neal
Sobti S. Neal
I react this remember tie' at all* If
I there should be One who has ac,py of the old Murray Gazette
with ..which he would Part I would
appregiate it very much indeed
if tie would mail it to me. I as-
sisted in -editing and Publishing
that paper in 1876 and 1877.: -
Publishers •As I recall Josh Ellison's father
  Editor and Advertising, Manager had just been -defeated for the
tntera at the Postoffice. Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter
SUMER
UA (1)111-44A1
IC TlICKY FRE' c_A•Lts.A.s "1,M)P54
t'AsSOCIATIOV
.•
Subscription Rates:-In First Congress-Linnet District .and Henry anti
'Stewart Counties Tenn SI 00 a year: Kentucky. $1 50. Elsewhere $2.tib
/advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County miu-sita
furnished upon application_
We Express Our Gratitude
• I
The Ledger & 'Times expresses its appreciation to'
L. J. Hortin, secretary of the.. Lower Tennessee Valley
Association. for the _invaluable assistance which he con-I
tribute& tbrhithabor-and.in-infortationtolhe public:I- I
* tioa of this issue dedicated to The tafberisvTlIe dam. 1
. As editors of this paper, we are grateful to Mr. gpOtin;
tor his make-up suggestions and the actual editorial
work which he did.—plus no. end of outside-office con-
facts--=-without which it would have been difficult toha‘e i
published his -61ibertsy:Ile dam edition, I
As readers.-of tbe Led-ger & Times, you, we trust, will '
find this issue an accurate picturization of what is actually!
being done in the process of beginning the greatest con-
struction project ever undertaken in Kentucky. We feel I
1it our dirty, as newspaper publishers to 'give our readers
--iilway the- 4test there--is- to-o-f-fer. - -
We suggest you keep this paper permanently in your
hernics or oilier ii!es, [serif:Ise we believe yoll will join with
.us in a filling .pride in showing it to visiting friends. The i
building or the (iilbertsville dam is the Lonstruction pro-
jet of the century for this region.
And to the L.osiness cohcerns of Murray- and of this i
vicinity which cooperated with las so liberlly, we express '
our trust'tbat you wilt find this issue a worthy product of
the faith you placed in it.
Letter to EdItor
TLmpa.- Texas
' September 5. 1938
Editor:
The recent ceport in your paper
of the death of Josh Ellison re-
minds me that •-most of my b ,-
hood friends of -Calloway county
have gone to that beurne from
which no traveler returns. The
pessonnelsof_tnat rsaietry has so
char.ged that I am almost a
stranger When I make my annual
vises t. those haunts of my child-
hood .
B: f. P s.
• .4
office of Circuit court clerk, Cattle
E. Ferguson was county judge.
Itiainp Swift was sherifl. Linn Boyd
!county Clerk I recall that Jim
i Hutchens cast about to find a
'county c ffice to which he might
!aspire with some hope of being
elected and determined to -run
aga,hutt „Paris Ellison mainly be-
cruise Ellison had beep either coun-
ty isr circuit court clerkspalmost
continuously since the county was
organized. It was about that time
that Bill Ayers, of the Friendship,
c.mmunity. was elected to the
State legislature. His electioneer-
ing speeches were the talk of the
county. He was a public speaker
of no mean ability for that or any
other time. There were sone fine
stump speakers in Calloway in
those days. Charley Stewart was
goite a ,word painter. On one oc-
casion he carried his audience to
thi-akies-in a flight of tifiatory but
lost himself in his peroration. With l
hand uplifted, pointing toward the
heavens above he suddenly paused.
became confused, lowered his hand•





Mr. and Mrs. _J. B. Farris mirac-
ulously escaped with their lives
Wednesday morning as they were
returning from a week-end trip to
St. Lows. 'On the biy curvy hill
between Hardin and Benton, they
met two cars. crie attempting to
pass the other on the hill. The
Farris' were corning towards home
and the other two were gotng
north. In order to escape being
• bit by the approaching cars. Mr.-
' ris ran his car  over the ern-
Raids.. Coles. Stilleys. Skinners. Flis
*.rells. Falwell* Vancleaves,
, era, Mitchells. 'Etahances.'
Hilnt. Wells. Boys. Landrum.s, All-
. britums. Gilberts. McLains. Clarks.
Claytons. Wears?- Grugans. SWati/15.
4 Blythes. Harrises. Myers. Brandons;
SValentines. Elfison.s. Godwin s,
Sinother.mazis. Kirklands. Keys,
1Wades. Whit:wits. Meloans. Wrath-
yrs.Linns Roares. etterbacks and
others- too numerous t_ mention
, were well -known names in my.
bnyhood days. but "seldom meet
any of these When I ,go back there
I in these latter days. And as a mat-ter of tact I doubt if many. who
.bankment, seriously damaging It.
Although not injured they are
suffering from the shock of the
narrow escape.
Herbert Farris, his. brother, and
Cul Holland also had an unavoid-
able collision Wednesday morn-
ing at the corner of Olive and
North Fifth street The two cars
collided, but little damage re-
sulted.
"Remember that life is neither
pain or pleasure: it is a serious
business to be entered upon with








The senior class of Hazel. high
school consisting of 15 members
met and elected the following as
officers for the coming year ON&
'30): Dorothea Miller, president:
Maydell Luter. vice-president:
Laura Janett Curd. 'secretary:
David St. John, Creasurer! Ogle &-
win. news reporter: Houston-11SW-
ley, sales manager: Mrs. Koska
Jones, oiass sponsor.
The remaining members of the
class will be appointeij to serve on
various committees in order that
each member of the class may
have an active part in class work.
thus preventing -dead" members-.
Outlands Have Reunion
and relatives gathered
at the home cf Mrs. Mattie Outland
last Sunday. LUnch was served qn
the lawn in picnic style.
. Those present were Mr and Mrs
Lloyd Henry. Dorothy and Charles.
Mr.. and Mrs. Lafayette Outland
and Juanita of Detreit Mich., Mi.
and Mrs. Emmett Erwin, Leola.
Clara. James Filen. Ortis Houston
Friends
I tilld Mary Jo, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
101 r and Maxine, Mr. and Mrs.Goeble Cooper. Mr. and Mrs. R. L.Cooper, Mrs. Fannie Henry, Stan-
ley and Leue.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Henry,
uvena Henry and James Ralph
Lunn. Mr. and Mrs. Ensile Wil-
liams, Lona Mat and Odell, Mr.
and Mrs. Orvile Owens, Edrick and
Freddie, Mr. and Mrs. Craig Out-
land, Mr. and Mrs. Nolen Atkins
slid Eva Grey, Mrs. Celia Atkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Gatlin Outland and
Betty Sue,. Widen and Odell Cols
son, Mrs. Jack Colson, Miss Dela
Outland
--Mr. -end- Mess- -Torn -Trry-kms-Mi ss
--
Mr. and Mt's. W. J. Caplinger,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Hale. Mr. and Mrs.
Finus Outland, Miss Ruth Lassiter,
Miss Mary Lassiter, Miss Margaret
Graves, Miss Lula Clayton Beale.
Miss Myra Bagwell, Mrs. Torn Row-
lett, 11111%..-Ben Grogan.
Miss Mary Lou 9uiland, George
Ed Jones, Miss Miriam McElrath,
M. D. Thompson, Miss Martha
Churchitl, Miss Martha Jci Crass,
Miss Charlyne Dodd, Ed Wilson
Farmer, Miss Martha Farmer. Miss
Annie Lee Gatlin, Miss Jane Hale,
Sherrill Outland, Bynum Puckett,
Jack Durick, Jamjs Dale Vlopton,
Leonard
Lula Garner, Miss Iva Garner, Mr. Ben Allen Brumley, Charles
and Mrs: Cassel Outland. Mr. and Mason Baker, Tom Cable, Hugh
201.rs Berry Winchester and Leon. Gray, Erwin, J. Buddy Farmer,
Mr, and Mrs. Cullen Forrest. Miss Gretchel Hamrick, Miss Caro-
Thomas Douglas and Lucy Ann. lyn' Johnson, G. W. Gardner, Dan
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Colton and Hutson, Bob Jones, Garnett Hood
Mrs.. Ntattie Outland. Afternoon
?alters were Mr. and Mrs. Limon
and Frankie Nell, Mr. and
Mrs. s Otis Folwell and Jackie
Lynn. and David Outland.
• • • C• ' 
Thomas-Rhodes Marriage
Is Of interest
An announcement of cordial in-
terest to friends .in Murray was
that received last week of the
marriage of Miss Martha Lou
Thomas and Kelly ' L. Rhodes of
Memphis. the wedding having
taken place in that city on Aug-
ust 20.
Mr, Rhodes is the son of Mr.
A. L. Rhodes cf this city and was
a popular member of the younger
set before going to Memphis to
Mur-
ray State College H and 
t t
of Kentucky where he was a









ede  rn  .0 
R.
Moore Dry Goods Co. of Memphis
where the younineouple will make
their home.
Miss Waldrop Ratertain
' Miss Clara Waldrop was hostess
Friday evening at the home of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop. at a lovely pal ty which
was in honor of Solon 'Hale and
Jones, Noble McDougal, Gene-Pat-
terson. Miss Jessie Faye Poole.
Virgil Robertson, Miss Mayme
Ryan, Miss Ruth Phillips, Miss Kay
Rudolph, Miss Frances Sledd, Miss
Louise Shackleford, Miss Marjorie
Shrnat, Miss Freida Smith, Pat
Gingles, Joe Ward, Miss Elizabeth
Fay Upchurch, Miss Nell Alexan-
der.
Ray Beaman, Miss Louise Cable.
Miss Teressa Colburn, Miss Imo-
gene Culson, Miss Helen Eaker,
Clyde Crider, Miss Helen Eaker,
Miss Margarett Futrell, Solon Hale,
Glenn Hirt, Miss Gesrgia John-
son. -
Ivan Lamb. Miss Martha Nell
Lassiter, J. R. Mahan. Miss Vir-
ginia McDougal, Hugh Thomas Mc-
Elrath. Miss ChristineMiller, Miss
Geraldine Miller, Ernest Oakley,
R. H. Outland, Carlyle Phillips,
Miss Rachel Sammons, Gillaird Ross,
Miss Frances Wall Shelton. Donald.
Skaggs. Miss Urbetia Starks.
'Miss Virgin:Si Veal. Haron West.
Rob Voting, 'Alfred Young, M'ac
Coleman, Bob Irvan. Miss Clara
Nell Cunningham. Billy Hoene.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Crass. Phil
Cutchin, -Charles Farris, Miss Sue
Farmer. William Finney, Miss
Elizabeth Ray Finney, Miss Martha
Sue Key.
Billy Jones, Miss Edith Jones:
itacheisisinn, Hey kfs Nod:
John Outland. Miss Martha 'Robert-
son. John L. Roach. Miss Rebecca
Robertson, Miss Thelma Ross, Miss
ern a W 0
for Columbia Military Acadesny
at Columbia. Tenh.
The lawn was beautifully deco-
rated with Japanese lanterns and Bertha Neil Shroat, Billy Puckett.
crepe paper streamers in the high Miss Betty Overby. Hal Kingins,
school colors of black and gold. I Miss Sue Unekilsreh• Miss. Frardcie
Punch was served throughout the Williams-Miss Jeanne Harrison of
evening and an ice course was Detroit. Miss Jean Scharuilli Ray
served at the conclusion of the
games. •
Bill Sladen conducted an inter-
esting program of games and con-
tests, and prizes were awarded
Joe Ward, Henry McConnell, Phil
Ciitehin and Clyde Crider.
Included in the invitation list
were:
Treon, Harry Fenton, Turn Fenton,
Henry ,Adams, Frank Adams. Rich-
ard Jones, Miss Emma Sue Gib-
Juinor Baucurr, and Rob Buie.
O. Z. 16. Holds Meeting
A meeting of the OES was held
sad the lodge room Tuesday evening
the purpose_of which was to init.
ate four candldates and to cele-
brate the anniversary of Rob Mor-
ris, founder of the order,
After the program dainty re-
freshments were served to about
forty members.
The next meeting will be held
on 'Tuesday, September 13, at
which time new officers will be
elected.
Picnic Supper Honors The
Rev. E. B. Motley
E. B. Motley of Corpus Christi.
Tex., former pastor of the local
church. Each member brought a
-dish and a delightful supper was
aerved on the lawn.
Those present were Rev. Motley,
Mrs. Bob Graham, Corpus, Christi,
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman, -Mrs. Thos. P.-
Cook, Miss Ruth H. Cutehin, Mrs.
_
Waldrop, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Farmer, Miss Mary Nee Farmer
and Phyllis Farmer.
• • • • •
Deltas Meet Tuesday
Members of 'the Delta Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club
held their first meeting a the new
club year Tuesday leVening, at the
home of Mrs. Ronald Churchill
with Mrs. Elliott. Wear and Miss
Oneida Wear assisting hosts.
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, chair-
man, presided over the meeting.
Members of the Motley class and The program was on :,'Thrift."
the Service Circle class of the Mrs. Harry Broach spoke on "What.
hristialn-Cskurots -.vat:Liu:eta Thrift?"  Taaiiia,..,6a Inventory
Tuesday evening at the home of of the Hume" was' discussed by
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur,Farmer at a Mrs. John Farmer, while Mrs.
picnic supper Minoring the Rev. Graves Sledds subject was "Wise
Spending,"
Delicious refreshments were serv-
ed at the conclusi,n of the Pro-
gram.
The personnel of the Delta De-
partment this year includes Mrs.
A. B. Austin. Mrs. Harry Broach,
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, Miss
Margaret Campbell, Mrs. Ronald
Otrey Paschall, Mrs. Marvin Ful- Churchill. Mrs. Herschel Corn,
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Maddox, Mrs. F. E. Crawford, Mrs. Herman
Mr. sod Mrs. R. M. Pollard. Mrs. Doran, Mrs. John Farmer, Mrs.
W. B. Moser, Roirert Jackson Roy Farmer, Mrs. W.. J. Gibson,
Moser, Walter Moser, Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Foreman Graham, Mrs. George
Mtrs, Gatlin CIspton, Mr. and Mrs.
E. J. Beale, Mi. and Mrs. H. B.
Bailey. Mrs. Gregg Miller. Mrs.
W. S .Swann. 0. T. Hale, Sarasota,
Fla.. Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
Ur. and Mrs. Zelna Carson Misses
Voline and Clutile Pool Mrs. K. Joe Lovett. Mrs. John Miller, Mrs.
C. Frazee. Mrs. T. R. Jones. Miss I Wilbert ,Qtitland. Mrs. Wells Pun-
Neva Grey Langstor Mr. and Mrs. I dom. lints Ruth Sexton, Mrs.
George Hart,' Lochia- Fay Hirt, Graves Sleds!, Mrs. Roy Stewart,
Mr. and Mrs. John Neal, Mr. and !Miss Oneida Wear, Mrs. Elliott
Mrs. Ira Moi.gan. Mrs. R. L. Wear, Mrs. John Whitnell, and
Wade, Bobbie Wide Mrs. Wesley Mrs. Will Whitnell.
klart, Mrs. A. V. Haven* Mrs.
Hal Houston., Mrs. Hugh Hous-
tsn. Mrs. E. B Howton, Mrs.
James Hosiek, Mrs. Jack Kennedy,
Mrs. Robert Jones. Mrs. Wallace
Lassiter, Miss Evelyn Linn, Mrs.
.11•
TO-WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
• • •
The Calloway County Board of Education will offer
for sale at public auction On
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
the following described property:
, The Pleasant Grove School House and three acres of
land, at 10 o'clock in the morning; and the Locust Grove
School House at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
The sale will take place on the school property in
each case at the time indicated.
The County Board reserves the right to reject any
är gil bids.
•
Calloway County Board of Education
T. C. Arnett, Superintendent
THE MURRAY HOSIERY MILL
The Murray Hosiery Mill
Produces Fine trades
of Hose
....* -‘-d-A4pve is picturecl-the Plant oriSt,uth Furth"
-tF,tr-eWt'll. ;It) was constructed largely




• S. M. Lyon, Secretary-Treasurer
, Lkhten, President
•
Louis Rubel, Vice Presidentz
Located on. South.4..* Street
Congratulates Murray and West Kentucky Upon
Their Victorious Campaign For the
Construction of The
$112 000,000.00 PIA DAM
We Are Grateful, Too, For the Public Spirite4 Citizens
Who Made Possible the Consolidation and
Reorganization of Our Plant
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TVA APPLICANTS Murray State College Opens Its Doors on
TO END GENERAL
EXAMS SATURDAY
Hopefuls Yet to Take Tests
Number 781; Last .Sat-
urday 602 Are Tested
DRILLS DETERMINE
OBSERVATION HABITS
 ,s ;tinniness- —for- sertit,stritted
.and unskilled workmen for labor
40 en the Gilbertsville darn.. willhecompleted- at the high school here
Saturday when•781 applicants will
be eligible for the tests. Last Sat-
urday, 602 apviliciuits took the ex-
aminations.
A total of 1.383 persons were
eligible for the tests originally.
The examinations were relative-
ly easy, though in many instances
difficult. Many of them were of
the "what's - wrong - with - the-pic-
ture" variety. For instance there
might be pictured a fishing pole
without a line attached to it. Or
there inight be four tool pari.s pic-
tured, and the joh_Would be to
pick out the two parts which were
sections of the same tool; for in-
stance, there might be pictures of
a pick, a crank. a screw driver, and
a handle. The pick and the handle.
cf course, would be the two pasts
going together. •
Or the question might be, "What
dues a carpenter drive a nail with?:
A pitchfork, a shovel, a hammer.
or a compass.
Several who could not read or
write were examined .orally- by the
instructors in charge—not on the
questions en the general esiunina-
lion, but on the basis of their past
experience in things which might
be done on the darn. For instance,
the examiners found out what
those who could not read could do
and put it down on their experi-
ence record.
Thousands of applications of
workmen, skilled and Unskilled,







were received by the
Knoxville.
Men competing in this work
were required to compete in the
Authority's 1938' Workmen's Ex-
amination which began for skilled
workmen August' 27 in Paducatf
and Paris._ with examinations for
semi- and unskilled workmen tak-
nag place September 3 and _Sep-
tember 10.
Either the applicant, or one of
his parents, or his wife, or one of
his wife's parents had to be living
Ira- one of the following counties
on January 1, 1938: Alexander.
Gallatin, Hardin. Johnson. -Masyac,
Pepe, Pulaski. or Saline in Illinois;
CallOway, Ballard, Caldwell Car-
lisle, Ciiristian. Crittenden, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Hopkins Liv-
ingston. Lyon, Marshall Mc-
Cracken, Trigg; Union, or Webster
in Kentucky; Alcorn. Prentiss, or
Tishomingo in Mississippi; Miss-
issippi in Missouri;'61-3enton, Car-
roll, Chester. Decatur, Dickson,
Hardin, Henderson, Henry, Hick-
span, Houston. Halnphreys; Lewis,
ReNairy. Montgomery, Obion, Per-
ry, Stewart, Wayne, or Weakley
in Tennessee.
Blanks were made available
CONSOLIDATED
STORE
• Largest Shoe Stock
• Largest Stock of General
Dry Goods and Notions
in Murray.
• I Must Reduce Stock.
• Will make prices to move.
• 3,000 pairs of Shoes.
• 2,000 yards of Prints.
• 200 Blankets.
• 4,000 yards of
Cotton.
• 250 yards Feather Proof
Tick.
411 4 cases Cotton Batting.
• 40 Winter Suits for Men.
• 30 Ladiea'_Spring Coats.
• 116 Ladies' Winter Coats.
You will accommodate




• • You Will Save Your-
selves Money






September 19 to TVA and Entire Area
H \
County Songfest
To be Held Sunday
The annual Calloway county
singing convention will be held
Saturday night and Sunday, Sep-
tember 17 and 18. at Kirksey in
the high school building, it was
announced today.
1 
from postmasters or civil service
secretaries in-. the counties men-
tioned. '
Past experience, competency, and
the examination—score are used
by the TVA as a basis for making
appointments.
The general examination was for
semi-skilled or unskilled laborers;
the skilled group was for men in
occupational orders. which are
blacksmithing. boilermaking. car-
pentry. drum equipment operation,
electrical work, electrical line
work, gasoline mechanics, iron
work, machinist work, masonry
work, painting, pipe work, plaster-




Calloway County world war
veterans who have been ex-
amined, treated or a patient at
the U. S. Veterans Hospital at
Outwood, Ky., during the past
three years .and feel that they
have been unjustly treated in
any way at this facility are
kindly requested to make an
affiday•ll, of their experiences at
Outwood and mail such affi-
davit to Box 366, Murray, Ky.
—Joe T. Lovett
Hal Long to Open
New Beauty Salon
Saturday on Maple
The Murray Beauty Shop will
move to its new location on West
Maple street in the office formerl
- — — _ occupied by the College Printing
•










Before You Buy . . .
INVESTIGATE!
It •
Quality repair work. Large
collars made -smaller by a
mechanic maw knows how.
Have your harness repaired




Our one..desire is to satisfy




Across from The Ledger & Titnes
Company ;rid be open for business
Saturday of this week, according
to Miss Hat Long, operator.
The new beauty salon, lovely and
delightfully pleasing in its charm-
ing attractiveness, will be air-
cooled and have especial features
distinctively arranged for the
added. comfort of its customers.
Fulton county farmers are sell-
ing thousand pound steers on the.








EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., Sept. 7 -
Hogs 6.500. 1,000 direct; steady
to 15c higher; top unchanged at
900; good and choice 190 to 270
8.905,9.00; 350 lbs. 8.50; 170 to
180 lbs 8.75o8.90; 150 to 160 lbs
sows 350 lbs. down 
85
7.355; 7.85 Commercial8.405;8.6.5; 140 lbs. down 7. ,48.35: 
heavies 6.25O7.25.
Cattle 3,500, calves 2.000, 250
through; steers 8.005,11.50; choice
916 lb. steers 11.00; others steady.
mixed yearlings and heifers 6.00,i
8.50; beef Cows 4.755,5.75; cutters
3.505,4.50; sausage bulls 5.5(h,6.50:
top vealers 10.75; slaughter steers
6.25413.00; heifers 5.504 10.00.
Sheep 4,000; small lots choice na-
tive spring lambs 8.25.
T.V.A. PURCHASES FOR RENT-7-room apartment.Hardwood floors, Private bath.
Garage. West Main Street. John
10,187 ACRES NEAR Ryan. Phaia 3344. tic
GILBERTSVILLE, KY.




DUE TO LOCATION FOR RENT—Furnished apartment..3 or .4 rinms, Alectxie--iiterve
refrigerator, steam heat- in win-
A check of the recorCts In Lyon, ter. Phone 276. J. G. Glasgow. tic
Marshall. and 'Livingston counties
revealed that on September 1, the
Tennessee Valley Authority had
purchased 217 tracts of land. total-
ing 10.187 acres, for $62000.00 and
that it had under option 416 tracts,
totaling 11,948 acres, at $756,000.00.
The average price per acre to
date (slightly over $60.00) exceeds
normal for lands in the Ten-
nessee valley, for t hs acreage
given above includes numerous
highly improved tracts in the town
of Gilbertsville and also many
tracts in Grand Rivers.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
has a record of acceptance
of its offers for land, and only
for court condemnation.
The land acquisition department
,is continuing on its 'abstracting
and appraisal of land in tne area:
Calloway County land will prob-
ably not be acquired before 1939.
The procedure by which TVA
appraises and acquires land is ex-
pt,tlaiened in detail elsewhere in thisis
WANT TO BUY—White Oak tim-
ber or logs. TeL 2705, Bob
Erwin, Route 1, Murray, Ky. tf
FOR SALE—Good Delker Buggy,
rubber. tired and top. In good
condi.tfon, only 2 years old. Good
set buggy harness also for sale.
W. C. Dunn, Penny, Ky. S8p
"No. thoroughly occupied man




FOR RENT-7 room modern home,
'or three rooms would be rented,
furnished os -unfurnished. See
or call W. R. Jones, Phene 77. lp
LOST or STOLEN mom parked
ear In Murray last week—Boston
Bell Terrior, answers to name of
"Bitsie". Reward for return to
this office and no questions will
be asked. lp
FOR RENT-6 room house, South
Eleventh St., good garden, garage,
and half acre of ground. Bath-
room, other facilities; in good
shape. J. H. Churchill. lc
FOR RENT—Furnished bedroom.
Modern conveniences. Phone 113.
601 Main St. lc
FOR RENT-6 room residence, 6th
and Poplar Streets. Robert
Swann. lc
FOR SALE—Lot partially improved
at bargain. well located in good
residence Section half way be-
tween town and college. Also 80
acre farm, 3 miles from city limit.
Fair improvements, 6 room home.
Write Box, RT, care of Ledger
6c Times. Ic
FOUND—Wheel and tire on Cold-
water road. Owner can have by
coming and paying for this ad and
identifying tire. lc
WE ARE now culling and blood-
testing chickens for the coming
season. Come in and set your
date. Rate, 10c per bird. Mulvey
Hatchery, Murray, Ky. S15c
at my home,, $1 per rick; Ott.
fence posts, 10c; 6-foot posts, 7c.
Also have good buggy. Three
miles East of Elm Grove on old
Newburg Road. L. Folwell.S22p
WANTED — White Oak Stave
Blocks. Can pick them up on
h.•,•-•- Vol+. .1' kio'vo Coro-
pany, Paducah, Ky. SI5c
FARM FOR SALE-188 acres, 4
miles East of New Concord. Ky.
Priced to sell. Joe T. Fergeson,
New Concord. Ky. ti
We Women- Want the
DAM
BUT WE WANT BEAUTY
TOO!
•
Make APpointment at Our







First National _Banii—.13uilding I
FOR RENT—Two unfurnished
rooms. 511 South 4th St. Set
Herbert Wall, Jr.
FOR Electric Refrigeration and




RELIABLE MAN WANTED to
call on farmers in E. Calloway
County. No. experience or capi-
tal required. Make up to $12 a
day. Write MR. THOMAS, P. 0.
Box 1062, Lexington, Ky. lp
$5.00 REWARD—For inforniation
that will lead to the arrest of
parson or persons who took
Western Auto Signs., Down on
Pine Bluff and Eggners, Ferry
Roads, A. T. Crawferd. 10
Service...
Much has been said
and si ritten of t he
"service" phase of fu-
neral direction . but
we hold to the simple
fact that Service is our •
ability to be ready .at
any and all times and
our s,illinaness to com-









I ng some_ machinery__ at _say- in
e Shop
in Southeast Murray to make fin-
ished lumber, such as flooring,
ceiling, weatherboarding, and oth-
er kinds. Please see me before
buying. W. D. Sykes. - tic
FOR RENT—Lower floor of home
completely" furnished one block
from square. Furnace heat. Call
Murray,----Kentucky
42 or 3g4-R. SI5c
Signs
I Show Cards
About a third of the hybrid corn I
test fields in Rowan county were ilimmoimionim
destroyed bY flood water.
Window
Displays
Is Equipped to Do All Kinds
of Machine and Tin Work..
Electric and Acetylene
Welding 
J. B. Farris Machine Shop
North Fourth Street
The Public Health of any city depends on the Powcr
Laundry Facilities of that city. The Power Laundry
Washes Clothes Clean, and sterilizes them in the process,
without injuring fabrics or colors.
We invite you to come to Murray and use the facil-
ities of the Murray Laundry, which has been safeguarding
the Health of its' citizens for 12 years.
„We Jiai e4 2M-4prd sKell soften our own
water, unt 't•r".4 'titan rain water. Your clothes
come back pure, clean, white, without a trace of yellovi.
'
"Progress of any community depends upon its_indus-
trial development, and modestly we believe we occupy an
important niche in the sprnmercial life of this city. '
We bid' you welcome to Murray, to Murray. State
CollegO, antr1hr:Fk7opping tenter of the Lower Tennessee
Valley. •
We Specialize in Blankets, Quilts, Feather Beds
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Mrs. Flora Brazzell and daughter.
Mary, and Mrs. Maud Prince and
daughter, Mary Catherine. all of
Kuttawa, visited relatives in Mur-
ray and the county Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs, Joe, Pace and son.
Joe. Jr., spent the Labor Day
week-tad in St. Louis. viewing the
Missouri and Illinois, countrysides
and visiting ft-attire attractions in
The Tier -
Mrs. Mary Allbritten. Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Association
stenographer. left Saturday for a
week's vacation which will include
'visits to Owensboro. Paducah, Illi-
nois cities, and other places.
Mr. and Loren Adams and tard-
ily spent Labor Day with the
formers parents. Mr and Mrs
Frank Adams, in Mayfield Rcuin-
g with them from Mayfield were
W. H. Wyman and dau4hter.
Mrs. Dalton Leath_ who wl spend
the week at the Adam, home.
Mrs. Wyman. who is the wife of
Judge W kV Wyman. Mayfield is
a sister of Mrs Adams On Sus-
day, Mr. and Mrs J H. Wilson.
Milan. Tenn., were guests in the
Adams•Krarrie. Wilson is a brother
of Mrs. Adams.
Mrs. J. F. Dale left this wools-
for Barlow where- she is spending
a few days with her sister.. Mrs.
T. L. Dale. She will remain in
Barlow until di( latter part of the
weia when she wib go to Shiloh
to witness the marriage V her
cousin. Miss Martha Ward.
Mrs. Ferdinand Pirtle and daughS
ter. Sandra. spent Friday at the
home of her mother. Mrs.' H. E.
Farley. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Powe,rs. who had been' visiting at
the Farley home. left Friday for
their home in. Detroit. Mrs. Pow-
C13 dhU Is
Fancy.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann, Mrs.
Swann's father. Herbert Tur-
ner. Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
Butterworth, and Miss Frances.
Cothran spent Sunday at Pick-
wick dam They visited the Shiloh
battlefield • while there. They
started at 7 o'clock and .returned
at 7. eating lunch on the Shiloh
battlegrounds. —
Bertram Brelsford. Cincinnati.
0.. is visiting Mrs. Eph Miller, Dr.
0. C. Wells. and other relatives and
friends. --
Misses Connie Mae Miller and
Lorena Wilcox left for Louisville
last week. They Will resume teach-
ing positions in the Louisville City
Schools
Mrs. H. O. Blalock, Mrs. T. H
Blalock, Miss Alma Ramelthe and
James Th:mas Mitchell spent the
rs.• week-end and Labor Day with
Mr and- Mrs. Morgan _Henry of
Shabonicr 11 Mr el Mn'
•
Quality Supreme
DRY CLEANING AT LOW COST
Special for Just a Few Days




Telephone 234 South Side Square
IIMMEIM11111111," 
Henry are parents of Mrs. H. 0. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McKeel ‘have
Blalock. returned from a month's visit in
Bowling Green. Ky.. Chicago,
and Detroit. Mich. Mr. and Mrs.
Mason MeKeel. Detroit. brought
them home and remained for a
two weeks' vacation.
leaving Sunday to spend a week Miss Jessie Sherman left Fri.
with their daughter. Mrs. Jack day for Holly Springs. Miss.,
Frcst of Louisville where she is employed as instr'uc-
Little Allen Joseph Allbritten, tor in the city schools_
.son of Mr. and Mrs., Jeff Allbrit- Mr. and Mrs James Pratt are on
ten. Jr., spent the week in Hazel
with his grandmother. Mrs. Love
Erwin.
Ms M. F. Turner and son. J.
P., of Centralia. Ill.. returned home
Thursday after a delightful week's mether. Mrs. L. • M. Overby„ and
viscreirtli-ger-iister. Mrs. Toy 14'c'--713 her-FeTalives.
Cuiston and family. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Toy McCuiston and have recently come from. Chatta-
son. Guy. and their guests. Mrs. M. nooga to Murray to make their
F. Turner and son. J. P.. of Cen- home and are at home in theBer-
tralia. Ill., motored to Faxon. ry Apartments on • Satlfh.-FUurth
Tenn., to the home of their father, street.
J. W. Wyatt and family, Septem-
ber 4. and with a brAket dinner
surprised him with a delightful
visit celebrating his 68th birthday.
•All enjoyed a social day and hound
the honoree in fine health.
Mrs. A. W. Curd, who has been
ill for a week or ten days. re-
mains unimproved this week. She
.very feeble and up only a part
of her time. '
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walston_
Dexter. and Miss Eugenia Wcod-
all, were business visitors in Mur-
ray aturday afternoon. Mrs.
Ethel Curd 'ac-companied them to
Miss Roselle Perry spent -the
week-end and Labor Day with her
parents. Mr and Mrs. Raymond
Perry.
Mr ana tars. C. A. Bishop are
a vacation trip to Fort Walton.
Fla...
Mrs. Fred Howiud left Tuesday
for her home in La Angeles after
spending several sveeks with her
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Bullard. Mrs.
Hued D. Jcnes and Miss Stella
Jon, s of Centralia. 'Ill., were week-
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
Jones.„ Mrs. J. A. Janes and Mrs.
Sara Poole of Centralia were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Jones.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Taylor of
Washington. D. C, arrived Monday
for a visit with her mother. Mrs.
E. S Diuguid. Sr., and other rela-
tives.
Mr. and Mrs. A -M. Wolfscn and
children spent the week-end -in
Memphis.
Hill Hood left 'Monday for Mem.
Murray to be in the home of Mr. phis to enter the Veterans' Hos-
and Mrs. Toy'McCuiston this week. Pital there for treatment.
Mr and Mrs. Harrison Under-
wood and daughter of Florence,
Ala. are temporarily at home in
the Rowlett Apartments until they
find a permanent location in Mur,
ray.
Miss Mary Virginia Diuguid of
Memphis was the week-end guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck.
Miss Lure Mae Hughes. of May-
field, spent last week-end with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Hughes. . .
Tony Thurman left Wednesday
for a 10-dayS trip to Denver. Col.
where he will both vacation and
attend a convention of insurance
men there
BobMrs. H. B. Taylor and her (laugh- Mrs.  Graham. of Corpus
ter, Mrs Frances Watson. and Mr Christi. Tex., forfnerly Miss Lucile. s.
Motley. - arrived Monday to joinWatson's children left Friday for
Burnside. Ky.. where Mrs Watson her father. the Rev. E B. Motley.,.
is instructor in the city high sehool.' for a visit w:th ft ends in Murray.
They will return to their home inMr. and Mrs. Sam P. Martin.
...Porter Martin. and John Outland Corpus Christi: Friday
. spent the early part of the week Collie Barnett and family, Fol-
Louisville. where Mr. marlin ton, visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruts'
completed arrangements for the Clark and Mr: and Mrs. Jim Smith
• convention here in November of this week_
the State Baptist Assembly and Mr. and Mrs. Art Myers and
also met with the committee on father and Lathan Flippo, Granite
City. III.. visited Mr. and Mrs.coreellation of Baptist schools.
Verde Slaughter is spending the Will Barnett Sunday. Also Mr.
aweek with her grandmother, Mrs. nd Mrs. J. C. Brewer. Kirksey.
T. K. Washam of Farmington. were visitors in the Barnett home.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Jones are the Sunday.
Mparents of a baby girl b...rn last r. and Mrs. Stanley Martin and
Friday. Ichildren were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Cable and family Sun-
y.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Luter. Merid-
ian_ Miss., spent the Labor Day
week-end at the home- of Mrs.
Willie Baucum
• Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Corn re-
turned Tuesday evening from Bed-
ford. Ind. where they had spent
the Labor Day week-ends They
no aocompanied 1.:) their daugh-
•,: Jean_
Welcome Farmers
and T. V. A.
To Murray and Calloway County
"The Best Tobacco District In the World"
Murray Loose Leaf Floor
Has Among the Highest Floor Averages In the Dark District





tention hnee.  We irrio4s: -that 1:irlele for g -r
will get more for your tobacco on this floor than
any other in the state. Your satisfaction is our
success.
By Fair Dealing
we have inspired ft.!l confidence of the buyers
and manufacturers wl.o will be fully represented
this season.
MURRAY LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
SOUTH FIFTH STREET
Murray




Comfortable Sleeping Quarters ... Free Stalls & Water for Stock ....Open Day
and Night
,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Farmer, Mr.
and Mrs. Clete Farmer. and Clegg
and A. B. Austin spent Monday at
Reelfoot Lake.
Mrs. Ethel Bowden was the guest
if her son-in-law and daughter4
Mr. and Mrs. H. B Nordran. in
Ripley. Term.
Mrs. Lexie Christiansen, Miss
Edith Bratcher, and R A. Box,
MeEwen, Tenn., spent the week-
end with Mr. and Mrs. EthaivIrvan.
Mrs. Christiansen is a daughter
jif Mr. and Mrs. heart
Mr. and Mrs. Keys Futrell spent
Lab. .r Day week-end visiting in
;he South. They spent much of
tieir time ,at -Lookout Mountain,
• SdiffettiMiFe "Ihrotigh
Georgia. Tennessee, and Chattanoo-
ga. '
r. and Mrs. J. H. Shackleford
and son were' guests of relatives
,ii Nashville. Tenn., over the week-*..nd. 
Jay W. Wilson. son of August F.
Wilson, Murray Parmae Fencer
dealer, has enrolled as a student
in the_. Castle Heights Military
Academy at Lebanon, Tenn. A
graduate of Mayfield high school
this year. he made letters in foot-
ball and tether athletic events.
Mr. and Mrs.. C. A. Btshop left
Sainday to visit her.daughter, Mrs.
Jack Frost. and Mr. Pros in
Louisville. She will return next
week. _
John Shackleferd, who holds
.itiployment in Tennessee, spent
the week-end with his parents,
Mr. and Mr,. J. H. Shackleford .on
West Main street.
Mr. and s. W. J. Macrarlandtoo pt
and dao or,. Ida Bell. Duncan,
Okla.. . ,nt Labor Da.. at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Wilson
Smith on North Fourth Street.
The MacFarlands- are the 'persons
at whose home Earl Smith lived
bebore he was married.
Vernon Smith. son cf Mr. and
Mrs. J. Wilson Smith. left for.
Louisville this week to take a case
examination in the Railway Mail
Clerk service.
• .
Mr and Mrs. Grady Dodds and
children. Nashville: William Dodds.
Little Rock, Ark.. attonrear and
Ralph Covey, Cavarmah. Tenn..
spent Labar Day sal the home of
Mr and Mrs. C. L..Sinith.
Gwinnath Ann Phillips, a rol-
licking seven pound daughter, vrtia
ts ,i.n te Mr. and Mrs. Augustue
Pi.siTips Saturday maiming. at he
Clinit -Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs 0. J. Jenniegs.
Jr.. left Monday for their home in
Las Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Charlie Watson is reported
I' be well on the road ,to recovery
after undergoing a major operation
hi a Mayfield hcspital.
Mrs. R. 'A. Myers has been seri-
ously ill during the last week. -the
Ireter part of which she was forced
Ss- take treatment In a_ Murray
hospita
. The Clinic Hospitak Ls happy to'
announce that Dr. Hugh L. Iltits-
tea is much improved and able to
folie about town again: He. haw-
ever, will not take over his duties
ht the Clinic Hospital for some
time due to a vacation that he and
Mrs. Houston will nave 'fn Florida
and a pest-graduate course ,on
"Diseases of the Heart" which he
will take at Tulane University.
New Orleans. La.
Dr. Rob Mason has b -en in a
sritical condition in the Mason
Memorial hospital. but is now
improv d, according to re-
girt.
Mrs. laird Clark left for Akron,
,)., Labor Day, to visit her sheer.
kera Wells MarshalE for a few
.veeks. She will then go to.De-
•roit to visit her son and family,:
Mr. and Ma. Carlyle Clark 11
'daughter,.Lier, Ann. -She will le-
'urn home in six weeks '
Mr. and Mrs. nod 11,•is,Jer of
Louisville. Ky... were Sunday guests
.cif Mr. and Mrs. Henry, Heissler
at their horne on North Fifth
street.
eet. Hale and Sherill Outland
left -Tuesday for Columbia. Tenn..
• .where they wil lattend Columbia
- Military Academy. They were ac-
?ompanied by Mr. and Mrs. yen-
ion Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Beale
lutland and Chattel, Mason Baker.
'Kr; and Mrs. Hale and Mrs: Out-
and wont on to. Nashville and r, -
urned to Murray --Wednesday.
Mrs. Ethel Bowden spent the
week-end in Ripley. Tenn.. with
her. daughter, Mrs. Boyd ?Orman
and family. She kvas accompanied . 
hy Mr. C. Dale Ablzo minted the ea
Rev. Johnnie .Waters in Ripley.'
Mrs. Telltis Carraway has been —





bury have returned to their- home
n Huntsville, Ala . after .a visit
with their• siste:i, Mrs. M. G. Fors-
ter. and Mr 'Forster. ••
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott-were
visitors in Paris. Tenn.. Sunday.
Herbert •Drennon. Jr., left Tues.-
dar 'for his . home in Starkville.
Miss, titter spending sieveral days
in the home of Dr. and Mrs. .Chas.
Hire. -
L • HOILICIL f .Dawson
Springs-was the, guest for Se • -
al days last week of her Ms!,
Misses - Betty. and' Cappie Seal.'
She was joined by. Mr. Hosick for
the week-end. and they returned
. Sunday- to their, home In Dawson
Strinfr- '" ,
Dr: Henry M. Cansey recen t
'of' 'the Keys-Houston Clinic Hos-
pital and now crinnected with the
Bunch iqLnie or  Tenn,
was a visitor at th:. inktitutOn this
past Mcnday.lind_mii,xr ipottrrj 
and
















Miller. Mr. Miller is cashier of
the bank at Burkesville,
The Clinic Hospital' announced
the permanent employment of
Mrs. Gladys Snow of Paris and
Nashville; Term, as superintendent
of the Clinic Hospital. Mrs. Snow
received her R.N. degree from
Protestant Hospital. NeistiviHe,
Tenn.. and for a period uf .time
acted as assistant superintendent
of this institutioa. She has. ftr
the 'past few years, been one of
the most poptthir private duty
nurses of Western Tennessee and
Western Kentucky.
,Melville Wall left Sunday for
his latime--in-CbiCego after spend-
-hag several days with his mother,
Mrs. Lula Wall, and other rela-
tives.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones have
come from Chattanooga to Mur-
ray to make .their:home and have
taken the residence at 1006 Main
Street. where they will .be at
home.
Mrs. Mavis Allbritien of Green
Plains, east of Hazel, was-- the
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Steele.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Lassiter,
Mr.. and Mrs. Price ',Santee and
Miss Rebecca Robertson left Sat-
urday for Detroit where they will
spend this week with relatives.
IC.. and Mrs. Will H. Whitnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Beale Outland and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Whitnell
Were visitors in Paris Sunday ev-
*-ening.
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Jennings
and baby, of Ann Arbor, Mich.,
arrived 'Friday for a, visit with
their parents, Mr. rd # Mrs. 0.
J. Jennings, Sr.
ADDITIONAL LO('ALS. Page 7






























































































NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
8111188 OF 1111111.1.11.
••••••
The ri,•rert of 
Parisian nights
New s;p1sts In isst, unbelievable Hoak
to •xporkescit. G• Anent pro-
duction-already acknowledged
Mo year's rarefied entertainment.
SHEARER POWER
w,tb JOHN BARRTMORE • ROBERT MORLEY
ANITA LOUISE • JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
Gladys George 'vs. Mon,/ Stephenson • Ditocred by
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"Spawn of the North" -



























Robert Rowlett, Rollo, Mo., civil
aeronautics employe, is spending
the week at the home of his aunt,
Mrs. E. P, Phillips.
Dr. George 0. Thomas of Ring-
gold, La., arrived Wednesday for a
short visit with his aunt. Mn. Hall
Hood, and famITY. •
Gene Dulaney, son of Mrs. J. H.
Dulaney, will leave about the
twenty-second of this month for
Nashville where he will attend
,,...., Vended:a: University this winter.:.
ak Mrs. Francis Reynolds visited the
1111..past week in Lexington and other
points of interest.
Bunnie • Farris and son. Cecil.
returned Wednesday evening froin
a business trip to Owensboro. ,
Mr. and„Mrs. H. W. Farris and
daughter. San. and Mr. and Mrg.
Perry Farris spent Sunday and
Monday on a trip to Chattanooga
and Lookout Mountain. They re-
turned Monday evening,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward' lienslet,
Ft. Wayne, Ind.. were the guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Otry Pas-
chall.
Mr. and Mrs. Treman Barnes
and Mrs. Lena Key visited their
daughter and sister. Mrs. W. B.
Wilson, in Chicago last week. Mr.
•arid Mrs. Barnes left i MME411-
atola after they returned here, for
their home in Tampa. Fla. They
had been visiting previously for
some time at the home ef Mrs.
Key. mother of Mrs. 'Barnes.
Mr. Louie Westerman, Model,
Tenn., visited his daughter. Mrs.
. Robert Lovett. and Mt. Lovett and
son from Sunday through Wed-
nesday.
Jabe Outland and son, John.
left Wednesday gfternoon on a
three or four day trip to Little
Rock. Ark.
Dudley Johnson and Harry
Broach of the Johnson-Fain Ap-
pliance Company , are attending
a dealers meeting on Frigidaire
Electric Refrigerators and Strives
and Delco Stokers at Memphis.
They will be gone Thursday and
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cobb and
daughter, Rebecca Jane. and.. Miss
Essie Broach, Nashville. mind Mr.
and Mrs. ° Jeff Byrd. Sedalia. Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Wilson. Paducah.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther Mills
Labor Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jenkids
and Mrs. Effie Colley,%Of Farming-
ton, visited relatives in Nashville
last week-end.
Mr. Irvin Jones, Coldwater, and
Dempsey Bean, -Tri-City. each lost
their tobacco crops by fire last
week. •
Mrs. Mary Rus011 Williams, who
returned .friam Kansas city, Mo.
last Friday. was called back to
that city on Saturday because of
the serious illness oi her husband.
Pete Williams. He is reported
slightly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Reeder and
child of Florence, Ala.. have re-
cently moved to Murray and have
taken the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jones on North Twelfth
street where they will reside.
Me. 9 nd Mrs. Joe Lovett will
leave the first of ihe week for
Los Angeles where they will at-
tend the Natiorial converition--- o.t
the American Legion. They. will
visit points of interest en route.
Mrs. Alice Pearce, Mrs.. lva Ezell
and son. Joe. will leave this week
for their home in Hollywood. Fla..
after a visit with Mrs. J. C. Broach.
Mrs. Sudie Hay and Miss Vir-
ginia Hay loft last week for their
home in Irvine, Ky.. after spend-
4
ing the summer with their daugh-
ter and sister, Mrs. Ed Filbeck,
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Stum Wells and
children of Omaha, Neb., will ar-
rive Sunday for a few days visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett and
with relatives in Columbus, Ky.
Mrs. Tom Rowlett and Mrs. W.
G. Swann are in Paducah today to
attend a party given by Mrs. Bill
.Egolf. who formerly resided in
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Hortin.
Englewood, '0., spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hortin In
Murray. A. E. Hortin, a brother
of .L. -.J.- Hortin, .is principal
of the Englewood high school.
Mr. and Mrs. Yandall Wrather,
of West Liberty, Ky., have been
spending several days at the home
of Mr. Wrather's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. 0. Wrather west of Mur-
ray. The visiting Mr. Wrather is
counsaigent of Morgan county.
He and his wife left for home to-
day.
Miss Virginia France;. Crawford,
assistant home demonstration agent
In 4n Eastern Kentucky county,
spent Labor Day with. .her par-
ents here, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Crawford.
Miss Margueritte Holcomb of
Lexington. Tenn.. Mrs. Robert Bur-
nett Miller of Nashville, and
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Humphries of
Deto it were out-of-town guests
at the wedding of Miss Dorothy
Robertson and 'John Overbey last
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Osborne and
daughter. Natalie, of Turlock,
Calif., were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Jennings, Sr.
They were en route to their home
from Washingten, D. C. They,
with Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Jennings,
Jr.. of El Centro, Calif.. left Mon-
day for their respective homes.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold •Ltunsden
of Matthews. Mo.. spent the week-
end with her • parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. W. Overby.
HAZEL NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Ff. I. Neeiy and Mr.
and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow left Sun-
day for a few days' visit with H.
I. Neely, Jr.. and family in Chica-
go. They will visit several points
of interest in Indiana and Ohio on
theik way home about the end of
the week.
Mrs. Alice Harrivin of Murray
has been the guest of her daugh-
ter. Mrs. W. B. Scruggs -in north
Hazel for the past three weeks.
Bro. and Mrs. Quincy Scruggs
and children of Jackson, Tenn..
were, in Hazel a few days last
week as the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. W. R Scruggs and family.
milic.r.race C. Wilson was in
ParisTriday to visit her sister,
Mrs. Ruby Singleton.
Mrs. Dewey Smotherman has
been called back to Paris. Tenn.,
to take her place with Troy Laun-
dry Co.
A son was born.Saturday morn-
ing, to: Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Dick
Si.uth Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wilson and
daughter, Myra Jo. were in Padu-
cah last week visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Charles George ,and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curd left
Wednesday for Pembroke, Ky.,
'where they will teach in the, city
school. Mr. Curd will teach math-
ematics and Mrs. Curd has the
fifth and 'sixth, grades and some
commercial work.
Miss Anna B. Hill was ln Paris
last Tuesday.
Mrs. Maude Orr. daughter. Miss
Marelle. 'Miss Bertie_Paschall and
0
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Miss Sallie Paschall were in Fulton
last Tuesday and were guests of
Mrs. Myrtle Kuyitendall.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry West and family,
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Lampkins and
son, Robert, Luther Jones. and
Miss Marelle Orr were Gilberts-
yule visitors last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Bachman and
children of Chicago, came in Tues-
day to visit Mrs. Bachman's sis-
ters, Mrs. Coil Overcast, and Me.
Overcast and Miss Louella Moore
in South Hazel.
Mrs. Callie' Russell of Cherry,
is in Hazel this wf4k visiting her
sister-Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford end-
fan-till.
and Mrs. Lee Walker and
children, Anita and Patsy, left
Saturday morning for Phoenix.
Ariz., where' Mr. Walker is em-
ployed. They have been on their
farm near Hazel for about two
months looking after their prop-
erty.
Guy Caldwell was in Memphis
this week on business.
Dr. and Mrs. Hester, Walker and
children, Barbara and Peggy, of
Memphis, spent the week-end with
Mrs. W. F. Grubbs and Miss Maude
Walker in Hazel and Cngs. C.
Walker and family on the old
Murray-Paris road.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White. Mrs.
Alice _Jones and Miss 'Hazel Jones
were in ',redwood. Mo., last week.
Miss Jones remained there where
she has been employed• to teach.
in the music department of the
Leadwood city 'school.
Mrs. Cora Langston, of Hardin.
is visiting in the home of "Mr. and
Mrs. C. D. Paschall this week.
She will also attend the services at
the Church of Chirst.
Mrs. C.-ertie Grubbs and sister,
Miss Maud Walker. are visiting
their brother, Hester Walker. and
Mr. Walker of Memphis, Tenn.
They will remain there through
next week to attend the Mid-South
Fair.
Those attending the Legion pic-
nic from 'Hazel last Thursday ev-
ening were Mo and Mrs. W. H.
Miller and sons. Cy and Gene; Mr.
and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and sons.
Bob and 0. B. Jr.. Mr. and Mc!.
J. E. Littleton and children, Joe
Baker and Ann; Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Denham. • Mr. and Mrs. Make
Erwin. Miss leivell Hill and Claude
Anderson. Each reported a very
pleasant time, and enjoyed the
splendid talk made by their good
friend "Bar Carr.
Miss Mildred Miller left Sun-
day for Benton. Ky., where she
has been employed to teach in the
home economics department of the
Benton city school.
Mrs. Miller Marshall has re-
turned home after a week's visit
in the home of her daughter, Mrs.
R. '0. Shellmari of Paducah.
F. R. and Robert Marshall of
Akron. O., spent the- week-end
with their brother, J. M. Marshall.
Mrs. F. R. Marshall and sons. who
have been visiting in the coon-
U for several weeks will return
to Akron with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Oat Alderson of
Paducah were visitors in the home
et M. Q: Lamb and family a few
days last week.
Miss -Betty Imler of Chicago.
Ill., returned to her hothe Tues-
day after spending two weeks
with Madelyn and Louise Lamb.
Mrs. W. D. Whitnell. of Wheeler,
Miss., has been visiting Mrs. Nola
Whitnell and Mrs. Carl Marshall
for a few days. Mrs. Whiteell's
sister. ,Alma Lee Patterson, will
accompany her home.
Mr. nod Mrs. D. N.. White. F.
Denham and Mrs. Owen Brandon
 _
...,„























The fastest growing city in the Jackson Purchase and the Trading Center
for the Lower-Tennessee Valley.
Diamonds ... Watches ... Rings ... Costume Jewelry ... Silver-
ware .-.. Pottery... Luggage.. .Leather Good's . . . Shins ...
Glass .. . Fiestaware. 
_
•
Nationally advertised merchandise at our Standard Low Prices
, •
H. B. BAILEY, Jeweler
SERVING MURRAY*FOR 25 YEARS
West Side CourtStitiatl• - - .. : Mtirri**Y,: Kentucky-
--
.




Norris Dam is Completed by TVA
NORRIS DAM laklas
were in Princeton Labor Day,
visiting Mr. Denham's son, An-
thur.
M. L. Chunn has returned to
his home after spending a few
'days in the hDme of his son, Henry
Chunn. of Henry. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Farless left
for their home in St. Louis, Mo.,
after spending a few days with
relatives and friends. •
James Lamb left Sunday for
Bowling Green Bukiness College.
He attended the same school last
year. Mr. Lamb is a very cap-
able young man.
Miss Elizabeth Jones left Sat-
urday night for Decatur, Ala. She
has been teaching 'in the primary
department ol.,,Ilaat school system
for several years.
Miss Kathryn Carney of Sar-
asota, Fla.. who has been visiting
Mrs. J. W. Denham, left Wednes-
day for Mayfield to visit with
relatives for a few days.
Brother Perry Cotham of Dal-
las. Tex.. is conducting a series
of services at the Church of
Christ this week. Each service is
being well attended. Brother
Cotham is formerly of Kirksey -and
a gradliate of- Murray State Col-
lege. •
Harold Brandon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Brandon left Sunday for
Paducah to enter Draughan's Busi-
ness College.
Mrs. 0. L. Peeler and children
returned to their home in Nash-
ville, Tenn.. after spending several
days in the home of her father.
H. I. Neely.
Lennox Garage To
Be One of Best Of
Kind in Section
Operator Declares He Is
Highly Impressed With
Murray Possibilities
The new Plymouth and DeSota
garage,. formerly operated by C. T.
Rushing but now under the con-
trol of L. W. Lennox, who came
here from Miami, Okla.. is under
the last stages of renovation—with
especial reference to its showroom.
The showroom. a 50x50 compart-
ment, has been repainted; the floors
have been polished in deep stqne
red, arid the main department of-
fices are just back of it.
Lennox has been in the automo-
bile business for the last 17 years
and crimes to Mdrray with excep-
tion recommendatory qualifications.
The garage began operating under
his managethent on September 1.
The new' operator said, he search-
ed diligently niter a major portion
of the central and northern states
before establishing at Murray. a
city which- he believes has more
possibilities than any town in the
territory. The proximity.- of 'the
Gilbertsville dam will be an in-'
valuable asset, he believes, to the
city's growth. "I am very well
impressed." he said, declaring that
he had found the people more than
fkjendly.
his garage he will sell ,hOth
new and used cars, and WITT- dq,
every type of mechaniN1 work
having to do with the automotive
industry. Some of his specialties
will be body and fender work,
painting, battery service, oils, gaso-
line. greasing, washing, polishing,
'accessory service, and others.
Personnel of ,workmen in the'
various departnients remain un-
changed. In the mechanical sec-
tion are Frank Maupin, Shennie
Outland. Orville Grogan. and Cleve
Ross. Roy Rudolph is.in cha
the body department: and the,_pf-
fii'e force will be composed- in
addition ,to Lenhox of Bun Ray.
Andrew Patton, and other sales.
organization' operatore.: -
---'0711y man cM4 I his happiness
with care, deettei With
-tbouglaits of...what intLbe."-Dry-
den.
dink .i1•••  s• •
Teachers Resign; Wheat Growers
Education Board Must Have Acres• Appoints Others
,The county • board of education
in its meeting Tuesday accepted
the following resignations of in-
structcrs in the county and ap-
pointed the following teachers to
take their places:
Hazel Jones, music instructor at
Almo. to be replaced by Charles
Baugh; Beauton Paschall, instruo--
tor at Landon, to be replaced by
Saunders B. Clayton; and Mrs.
Robert B. McCage, Center Ridge,
to be replaced by Miss Annie Mae
Spiceland.
Miss Paschall resigned her po-
sition to accept one she considered
better at Grand Rivers. Reason
for resignation of others was not
given.
PASTORS TO MEET
Pastors and laymen of the Paris
District will meet at Lynn Grove
on Tuesday. September 13. at 10
O'clock and work out plans for
the next few months, it was an-
t:win-iced today by E. V. Underhill,
district secretary.
Alloteed in 1939
Government Base is Eight Acres;
Grower May Accept That
or Average
All persons who plan to grow
wheat for harvest in 1938-39 must
be given an allotment, it was said
today by County Agent J. T Coch-
ran. If a man harvests Wheat in
1939 regardless of.,,bis allotment. he
will be penalized, according to the
county agent.
The grower's acreage allotment
will be determined by his averages
during the last three years. If the
grower's average falls below eight
acres, he may eithet- accept his own
acreage or accept an acreage set
by the Government of eight acres.
Shcitild his average exceed eight
acres, he may accept either allot-
ment he chooses.
If a farmer has not grown wheat
during the last three years, he may
apply at the office of the county
aunt and have his -allotment
MARVEL OF AGE
IS IDEAL OF DAM
W. B. Davis Leads Relocation
Crew Whirls Plats Trade
Areas of Valley Darn
The relocation division of the
Tennessee Valley Authority work- it Prosperity!
PAGE SEVEN 
current of a strong ideal which
had its birth in the mind of TY.A's
first director, Dr. A. E. Morale'.
For the Tennessee Valley's *Mid
as well as for the good of -the
people for whom the union ;Was •
created is the work of the men
who plat the Valley's trade-paths!
mg in the Lower Valley dam area.
is composed of W. B. Davis, chief • 
• _ .
cl party, and the following engi-  '  .y j
neer assistants: D. H. White, J. Hutchen s Barbecue
M. Keaton. Jr.. lienry L. Kenned • 4.... .and Ice Crean-4
ff. Woollard, Robert E. Ellis, and -t•-s---. T,- Allingto.ri....,.1.._a_ Crum W k _
A. J. McElrath.
Others were expected to' join the
present workers this week.
The division already has mapped
out olans for roadways and rail-
ways in the TVA area in this sec-
tion and has opened, up immense
possibilities for economic advance-
ment here. It has behind it the
agreed upon by the county com-
mittee.
The provisions do not apply to
commercial harvesters. The grower
must not sell more than 100 bushels
off his acreage, although he may
use-era -much -as-he--likeh me.






There is no place in tne---nn-
tire Gilbertsville reservoir
at which you can find more
wholesome and delicious




Southeast -Corner of Murpor
College Campus
MAI-DONNE BEAUTY SHOP WILL GROW with
MURRAY
Telephone 270
WOMEN OF TIIE TENNESSEE VALLEY:—We offer you 
the ,




A. B. BEALE &
TREMAN BEALE,
Established 1897
In the Development of Murray
and in th VA DAM in




But "Modern" in Service
and in Merchandise
We Welcome the TVA and _their Employees to
Murray and the Opportunity of Serving
Them with













Red Spot Paints and Varnishes
Plumbing and Plumbing Supplies '
Telephone 31)
s
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Load Officials Believe Dam Near
Here Will Help Meet
Deficiency
The need for electric power to
be generated at the Gilbertsville
• Dam was emphasized in the minds
Of officials of the Lower Tenhes-
• see Valley Association today when
they - read President Roosev.elt's
; statement that the possibility it
an electric power shortage in the,
. t_eLatrar constitutes "a seri-
. • ous threat us the national secur-
ity".
This statement was made in let-
ters designating members of a
special committee Mr. Roosevelt
named to seek 'definite ways and
means" of providing emergcncY Pictured above is Main Street in Gilbertsville where the TVA is constructingits biggest dam
Gilbertsrille, Ky., a Town of 300, to Become Famous
power facilities.
, The President Trained the follow-
4,,
ing members f the investigating Business and Professional Women s Club
Has Organization Dating From 1927
• ,4t
Louis Johnson. asaistant secre- „.
body:
tary of war; Frederic A Delano
of the national resources commit-
tee: Basan • Manly of the federal
power commission; L leltes.
secretary of the interior. and a
member of the national power 1
policy .carirttee, Charles Edison. I
assistant secretary of the Navy. 1
and William 0. Douglas of the
Securities commission
In letters to members of the
committee. the President. said that
reports to him- regarding the sup-
ply of electric p,wer in event of
*national emergency "have given
1me much concern •." e •
The reports were made by the
War Department and the federal
power commission in response to a
request by the chief executive last
March - ate - t
, "These studialt," Mr. Roosevelt n
%Teta, "hare disclosed a shortage '
of power to meet the needs .of the i
in the event of ;na i.n in us y
war such as ;
*rest to the nal 
atitute a serious
sectieite"
fessionaf Women's Club wri; organ-
ized Nes-amber 15. 1927. with the
following twenty-eight - charter
members: Mrs. G. C. Ashcrah.ehirs.
idea 1311itaYlErs. B. F. Berry; Mrs.
Lourelle Rowland, Sledd. Mrs
Ethel 13:wcieni Miss Tennie Breck-
•enridgz. Mrs. Calista Butterworth
Jones. Mrs DZmay.e Clopton Tar-
ver. Mrs.: C- A. Hale. Mrs., George
Hart. Mrs Cleo Gillis Hester. Mrs.
Solon Higgins, Mrs. Ola Johnson
Graham. Miss Alice Keys. Miss Erie
Keys. Mrs. J. M. Mettler.. Mrs R.
R. Meloan, Mrs. Elaine Mitchell.
Mrs. •Ruth Robertson 1A'aterfield.
Mrs Joe Ryan. Mrs. G it Scott.
Mrs D. H. Siresa, Mrs. H G. Wad-
_lington, Mrs. Fay Wall Slesid. Mrs.
Myrtle Wall. Mrs. T. A. Sanfard.
Mrs. M. L. Wells. and Miss Mary
Williams. Quite • a number of the
charter members- are still active in
-the work •of the (dub.
Sc.:on after the Murray
The Murray Business and Pro- Organized, it located and fully
equipped a club room in the
Peoples Savings Bank Building. In
tihs room the regular monthly
meetings are held and suppers are
:served toellaiain-pra ass,
The .Murray---etab is affiliated
. with the. Stateand National Fed-
eration. the total membership in
L2.t614 United States-being more than000-1494 clubs in 48 states-
the largest national business
women's organization in the world.
The Business and Professional
Women's club is a civic Organiza-
tion. always ready and willing to
contribute its part to the cammun-
ity's needs. We have our educa-
tional fund for educating ' girls
and this -enables thousands of them
to remain in school until they have
at least attained a high school edu-
cation.
The purpose of the club is:
To elevate the standards for




BETTER FOODS AT BEST
POSSIBLE PRICES _
Chase & Sanborn Coffee, lb:  24c
Lipton's Tea, quarter lb and tea glass 23c
Grape Juice, Topmost, pt. 18c; qt.. 38c
Murray Mill Flour, 24 lbs.   58c
Lard, 50-lb. can  $4.48
Oleo, 2 lbs.   23c
Salad Dressing, Southern Lady, qt  23c
Wash Boards, good ones  35c
Lighthouse Cleanser, 2 for . . 9c
Gulf Spray, qt..41c; pt. 23c; 2 pt. 13c
Full line FreshMeats and Lunch Meats,
Cheese Spreads
Will PAY 24c in trade for FRESH EGGS
PROMPT DELIVERY PHONE 37
a. To promote interests of business
and professional women
To stimulate local and state or-:
eanizationa
To bring about a spirit of eo-
operation among business and pro-
fessional %%omen of the l'niied
States
To extend opportunities to the
business and prof e%Si Mai unmen
through education along the lines
at industrial, scientific and V Of -
deism& activities.
! The folk wing slogans have been
adopted:
"Better Business Women for a
Better Business World"
"A High Sehopl Educatapn for
Eirery Business Girl" _
The Murray dada-contribute!: an-
nually tis User State and National'
Educational fund. to local cbarit,
able institutions, to the American
Red Cross. Girl Se:uts in addition ;
to its contributions of service Dur-
ing the flood of 1937, the local club!
•urned its club room over to the I
lace) Red Cross which_he was used
• as a cooking unit to care f: r the !
flood refugeesAnta larger quarters,
could be secured. _Then, when we have tarried out
the splendid spirit of our Federa-
tion. we are in spirit, in quality in






LIVER, lb.  10c_
BRAINS, lb. 10c
RIB ROAST, lb.  10c
MUTTON, lb.  7c to 10c
LARD, lb. 
SALT BUTTS, lb. 10c
VEAL CHOPS, lb.,  15c
CHUCK ROAST  121/c
SAUSAGE, 2 lbs. 25c
HAMBURGER  121/c
BACON BUTTS, '113.  121/2e
.2 lba.1:-ZAF ,STEAK .  . . 35c
2 lbs. OLEO   23c
GOOD SLICED 13AC1IN  23c
2 lbs. BOLOGNA SAUSAGE 25c
. Dressed HENS-and FRYERS 25c
2 lbs. ARMOUR'S STAR BACON 65c
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for




Free Delivery Pbosse 214
BATMAN' CHAPEL COLORED
A. M. E. CHURCH
Pool 11111
September 11, at 2.30 p. m., there
will be an "Age FUN; -sp_nsored
by the Southern Blue and Northern'
Gray Clubs of-our Cialreh A ISO
'here will be en....;Improrlaptii Pro-
gram" rendered by both ClubS.
Leo and Mayo Palmer. pre:idetits
Rev E T" Crawford. H. D Pastor
We Pay Highest
Market Prices
'HENS, lb.  I3c
SPRINGERS, lb.  13c
'ROOSTERS, lb. 7c
I LEGHORN HENS
and SPRINGERS, lb Itic
i EGGS, dozen  20c
Delivered Price:.
Boggess Produce Co.
Phone 441-13th and 14 Main
-.Phone 531-East Main
- -Swann9 s Grocer
aGUTHEAST COINER S-QCARE
Large fancy Grapefruit .08c
Dozen Fancy Lemoiii -
antY Grimes, Citolden ApPes,
Dozen ' . . 20c
Fancy Idaho Red Potatoes. lb. 2c
Quart Marco Mustard -"MAI
Quart Jar Peanut Butter 25s'
A nice ( ereal B014 I FREE. with 3
Medium or 2 Large Kellogg
'Cornflakes 2Sc
A Large ('ake Plate FREI-. sslth 2
Blue supersuds 20c
Rail Mason Jar Tops 20r
I S. Inspected Lards balk lb. 104-
8 Lb. Bucket. .eta: 4 lba
bucket 50e
Lbs. Sweet 16 Oleo 2.50
Glees FREE with eleaft's All
Sweet Oleo
Nice Sorghum. gallon 45c
lbs Aver -Sweet Nythp, ,•30c
Dr Phillips' Grafefrult Juice.
No ' Can • 10c
48 Lb*. White Ernst Floor $1.35
44 Lb., Goo& flour -  alfe
Quart Jar Wonder Fluff Salad
Dressing 25r
Pay In Trade eseastairesed Errs 25c
_
Ledger, College
To Be Hosts Soon
To Press Group
The Ledger )ir Times and Mur
ray State CcIlege will be hos
Saturday. October 15, to the Wee
entacky and West Tennessee
Weekly Press assciations and to
the West Kentucky-West Tennessee
Daily Press Association, it was an-
nounced here today.
This will be the, first time in
history the three associations have
met together. After a morning's
program and afternoon luncheon
speeches, the delegates will attend
the Birmingham-Southern - Murray
State College football game in
the afternot n. The 'program will
be continued with a banquet 'and
dance during 'during the evening.
Cole's camp Ground
I saw some of the Ledger ar
lames folks Saturday at the office.
hane people down there. • -
Bill Spann and the tr.s.y ;that
works at Moses Spann's are stead*.
ing in the hay.
i Truman Oliver' is assisting Ros-
coe McNabb harvest hay
"Uncle Don" Wilson, Bettie Eva
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Grover Gibb-
Mrs. Frank Gibbs, and Chitral.
Guthrie from Hazel were Sunda,.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Trurree
Oliver and family. They enjoys'e
watermelen during the afternoon
We dont teel quite so 1:nesorm
now in this, neighborhood site!
Mrs. Cara Eeet Wore has returnee
home. She has been viaiting he,:
children in Detroit.
Mrs„. -Cora Etta Moore c'. •
Saturday in the home of Bei
Mrs. Commodore :Moore. M. -
Moore is very ill at this writingRotary Picnic Is I was glad to-tee Mr. and Id:
Listed for Friday
The annual picnic and outing
for members of Rotary and Rotary-
anns will be held Friday-afternoon
at 2 c'clock at Pine Blatt.
' The meeting date was scheduled
originally for Thursday afternoon,
but was changed efo avoid a con-
flict with a woman's club meet-
ing previously scheduled.
All kinds of games including
bridge. horseshoes, dollar pitchings,
and boatridings will be available.
Picuie edibles will be. available
throughout the afternoon. Dinner
Will be served between 5 and 6
o'clock.
Chgrry is Victor
In Baseball Test •
Monday Afternoon
In .the baseball tournament of
Calloway teams at Pine Bluff Men.
day, the Cherry team wise victori-
ous with a 3-1 victory over the
Pine 131tiff aggregation which had
previously walloped the ;,-
CCC camp 4-1.
In the morning's game. Kingin;
pitched Tot the muff. striking out
10 CCC batters. Stice was knock-
ed out of the 1;6x for the CC('
men in the fourth inning after
three consecutive hits had scored
four runs for the Bluff nen. Ile
was relieved by Hill
In the champicnship affray
Willoughby for Cherry bested Hill
in an exciting pitching chid that
was close until the last. Cherry
-was held runless until the ninth,
when S. Bucy's error for PI
Bluff allowed three runs to corn.-
in. -
"Meekness. moderating human
deal res. i i res w.sd)m an pro-
'' curea divine pawer."-Mary B..k..r
Eddy •
Wade Perry and Mrs. Neva Ra
.alci baby in Murray Saturday. Ye
I saw Mrs Jessie SimmOns arta
didn't know her.
Mrs' Lottie Freeland. Mrs. Lela
Lynnville, of New Providence. were
shoppers in Murray Saturday'
Miss Ruby Fay Oliver was ill
one day last week and could rt,t
attend school.
The revival meeting has close,.
at Cole's Camp Grcund.
Miss Louise and Dorothy Moe!,
and Sherman Farris' daughter' r.




Everett Crane, for two years
head of the music department of
the music department of Murray
high schooi and the eleetoree fe
next year, resigned the positi •r
this week 'to accept the _musk
leadership of Harrisburg. Ill.. hig t
school.
His resignation became effecti%
this week. Crane is a graduate
of Murray State College. The
city board of education today had
nol elected a substitute for Mr.
Cranw C...Aux.A1 he-gins here_japix-
-day. 4
"Blessed is every one that fear-
eth the Lord: that walketh in hi
ways. Fcr thou shalt eat the
hour of thine hands: happa
thou be. and it shall be well .
thee.- -Psalms 128
Hospital News I
Patients admitted to the-William
Mason Memorial Hospital during
the past week:
Emily Louise' Littleton, Puryear.
Tenn.; Mrs. Ira Elkins, Hymon.
Robt. C. Redick, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.: Mrs. C. C. Jordan. Black
Oak. Ark: Rohl' C. Freetaryl. Buc-
•
It's Time to Feed
Hens and Pullets
For Fall and Winter Production
We are interested in helping You with
your feed problems and are making the
following prices:
EGG MASH BASE. 100 lbs. 
.100 lbs, stith hum. grain makes 500 lbs. feed)
MAX-RITE EGG MASH, 27 per cent 
PIAX-LAY EGG MASH




MAX-FAT HOG SUPPLEMENT .
COMPLETE HOG FEED 
MAX-MILK 16 per cent DAIRY FEED - ,,












We have a complete line of Vita-Max Feed with
a coupon in ;!very -big: Ask for prices on Field
Seed, Timothy, Red TobSrimson Closer, etc, -
We Pay highest, cash prices at all times for Poul-
try. Eggs, and Cream
MURRAY PRODUCE-CO.
EAST MAPLE STREET PHONE. is
.17-* 
hanan, Tenn.: Mrs. C,, C. Hurt.
Hazel; Mrs. Guthrie Picifutt, Mutt=
ray; Baby Wm. Brooks Simmons,
Hazel: Mrs. Rex Diuguld. Murray;
David Byron Upchurch, Buchanan,
Tenn.; C. L. Francis Murray: Mrs:
R. A. Meyers, Murray; Miss Evelyn
DeBooy. Murray; Mrs. W. T. Hays,
Puryear, 'Tenn.; Miss Iva, Marie
McKinney, Murray; Floyd Scott,
Sioux Rapids, Iowa; , Miss Helen
Rose Hilliard, Martin, Tenn; Mrs.
Shelby Deals. Murray; Miss‘atir-
1 ley Johnson. Murray; Miss Mariei Andertaon. Murray. ,
1
 Patients dismissed during the
weeD.k:W. English, Golden Pond' .1,
1D. Templeman, Milwood; ll(Irs.'Prank Hudson, Nashville, Tenn.;Miss Helen Douglas. Micanopy,
Fla.; Emily Louise Littleton. Pur-
year, Tenn.; Baby Prentiss Ann
Overby, Murray; Mrs. L. L. Dunn,
Murray; Elbert Claxton, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ira Elkins. Hymon;
Mrs. Robert Lovett, MUrray; Mrs.
Annie Jordan, Black Oak, Ark.;
Mrs. Kelly Walker and baby. Put-
year. Tenn.; Miss Nell Humphreys,
Paris. Tenn.: Mrs. Kate Lucile
Weatherly and baby, Murray; Mrs.
Rex Diuguid, Murray; Mrs. R. E.
Call, Cottage-Drove, Tenn.; James
Rufe Clark. Murray; Hernie Scott,
Wander; Win. D Chester. Eva,
Tenn.; Mrs. Lyda Sue Collins,







Only at Krogerliggly Wiggly
K! NEW LOW PRICE
Kroger's CLOCK
VARIETY, 20-oz. loaf
Sae. tee . same Cameos 4.6•Gy . 110144 TIME.0014-
TROLLED Modulo., Ye Clod &sad new ye. aa. Ge
















Country Club, Del Monte or Rosedale Avondale Brand
PEACHES Large siztor.1 2 1-2 15c 2 No, 2 1-2 cans 25`






Lyon's 79 C. ClubFLOUR 24-.13the. s t Bag 24 lb sack Avondale orBoka24-1b. sack 49
Embassy
t2jirc
Recipe Brand 25-oz. can
BAKING POWDER 19`
Lipton's Quarter-lb. Half-lb.
TEA 43` _ 23`
Food King Large 50-oz. can
TOMATO JUICE 15`
C. Club Halves or Whole Peeled
APRICOTS Lar2g7-2N4c)a..n 15`
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE or
ORANGE JUICE 3 18-oz. cans
Mary Lou-Dills, Sours, Koshers
PICKLES 2 1-qt. jars 25c
Embassy Brand 
PEANUT BUTTEib2 r
CLOCK • • Twisted or Sliced
BREAD 2 20-oz. Loaves 15`
25'
Lat. Club or Rocky River, asst. flavors
.BEVERAGES 4 "ia. 25
, d al
PURE HOG LARD U. S.Inspected BULKPound 10c
TENDER BABY REEF ROAST LEAN BOILING BEEF
STEAKS 
Round poorubLod in 25c Choice Ctfts 1 nc




HALF OR WHOLE SIDE
Pound  22c
C. Club Pound 27
Fancy Longhorn or Daisy No. 1
CHEESE Pound 16c
Fancy Sliced No rind-No waste
BREAKFAST BACON 25cPound 
FRESH CREAMED COTTAGE
CHEESE 2 Pounds 25°
LARGE































BRAN 1043-lb bag 99` GREY 100-16. bag $1.25 EGG MASH $1.89SHORTS 100-1b. bag 1
•
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Gilberlsville take To Be 
Norris Lake Is 't
Already Famed
for Sports
The Gilbertsville Reservoir will
be a "Sportsman's Paradise" in the
opinion of TVA officials. Although
Norris lake has been only recent-
ly completed, it is already known
for its recreational facilities.
Fishing, hunting, swimming,
boating, and all forms of recrea-
tional activities wilebe made poss-
ible in the Gilbertsville area. ,and
Murray, by reason of itsprfortune
location, is destined to become a
rendezvous for for sports-lovers
the world over.
TVA officials at Knoxville told
Murray delegates that the Gilberts-
ville reservoir was certain to
eclipse the famed Reelfoot lake
region for its fishing possibilities.
Boats of all kinds—sail boats,
yachts. rowboats, canoes, barges,
steamboats—will keep the lake
alive with action.
An increasing spirit of coopera-
tion among governmental agencies
concerned with censervation is evi-
denced by an agreement between
the Tennessee Valley Authority and
the United States Bureau of Fish-
eries, signed recently by Dr. A. By.
Morgan and Frank T. Bell, i11
of the respective ageneies.
Although the Tenenssee VJlley
Authority is concerned primarily--
with the uniform development of
the Tennessee River for the pur-
poses of navigation and flood con-
trol, the Act of 1933 establishing
the Authority also ais,horizes the
making of surveye_and.segeneral
plans relative to the conservatism
and development of the natural re-
sources of the region for the pur-
pose of securing' information which
may be made the basis of approp-
riate recommendations 4o Con-
gress. Among these -natural re-
sources are the fisheries and aqu-
atic life of the Tennessee River
ioand its tributaries, 'these will bematerially affected by the series of
dams and reservoirs which will be
conitructed by the Authority in
the carrying out of its primary
program, and it is desirable to de-
iermine Ott exact nature of that
effect and to discover the best
ways to counteract .any adverse ef-
fects as may result, us well as for
developing the fisheries and aqu-
atic life for recreational and ecei-
 SWAUC-11114.---
Bureau of Fisheries
The Bureau of Fisheries -of the
United State Department of Com-
merce is also given by statute ex-
tensive responsibility in. the main-
tenance of aquatic life. This Bu-
reau is authorized to provide ex-
, pert' assistance and to cooperate
with Federal, state, and Other
agencies in rearing and stocking
fish and to use thesseraters im-
pounded by other agencies of the
Federal government for fish cul-
tural purpeses. T.he Bureau of
Fisheries maintains' a great num-
ber of -fish hatcheries and is au-
thorized to establish additional
stations on federally owned land.
Since its inception in 1871 it has
conducted investigations and ex-
periments foe the conservation of
the fisheries:
In order to secure the maximum
benefit from the activities cf. both
agencies, and to prevent wasteful
overlapping of work, several con-
ferences have been held between
_officers of the Tennessee . Valley
Authority and the Bureau which
.have .resulted in the drafting of
*a cooperative agreement. This
agreement provides for adequate
Investigation of t'll-e--nature and ex-
tent of the fisheries of the Ten-
nessee River and its tributaries.
and elite effect upon the fisheries
of impounded waters in reiervoirs
created in the interest of naviga-
tion, flood control, and power. As
a result of the pooling -of 're-
sources .of the -twc,' agencies, it is
Asree • erYpeiris-4 that. these studies can 
be
..• corigkorygl.more promplly arid more
-..-7.10#1,1Wertfly than would result if the
twt agenciei operated separately.
It hoped that as a result of- the
ak surveys, and investigations conduct-
% 
ed pursuant to this agreement the
two agencies will be able to de-
termine with some degree of ac-
curacy thess_xact effect of impound-
ed water upon fisheries and aqu-
atic life, and abio .the best meth-
ods of protecting and developing,
the same. it is expected that: the
results of these studies wilt form
the basis for reports to Congress
containing appropriate recommen-
dations which can be used by Con-
gress in evaluating its Present
policy relative to the conservation
of fisheries in irnnobnded waters.
Tennessee Cooperates
In addition ....the agreement
.mentioned-Th-e- 'Iwo agencies have
• -entered into .a-lieepnd and eep
senesdal agreement ii--rigrai The
State ht -TertitifeSee, DtrartfttEnt Of
-y•
:
Norris Dam„ Named in Honor
of "Father of T. V. A."
Pictured above is Norris Dam, comp eted by the TVA in 1936
Clinch River in northeast Tennessee In the photo are
with pleasure seekers. Murray .•
and Calloway County may expect
a similar development.
Conservation. Division of Game
and Fish,- and the State of Ala-
eama. Department. of Conserva-
tion" of Game, Fish and Seafoods
are also parties. Commissioner
Sam Brewster of Tennessee arid
Commissioner I. T. Quinn of Ala-
bama have signed this agreement
on behalf of the States. By the
terms of this agreement the Author-
ity will complete 'construction of
the fish hatchery already establish-
ed at Norris Dam and will under-
take. in the near future, a- large
hatchery on the Elk River in Ala-
bama. It is expected that the lat-
ter station will be in operation dur-
ing the suelmer of 1940. The Bu-
reau of Fisheries will operate the
hatchery arid the StateS will under-
take the disiribusion and planting
of hatcbery•risereel fish--trrreser-
voirs created by the Authority.
The fish hatcheries to be con-
structed in acciirdance • with the
terms of this sec:nd agreement will
serve a two-fold purpose. 'In car-
rying out the program of investi-
gations it will be necessary to con-
duct extensive experimerits rela-
tive to methods and effects of
flocking the reservoirs, and hatch-
ery-reared fish will be used for
-purpose.- -The Flk --Rives
Hatchery is being constructed,
however, on a much larger scale
than would be necessary purely
for experimental, purposes. The'
permanent operation of the . fish
hatcheries appears to be one of the
steps necessary in the conserva-
tion and-development of the Fish-
eries in the Tennessee River res-
ervoirs. In order to prevent waste-
fut duplication of effcst the hatch-
eries to be constructed will be of a
size which should prove adequate
for stocking the reservoirs- in ac-
cordance with plans which will be
developed by investigation. Plans
for the Elk River Fish Hatchery
have already been approved by the
Bureau of Fisheries and it is ex-
pected that during the summer of
19340 large numbers of young bass,
carpie. sunfish and other /ood and
game fish will be planted in the
reservoirs of the Tennessee Valley
which will be ready to receive
them,
Dam Workers Prefer
To' Shop at Stores
Already in Section
At Gilbertsville Darn the
A uthority will follow its
established policy of provid-
ing living accommodations
and facilities to supply small
present needs of employees
at its construction camps. It
has not granted concessions
at dny of the dams, as em-
ployes prefer to do their
major shopping at establish-
ed storesin nearby commun-
ities.
Camp population fluctu-
ates widely as the dam pro-
gresses, with a resultant
hazard to any privately
operated businesses which
mitht be established at the
carilp. In addition, the fut:
tire of' a construction camp
after completion of the' darn
is so uncertait that invest-
ment of private funds in bu-
siness there is highly specu-
lative.
A•eheasinaelsitio-seeslion resulted in.





Murray, Nearly 100 Years Old, Ha?. Always Been Progressive
Murray. Ky.. incorporated in 1844,
is a city of about 5.500 progrestive
citizens whose interests have
always been ,the betterment of
!their town and 04 improvement
1 of the surrounding commtutity.
! When West Kentucky first heard
f the proposal for a big power
dam at Aurora Landing, the eiti-
sens at once offered their whole-
`warted support. From that day
10 this, Murray, through its Young
'tidiness Men's Club. Chamber of
Commerce. Rotary. Exchange Club,
and other civic institutions, hos co-
operated with the Lower Tennessee
Valley dam.
A brief historical sketch fol-
lows;
By Miss Lurple Bouriand
Calloway county, the seventy-
second county in Kentucky in
order of formation, was established
in 1822. The first county seat
was at Wadesboro, which was a
flourishing town of over 300 inhabi-
tants and' was much frenoented
by !and speculatars, who went
thers for the purpose of taking
over vacant lands. After the pub-
lic lands had been sold Wadesboro
losts its prominence. Many of
the Mize& -moved away and the
buildings began to fall into ruin,
causing the removal of the county
seat to Murray, which was named,
after John L. Murray. afterwards
a member of Congress for eleven
year.
Murray was incorporated as a
town in 1844, its location being
near the 'center of the county, 24
miles southeast of Mayl-,eld and
ahem, two hundred and r_fty miles
from Frankfort, the slate capital.
In 1870, according to the United
States-seensa the population of
the t. was 179, while three
years later, in 1873, it was between
1100 and 800 persons. At that time
Murray boasted of two wholesale
houies, six retail stores, One flour
mill, a saw mill, wood carving
Mill, wagon and carriage factory:
tanning yard, 12 mechanical shot*
two. tobacco factories, twsi hotels
and two churches. There were
five lawyers in the lawn, four
physicians, one newspaper and
one -sebool, the Murray Institute.
Fire Hits Town
The business sectIcin of the 'town
on the north and east side of the
court square, was destr yed by
fira during the Civil War, but
was soon rebuilt. 'The people of
the county were intensely southern
In their feelings, about 500 men
enlisting in the Confederate ranks
and. about 200 in the Federal army.
The county was the scene of several
encounters between small parties
of the opposing forces.
•
Churches Organised
The .growth and importance of
the church has been phenomenal
since the early days of the county
and the organization of the church
was one of the first, thoughts of
the people.. In 1893 the- First
Methcdist church was organized
in Murray while the town was
in the woods, This enureh Was re-
organized 'in 1879 with 13 mem-
bers.
The Musray Baptist church was
-thganized in _ and the First
Christian church in 1858. The rec-
Ords show that the First Christian
church had existed several years
before this time:, but no dates are
given and no authentic record of
this ik available. s The Church of
Christ. was organized in 190D With
1.2 members; who worshipped in
Me old court house for. a period of
four years bef..re building a
church.
One unusual fact is related that
Murray at one time, with a.popula-
tion of only 600 persons, nad. six
saloons. However., prohibition was
voted in the county in 1880.
In 1871 the corner stone of the
! Murray Institute was laid and the
building was completed the follow-
. ! ing year. This building was de-
struyed by fire in 1904 and rebuilt
but was again destroyed by fire in
December, 1919. At this time, how-
ever, there had been a tempor-
ary enlargement of the school by
.the construction of a second build-
ing and school was continued until
anode:, minding could be erected.
The people cf the town, as a rule,
are awake to the possibilities of
community welfare 'and improve-,
merit • and backed by a loyal and
progressive school board, the schoel
interests in Murray are moving
steadily forward.
Glennis Fraley. Itosit-an county,
has bought western crossbred ewes
to be used as a demonstration
'flock.
A campaign to bring purebred or
high-grade' beef and dairy cattle
ititis Warren county has been
launched by farmers.
IglarMaigniantlaWailailialanlitn =Lig
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The Agricultural Industries Mt
TR- the --Tt A fOrr ifinentopeet-s+
number of special machines need-
ed for fair-Tiers by the new agri-
cultural methods. One is a small
electric feed grinder that works
without constant attendance.
Another device worked out by
the TVA is a barn hay drier
which can be built at low .cost on
a small farm. Hay, a w'ater-and
soil-conserving crop, grows well in
the Tennessee Valley: but its pro-
duction is discouraged, by rain
damage in the curing stage. More
than $8,000,000 worth of hay is im-
ported into the area each year.
A new tobacco-cur:ng barn: in
Hosiery Mill on South Fourth
Street.
- One of Murray's biggest indus-
which electric fans 'are used te tries is the manufacturing of all
help ' Mt cehtrolling temperature.] kinds of hose ! by the Murray I
humidity. and carbon dioxide ac- Hosiery Mill. `Employing from 200 i
•cannidation, has been found to im- to 300. the *plant has established ,
prove the quality of the ,tobecoa itself as one of the finest of its!
Iand prevent losses. On one east kind in this section of the United ;
Tennessee market alone growers 'States. .-
have had losses estimated at $303.- Mr. H. J. Fenton is Manager.
Others efficets Of the plant are:
S. M. Lyon, Jr.. secretary-treasurer:
B. L. Lichten, Philadelphia. presi-
dent: 'and Louis Rubel. Paducah,
000 in one season because of bad
curing conditions.
Experiments with electric insect
traps in • growing tomatoes and
other crops have resulted in, almost
1007-per cent freedom from boll-
worms, while nearby crops were a
c,-mplete loss. . •
The new appliances invented and
tested by the TVA in cooperation
with the land-grant -colleges ma): . "The future possibiliUes. for use
be auttable for manufacture by Of electricity in the. home • ,are
private • industry, or they may 'tie atrricst limitless. The Tennessee.
hay . driers. brooders_ ct_snil. sterils Valley- -Authority's- -program- has
izers which the' farmer builds hip- already' stimulated the inventive
self, buying only the riece•-•
electrical equipment. In eithet
ease, after being- demonstrated
these devices spread under .their
own power without further .cost to
thelpithority, creating new mar-
kets...fa- electricity. both in the
TV4.'area snd'in the 'areas served
by psit-ate coMpanies.
A4.'encouraging sign ..of progress
is t g faster growth of rural lines
built • by power .companies. The
Alarama •Power Co., which had everyone.. who enjoys a eomkert-
builaionly 55 miles of such-lines in able place to live E:
1SMIteettended ats new building Lilenttial. Director of TVA.
28* i 1 es 'in 1935 anciT.31)0 in 1936. ; 
Figlines for the Geargia Power Co. to the Mlle. and rates have been
are:Imilar. The lines are being ! ; rabily reduced. with cor-
- extended' to inure ; open country! increases in the use of
is- hetre •!sere are fewer
Murray Hosiery Mill Is
Result of Consolidation of
Paducah and Benton Units
Abc.ve is pictured the Murray I Vice-president.
The present building is the. re-
sult- of a consolidation of the Pa-
ducah. Benton and. Murray units
which took place under the spon-
warship of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce two years ago.
The productn,n of the Plant is.
aboet 1500 dozen pairs daily. Mr.;
Fenton said, at present: conditions`
were improving, although the fu-
lure, of course. is uncertain.
r- Children's and misses hose and
;anklets are made by the plant in





genius and practical resourceful-
ness of electrical engineers.
-The designing rooms ,and ex-
perimental laboratories of the
manufacturers are now humming
with activity. Almost unbelievable
advances., in the - -eTecfrTe tortie
equipment are being made and
may be "readytor announcement
tp ths corning months. This re-
markable progress is the bena.poss-
ible news L -housewives and to
State School Head
Confers With Rose
Harry W. Peters. statsuperin-
tendent cf public instruction, was
in Bentnn recently in conference
With liolland-.Rose..-county school
'superintendent, relative to the
problems that are arising in con-
nection with the l•-cal school sys-
tem in the Gilbertsville Dam area.
Mr. Rose has visited several
of the claims in the Tennessee Val-
ley the past few months gathering
ista  on- school problems and to-
gethe.c with Mr. Peters and other
state education officers will work
out, a 'plan to take care of the In-
crease in the school census caused





Lehi% and Few Appthinees May
Be Operated for Month for
90e to 'WI 1
What would home-owners in
Murray pay for TVA power?
The answer to this question is
in part answered by the following
excerpt ;Irian 2the._Tyli. on '1‘Iiaw
Cheap Electricity Pays Its Way".
Rates
While electric rate schedules are
often complicated and confusing
to the average user of electricity
the bill received at the end of
each month's service is a simple
and understandable statement -• of
the cost of this service. Here are
some typical examples of what
average households pay for elect-'
deity in municipalities which pur-
chase TVA power at wholesale.
1. In a home where electricity is
used for lighting and a few small
appliances, the consumption would I
be from 30 to 50 kilowatt-hours. ;
tinder_ the basic low residential '
rates used by .these municipalities t
and cooperatives, this is 90 cents
to $1.50 for the month.
-- 2. If, in addition to lighting and
n few small appliances, ;is added
an electric refrigerator, fhe con-
sumption would be about 90 kilo-
watt-hours. This is $2.30 for the
month.
3. If an electric range is added
to the refrigerator, lighting, and
small appliances, the consumption ;
would be ab, ut 240 kilowatt- 1
hours. This is $4.90 for the month.'
4. With the addition of continuous i
hot-weter service by an automatic
eisietni: water heater, the consurn-
ption would be about 500 kilowatt-
hours. Under !low rates this would
be $6 90 for the month. •
The basic' rites for residential
use:
3 cents per kilowatt-hour for the
first 50 kilowatt-hours per month.
2 cents per kilowatt-hour for the
next 150 kilowatt-hours per month.'
1 cent per kilowatt-hour for the
next, 200 kilowatt-hours per month.
4 mills per kilowatt-hour for the
next 1,000 kilowatt-hours per
month.
7% mills per kilowatt-hour for
all over 1,400 kilowatt-hours per
Several problems in' connection month.
with relocation,' increasing size of
buildings and transportation as
well a 'tuition charges have been
the chief topic of discussion in
several conferences that have been
TVA education officials have also
surveyed the county and are work-
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Murray Center of Mb I CCO  Production Area
Over 10 Pounds Sold
in 1938 on Local Leaf Floors
111 With rains damaging much of this year's tobacco crop and bringing
the actual production in line with, quotas set by the 1938 Farm Program,
• tobacco authorities here saw hope -for good prices next year even though
blackftre and rust have eswept over many crops. They sal.' good tobacco
would still merit good prices.
10,060,409. pounds sold on or through local markets, in-
elusive of both barn-door and loose-floor sales, this year was higher
than total poundage's in any other markets in the Western Dark Fired
District. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics listed this area first in
the sales production of the dark-fired type.
While the Westeso-Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association made
advances on 1,220,420 pounds, local loose floors were selling, inclusive
of the Association's advance,. 4,919,110 pounds. There were 4,450,879
pounds bought directly from the farmers at the barn doors. The total
average for Murray markets, inclusive of both loose-floor and barn-door
sales, was $9.20 per hundred. Tobacco sold on loose floors averaged
slightly less, but was still satisfactory at $8.35 per hundred.
An early renert from the DUI Call!! „ , 
•
of Agricultural Economics• said1215,190" .for a $7.85 average. -
that average prices for tobacco During the last several .years the•
sold in the Western District Fire- Association has become misie Arm-
Cured markets for the 1937,1938
season were about 11 per cent
lower than last seasr. Heavy
.leal showed the largest decline,
decreasing 14 per cent; thin leaf
decreased 10 per cent, and lugs 9
per' cent. For the first week of
sales this year, average prices were
only about 5 per cent lower than
fcr last year. During this period,
average prices on most grades were
the highest of the season. The
good and fair quality grades of
dark and green heavy - leaf showed
ly established as a necessity to the
welfare, and prosperity of this corn-
munity and the only definite as-
surance to the growers of a fair
market price for their tobacco.
Advances by Government grades
were given this year to Association
members as formerly. In effect, it
was a potential bid on every bas-
ket of tobacco offered for sale.
It established a minimum price
effective throughout the entire
marketing season, thus, stabilizing
the market. Prized fobacco of
the largest percentage of decrease. the 1934 crop was used to the ex-
The .strongest- demand- was indi- tent of half a million pounds in a
cated for brown thin leaf and diversion program specially ar-
lugs. ranged with Secretary Wallace.
Sales for the season consisted of The present year's crop or tobac-
39 per cent heavy leaf, 25 per certt co received by the Association was
thin leaf. 33 per cent lugs, and 3 not at once disposed of. but was
per cent nondescript. By quality, held in the prizeries and sales were
the tobacco' sold was cordposed made at, satisfactory prices on cer-
principally of good and fair heavy lain grades. The remainder of
leaf, fair thin-leaf. and good to
low lugs. About 26 per cent of
the tobacco, was of fine and good
quality as compared with only 14
pee cent last year. Fair quality
'amounted- t. around 50 per cent
of the sales in both years. Low
quality composed only 21 per cent
as compared with 33 per cent last
' year. The quantity of , wrappers
*
rid choice gaslity leaf sold was
egligible. Becatioe of the unusual-
ly warm weathee which prevailed
during most of the season. a large
percentage of ih,e weed marketed
vsegs in doubtful '•-eping order.
Market Opened Jas. 3
The Mureay market cpened for
the season on January 3. 1938; May-
field and ifiaducah opened on
Ja111.111A'Y and the first .ale was
held in Paris. Tenn., on Jenuary
8. , Paris' closed for the season
April 1: Mayfield On Apsil 7: and
-Murray ant Pactuzah on April 8.
On the opening -a the Murray
floors. price averages were higher
than since 1933 The first day's
sale averaged $10.35 per hundred
—more than any average listed
since the S11.71 onening sate of
1930. In 1929. the first day aver-
age wad $12.32.
Total sales that day am: tinted to
157.505 pounds whichlarought grow-
ers in Calloway county $1.1,316.74.
Opening averages at Paducah and
Mayfield were $7.28 and 28.00. with
less poundage being shown to Prospects indicate the weight per
, buyers than on Murray, floors. I stick will be,. light due to early
Last year's firs', day average.— planting and harvesting, ahd to
thin leaf quality. The poundage
will not be far in excess of quotas
set by the Governmeat, crop con-
trol program. ,
In commenting on crop condi-
tions, the soil conservation service
pointed out that its office expects
td pay out in conservation grants
about $.55.000 this year to Jefferson
county farmers en their 1937 crops.
Payments made last year on the
1936 crops totaled $82,000.
In comparison', one can see that
Calloway county in soil conserve-
n
s
on practice is far ahead of the
Indiana county, as it also is ahead
of the majority of --Purchase and
Kentucky ccunties. Its soil con-
servation payments last year were
in excess of $130.000.
that is, in 1937—was 27.68; in 1936,
$7.02: and in 4033, the average was
$3.65.
Clay Thornars :Calloway county
farmer, sold the first basket of
tobacc - of the 1938 season for $13.-
25 to Kennedy Tobacco Company.
The lowest opening day price was
$2._ and the highest was $20, with
a father ,and son. L. C.,13yerly antl
Clevis Byerly, both of "Brandon,
tying for the premium award for
first and seeond .phices. E. H.
Moore. Farmington, was third, with
tobacco bringing $18,50 per hun:
dred.
Graders on the Murray floors
--iwere Charlie Farmer and Gus Rob-
: 'ertion, and Noel Melugin was auc-
tioneer.
•
9.576 Ln Co-op Shipped -to New Orleans
A recent report of, the Western The fiftieth annual report of the
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers As- Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
sociati-n discl d there are 9.5.76 1 Statipn, issued recently, says that
tobacco _grow bers of That 'beginning in 1785. tobacco_ pro-
unit, Ad 'of f-,..:34,011-k was I.Wee'rgka.
-sigrTed - -e-antacTs hOribeads oft the fartit 'fffireghipped
during the year. by boat to New Orleans for sale.
While markets were established in
Kentucky as early as 1825, New
Orleans continued to be the most
important market for Kentucky un-
•
•
Even though the this year's crop
was 20 per cent larger than the
last year's crop, they said the av-
erage per hundredweight was ap-
proximately the same. The total til about 1860.
poundage for the Association' area Selling methods gradnally chang-
• received by Hitt pool in 1937 ed until about 1900, when farmers
amounted to 3.285,1,17 pounds and sold ,their tobacco loose the
for this, growers received $265,- barn to dealers' who prized and
40.07 for an average of $8.06. shipped It to central markets.
The Murray floor Of the Assad- Early in the twentieth century,
alien led .an ether receiving its- large buying interests began mak-
tions for green receipts in the pool ing purchases directly from farm-
. , area, with the Mayfield floor Sec. era rather than from local dealers.
end. The Murray floor received 'Circumstances attending this.
1.290,420 pounds, paying out $106,- change, 'along with a deoline in to-
500.60 for an average of $8.28; bacco prices, stimulated a move-
Mayfield received 1.288,732 pounds ment among fatmers for organized
n1'2103.483 13 for an average of selling wilichontinued from 1903
Slat-. Paducah. received 412.355 to 1914.
p,unds for which growers gained 'Organizations of ibis period were
W,T07.21. at a $7.85 averagerliAZI-Ithgtly Thtelthead VITTrig agenelei
Paris, Tens., reaeived 193,610 at for collective bargaining he which
•
•
Typical Scene on Opening Sales Day Here
Above is pictured- the crowd of farmers, buyers,.. and
the warehouses for the opening of the 1938 tobacco
—
organization supervised sales and
bargained for rates to be charged
in financings insuring, storing, and.
handling the crop. Laws govern-
ing' cooperative associations and
membership contracts were not ,well
deVeloped. Consequently, a sim-
ple one-year contract' withno pen-
alty provisions was employed. -
Tobacco was not commingled and
title remained with the grower
rather than passing to the organi-
the crop was shipped te the nico- zation. Settlement was made lad-
tine manufacturers and a subsidy tween the buyer and the grower- ,
was collected from . the Secretary with the association supervising the
of Agriculture, "representing the transaction. The outbreak cf the
difference between the cost price
to the Association anct_the price it
was sold to the nicotine manu-
iacturer".
In June of this year. the pool
made final distribution to grow-
ers in this area f.r the 1932 crop.
amounting to approximately $45.-
089. The original average advance
on that crop was $2.54 per hun-
dred. Including all payments, the
total average for the 1932 crop
$3.92 per hundred.
In an election held recently, all
board members of the dark tobacco
pool were renamed without .• ppo-
' A dispatch from Madison. Ind.,
' this week said a survey oi crop
conditions in Jefferson county was
completed. recently by the soil-coro-
servation office en 2.484 farms.
ranging in size from three acres to
several hundred.
Maturing Early ABOUT 6,400 WILL BF
The survey shows that tobacco, EMPLOYED ON PROJECT,
the county's largest cash crop, is ,
Maturing eailier than during any From six to eight thousand work-
previous year on record. Most to- ers r-hay be employed on the Gil-
bacco growers have already liar- bertsville project. the TVA has
vested their crop, the time cf year estimated, including those on., the
when the harvest usually is just dam:ilatlf and Workers in 'Ile res,
beginning •during normal years. ertvoir area.
'oiltetals v,•;lo sw-armed
market. auctioneer
I part to the query:
,Development A Public Concern 
School Is Planned 'How Do You
Navigation, flood control, alid
power production are uses that
I are closely related in practice butare hard to combine in private
business._ Pcivate arta all,
are-hot' constructh
navigation and flo:.d-control pro-
jects—two tf -the major public
I considerations in river improve,
iment. Thus private , capital Can-
not be depended up:in accom-
plish the rounded and integrated
development and operation re-
quired in the best interests of the
whole public.
I •
In a cy:;t-rn des:gned .i.: serve all
possible uses Of the river tbgether.
.here Will be -times when flood con-
trol is the governing factor. At
such times the management of a
tributary storage dam, such as Nor-
ris, is different fRim the manage-
ment of a main river darn. In
flood time Norris Dam can "oe
closed .tight, triding all the water
ande.gemeratiag no Poweiee Mhin
'river dams du not bavs. enough
storage capacity to. hold the whole
flood flow of -the river; the tur-
bines can bc run full speed on the
water that must ' be let pass. In
flood, therefore, main river dams
can develop a full power load
through while Notris is shut down.
is Noel During the summer, the flow in
the Tennesseg River nom-rally is
  scanty, but Norris will be emptied
of products were performed by
marketing functions . such as fi- 
i
nancing and the physical handling WHY UNCLE SAM, RATHER 
during this period in preparation
for the winter floods. Norris at
private agencies. The cosperative o THAN PRIVATE FIRMS, LS 
this time is adding its water to the
flow of the Tennessee, aiding navi-
. .
of power. If it were an inde-
pendently c perated private power
--------------- - ' - - - dam. It would- have to supply-pow-
Why is the Gilbertsville Darn, • This question is' one of the many er according to the demands of its
as well. as the other TVA dams, !asked 'by, honest objectors to the customers and could nut cooperate
being laulit- by the U. S. govern-'t'ine governmental prograrh new in an integrated navigation -and
merit rather than by private ! to-Kier way irs Calloway County.
firms? . is n'A., in
World War and the widespread
adoption of looseleaf auction selling
brought this period of cooperative
marketing to a close.
And under .the new set-up. it ,
was revived on it 1o:se-floor and
barn practice by such cooperatives ,
as the Western Dark Fired Associ-




Related Businesses To Hire
Many Worker:. in TVA
Area
While this number in itself will
absorb a major part of the employ-
ment pdssibilies of the area, possi-
bly twice this number of additional
workers will find employment in
the related industries and busineis-
es that will naturally be attracted
to this area. Vs
Among the businesses operated
privately that may be expected
to locate in the area are:, filling
stations, garages, restaurants, laun-
dries, groceries, clothing stores,
hotels, rooming- houses, Pleasure
vesorts, hardware stores, general
merchandise stores, drugsThres; etc.
With cheap power and a favor-
able geegraphical location, fact-
ories are likely to be established
in the area, giving employment to
thousands.
Active work 'caa, the first-stage
construction operations on Gilb-
ertsville Pam began July 1, 1938.
Employment needs at the Gilberts-
ville project ,will not exceed a
peak of 300 workers at first, be-
Sinalikiss' la" -ts r normal
construction progress, this- number
may increase to about 1200 by the
summer of 190. The construction
schedule for this dam covers "six
years.
Peak employment on the dam
itself will require about 2400 em-
ployees, with an additional force
of about 4,000 employed for the
reservoir clearance and - relocation
work after the project get under
way. This latter Work is/spread
over a large area throughout the
184 miles af the proposed reservoir.
The Gilbertsville Lumber Com-
pany, a firni composed of Messrs.
H. L. Flanagan ,and W. J. Potts,
who recently purchased a tract of
land about four north. et.
Benton, and near the McNutt:WTI,
began the coristructItite41,14 0,6 r
Y1? btiTMT'ng51121-lurflber MIR%







sation and also supplying its share





• s • •• • • - ••• •
111,11Mill
On Site of Dam,
Report Shows Get TVA Power?
The TVA does not sell electric-
AA:co:ding to inf rmation ity tO tile ultimate consumer ex,.
• -he"'"'"."-iiFit)64"4"5!16-4"41- cept in the se: oiafnindus-forwarded to the PWA offices to trial corporations which take large
get funds to aid in the construction blocks
of.a nine teacher elementary school 
moc  of power, large proportions
oal the Gilbertsville Dam site. The - . . 
fwhich are classed as secondary
school would be located on the 
power, and in temporary rural sy,s-
reservation near the camp 
tarns which are being operated di-
TVA
s'te and would be built chief! *to 
rectly pending transfer to distrib-
• •
accommodate children of TVA cm- 
uting agencies.
The individual home owner or
ployer.
;farmer using TVA power generally
In a letter from John W. Brooker, buys it either from a municipally
director schail buildings and 
grounds, State Department of Edu- ,
owned system or from a 'cooperat-
catioh, tentative plans for the at
te society. which gets -the power
wholesale from TVA.-
building were discussed with Hol-
land Itusesossnenty school superin-1 
About half the distribution sys-
tendent. 
terns are municipalities, and half
. are c:operatives. The results at
Plana for- the new building were this stage do' notshow .any notice-
also discussed last week by Mr. ̀ able difference in efficiency be-
Rose and state superintendent of tween the two- types of organiza-
Public Instruction, Harry W. Peters ; tion,
who was in a c:.nference here. I The average price of TVA power
The school would - be under the sold to small 4nanicipalitiels and
direct supervision of the Marshall !cooperative associations during the
County Board of Edueotion and the fiscal year was 542 mills. It is
local board would' supervise all 'necessary to keep ita mind friat the
the schools activities. It was teams_ I great reductions in the ultimate
ed that such a policy is in effect !cfnsumer's bill. amounting to sev-
everywhere. that TVA educational leral cents per kilowatt-hour. are
officials can get local school au-- I found chiefly in the policies Of the
thorities to cooperate withothem.' local distributors after they have
It was also learned that the TVA ; paid the TVA wholesale price and
is glad to cooperate with the local I go on to sell the current at retail.
educational units and even aid The actual cost of local distribu-
them in that they pay,a good price lion, as distinguished from what
for the school propertythat they the consumer has to pay for it, is
buy on their- reservati:ois which far less than has been generally
in turn enables the local boards supposed. Usually the costs of
to give in return better school fa- distribution are regarded as sever-
4.°13ent4rionf T- Democrat-"-enioc-rat saell-ft.imt"Howth;ve7.st fic4gtotaehse Paforwe'eriait;
TVA wholesale ,customers show
The number of purebtedt hogs these costs asness than one and
in McCracken county has increased one-half times-the cost of whole-
20 times in' the past tiv,; years. , sale power.
sss•es"
Tin ft $112,0009000.00
VA nam Will Help
,OUR HOMES and
OUR INDUSTRIES
R. H. Vandevelde & Co.
Will Help You Keep Pace With TVA ,Progress
By Installing the IRON FIREMAN
Deluxe Heatma"ker, (Automatic Coal Burner)
•
By Fitting Your New Home WO
Modern Plumbing, Wiring, Bathroom Fixtures
By Furnishing You General Elcctric Appliance:,
Water Coolers Refrigerators,-Etc.
•
R. -H.,Vanclevelde & Co.
Office Phone 435 H. E. JEN1U145, Mgr. Murray, Ky.
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TVA TO BUY LAND DOES SHIRLEY HAVE KPEP? -1'• Provide
FOLLOWING SURVEY JUST ASK GEORGE MURPHY!
Povser To Build
• $112,000.000 Dam
Fair Valuation h Made of Each
Tract by Ex pert for
Government
Aithflugh the Authority's land
acquisition staff has acquired some
acreage in the vicinity of the Gil-
bertsville, site within bounds
already established. its regular land
acquisition program in the Gil-
In the dictionary it's:
Pep n. iShurt for pepper) Ef-
fective energy or power, vigor:
dash: spirit.
In Hillyivood the definition for
pep is much simpler. It's Shirley
Temple.
Amount of electric energy by build-
-1,g a transmission line from Milan. BUSINESS CLUB 16.T,„... C., Bradford, Tenn. At Brad-
&d the Tettnessee Valley Author-
•v current will be transmitted
I 
er the lines of the,, Kentucky-"Okay.- said George. staring The _Kentucky Utilities Compans Tennessee Light. and Power Com-
,.,
. strangely toward Director% Cum-'of Lengton. Ky.. has entered into pity to Martin. Tenn. At thismints.
• All that day at was rape-skip-
. ley Authority for an exchange of
a contract with the Tennesseein :ant: 'wait it will be turned over to ,the
Kentucky Utilities Company. -
'ping. The following day he Won a .,,.. . ........... , The transmission' system of theI ',sine veiergy t: be used
, comparative reprieve while he nection with the construction of Kentucky-Tennessee Light and
ations" for her the Gilbertsville damc near thefrhelped her "do And George Murphy. energetic . Power Company from Bradford to Eph Buie, painter. to do the let-
school lessons. It went cn fur-the mouth of the Tennessee River indancer. in "Little Miss Broad-1 Martin is being used merely to tering for one' of the largest sign-production schedule. .Kentooky. company authorities in-
wAN will vouch for the defini- entire. "Gee." murmured George. "where formed this .newspaper recently. convey electricity from the Ten- boards, in Calloway county ,,_id
TO PAINT SIGN
Advantages of Murray To Be
Presented on Huge
Signboard
bertsville reservoir area will not . 'does .she get all that pep?" The demand will be 7,500 KW'- nessee Valley Authority to the
•
-seiretS.4-esear .trhisirer When '14,411MOZI_S-3. -- latt251.14:0 ' .  -  - - +COM`L-14410644P•ktivel.:0411..44%-ftiatteeheel.-44.4011,4iv-TAilikee.sreemensonss---
'pens Sunday at the Capitol Thee-ing the final taking line have Jefferson court t Y strawberry ' by the Kentucky Utilities from This arrangement will continue
Ire, with the world's gayest and
been completed, and in any event. . growers are gieiog-"Iticreased at- : their stations. , The Tennessee Val- for approximately six yteirs, which
.• brightest star more marvelousnot before July 1. 1939. tention to atfaats of the crown 1 ley Authority will return to the is the estimated construction per-
than she's ever been, she brings borer., Final survey's of the land • to be her grandest cast of troupers
acquired.: by the Authority have around her.
not been completed and no infor- 
„Aviation or map is available at this
time as to what individual prop.
erties are to be acquired or where
the "taking" line will fall in the
various counties affected. As soon
as the taking line is established
and the surveys finished. this In-
formation. will be turned over to
the Authority's Land Acquisition
Department.
Pri r to beginning lLs piogram,
the Authority's-skanct-Arquisrtion
Department communicates 'with all
land owners whose property will
be purehased and advises them of
the precise - policies and proced-
ure-Lwhich will be used in con-
nection with the purchase of their
property.
Wte,n acquiring ,land, the Au-
thority acts in strict conformance
to the .Tennessee Valley Authority
Act. The Authcrity's appraisers
go over each piece of property
with the owner, and a fair valua-
tion is made of it and the timber
upon it and its improvements.
After this valuation is fixed. nego-
tiations are ceirrsod on at this fig-
ure and all price trading is
11 the owner decides to contract
for the sale f his land to the Au-
thoress-. he receives cash pay-
ment as soon, as titielfo the prop-
erty fs. examined and cleared.'
Leery owne: has the opportunity,
of selling his land at a figure
which is the result of an impartial
appraisai.
Each representative of the-. Au-
thority's.land acquisition staff car-
rats proper credentials to identify
-
Th.s practice has been followed
c-nsistently , in the purchase of
lands in all other TVA reservoir
areas-Norris. Wheeler. Pickwick
Lacing. Guntersville. Chickamau-
ga. and Hiwassee. In this corinec-
tIon, also, it has been necessary
for tie Authority on occasion to
orot,- r-vvre,or whr: :
Heading this cast are Murphy.
Jimmy Durante. Phyllis Brooks
and Edna Mae Oliver.
lut George. of them all. vt th,
at profound course in pep frc7.
ely. The first day he arrive
i
.,
the set of "Little Miss Broa:',
way" at 20th Century-Fox. Ete:
ley met him and immediately to,:k
him 'in charge.
"Do you know your steps yet?"
asked Shirley. '
"Well." responded George. "Nick
Castle. Geneva Sawyer and I
haven't worked them all out as
yet.' - --
"Let's fry out what you know.
any way." suggested Shirley.
Thereupon ensued a terrifi,
workout in, which Murphy tato:''
Shirley what he had learned
the routines. . All of this to.
place between takes of the pictir .
when dance rehearsals were ch.'.
nitely not sfheduled.
At the end of a heavy da,.
shooting, interspersed with the 1-
promptu dance routines. Giro, s
was, to put it mildly. "ready f
bed."
'HUI': the, dancer told direr'.
Irving Cummings. "she'll be so'
fled tomorrow try- what we accos
plishosk:reday."
Cummings imileid: for Cum-
mings has directed Stiir`ey in te
other pictures.
Next day. .in soon lis Ge...- r 
appeared on the set. Shirley se-ee:•
ed him with:
"Let's jump rope." Ant I'-
handed the dancer his equipm,- •
mlided by the promise of specul-
tive profits by issuing „warnir,
in the press that it d:,es not rec.,:
nize such prices in the purchase
land. for regervoir or other uses. ,
In the past. *here acquisition pre- I
ceedings have been carried to
courts, ro instances have occurrei
whestsbas the courts .recognised
speculMe prices.-
•••••ellimmis. 
Kentucky Utilities a simile' iod for the ,pilbertsville darn.
The Young Business Men's Club
of Murray has contracted with
possibly Western Kentucky an e
Kentucky:
The, -sign, oi huge thing adver-
tising the city of Murray, will be
nearly a block long and will cover
the entire nortfe-side of a large
tobacco warehouse on the East
Highway just outside the city lim-
its. The letter "M" in the word
"Murray" on the sign will be 22
feet- across.
The, Young Business Men, work-
ing for a Widely-recognized Mur-
ray, will have the sign to speak of
Murray as the "birthplace . of
Radio, the home of Ktirray State
College." and will reiterate the
city's proximity ,to the site of the
Gilbertsville dam.
Barren county farmers are plan-
ning to purchase several thousand
western ewes 
"A godly life is the strongest
argument you can utter to tbe
skeptic."-M. Ballow.
FIRSTS IN CALLOWAY
First Road-Heath's Ferry to
Wadesboro, March 1823.
First Ferry-Davis Ford, April
1823.
First Land entered at land office,
1825.
First Circuit Court-at Wades-
bora February 13, 1823.
Completion courthouse. January,
1831.
Bill passed separating t'alloway
find Marshall. February, 1842.
Orders given for first courthouse
and county Jail in Murray. 1843 or
11144. — ---
First jail in Murray completed,
made of brick and costing $2376.50,
1847.






\..The Murray Wholesale Grocery
k will cooperate with you in con-
s\ nection with this project 100,
\I per cent.
We are Equipped to
Provide Retailers!
What You Want . . .
When You Want it!
Murray Wholesale
GroceryMURRAY KENTUCKY
Established 1923 .. . Growing With America
•
STRANGER IN TOWN-1
You're Welcome in Murray, Ky.
This City of 5,500 cordially invites you tolnake this
your home, your headquarters, your place of
Isusiness, yom' Alma Mater. . .
TVA:We hereby pledge our 100% cooperation in yourdevelopment of the $1121000,000 Dam at Gil-bertsville;----Make this your HOME!
• A Clean, Progressive City of 5,500 People.
• Two Modern, Fully Equipped Hospitals,
t: "A" STATE COLLEGE.
• New Sewerage System.
• Over 15 Miles of Paved Streets and Sidewalks.
• Recently Installed Telephone System.
• 'Modern Rail, Bus, and Airport Facilities.
_
• The Birthplace ot Radio.
• Two Strong Banks.
• Two Newspapers. _





- F. H. Graham
R. P. Holland
lee Robert S. Jones
J. T. Wallis
-
.City Aitorney- --John G. Ryan
CitY Treasurer---E. A. Lassiter
City Judge—T. E. Irvan
City Clerk—Chas. B. Grogan
Police Chief----W. B. Parker
PATROLMEN
E.7 R Robertson
• J. 'H. Orr
A. W. Parker
Fire Chief G. Hughes
Cemetery Sexton Gus John,son
Street and Sewer Superintendent
Dewey Jones



































Engineering News - Record
Says Dam Valuable to
Mississippi
WILL BE HELP ALSO
TO RIVER SHIPPING
Ai The Gilbertsville dam "would be
'the first piece of effective tribu-
tary control, and one of tpe lar.gest
in the ultimate Mississippi river
system", declared the Enginellting
News-Record in its issue et April
7, 1938.
This authoritative magazine said
the dam would be "it very consid-
erable approach to full protection"
to Cairo.
The Engineering - News-Record
states the flood control aspect of.
Gilbertsville as followsfein an edi-
torial of April 7, 1938:
"Of course the big reservoir
wculd also improve navigation on
the Mississippi. as well as open
up the Tennessee itself; but the
flood con ect remains the
commanding nt. Back of
this. situation lies a simple but
compelling reason. The truth is
that the whole Missieeppi River
control plan is a failure insofar as
the city of Cairo and the basins
immediately below are concerned;
in last year's flood the city escaped
destruction only by a hair.' ,Gil-
bertsville would provide. a' safety
margin by cutting 2 to feet. oft
Cairo flood heights—not enough
in the biggest flood, but a. very
considerable approach to full pro-
tection. It would be the first piece,
of effective tributary control, and
one of the largest, in the ultimate
Mississippi River system."
The $112,000.000 • project is the
farthest downstream of the series;
of high dams planned by 'TVA for
the unified development of the
Tennessee River system in the in-
terests of navigation. floelsenteel.
and power. It will be the largest
of the TVA projects and will create
one of the longest reservoirs in the
world—I84 'miles • of, navigable
channel., This is more than three
times the length of the. Panama
Canal, In addition to the crea-
tion of this navigate a channel it
will 'make a tremendous contribto
tion as a flood contok measure.
both in the Tennessee ond Mississ-
ippi Valleys. In the 184-mile Long
reservoir there will be about 4,600.-
000 acre-feet of flood storage. The
effect Gilbertsville st.oage would
*
have had ' flood crests at
Canoe has been estimated, for a
number of past floods.
In one series of calculations, the
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New Home of Telephone Company
on North Sixth Street
This building was begun in November of last year, and was com-
pleted in March. It was here that Mayor George Hart pulled the switch
which brought about the conversion of telephone service in Murray
from magneto to conimorr:battery type.
Murray Changes To New Type
of Telephone System June 11
1922
1927 58.5 to 55.9
1929 52.7 to 50.0
-----''' 7036 52.8 to 50.6
. another series of calculations. -feet. -The pool will create an 82-
it
Illi
as estimated that Gilbertsville mile chapnel for 9-foot navigation
st age would have ,reduced the extending from the head of Wheel-
1937 flood crest at Cairo from a or Reservoir to the foot of Hales
stage 59.6 to 57.6 feet. Bar Dam.
Three generating units of 27,000
kilovolt-amperes each will make up
the initial power installation at the
dam. - f ,
CHICKAMAUGA PROJECT—
This damolocated a few miles up-
stream from Chattanooga, will be
conspieted in 1940.
The reservoir created by Chick-
amauga Dam will have a flood-
central- storage capacity of 325.000
acreodeet and will extend the Au-
thority's 9-foot navigable channel
another eemiles upstream to the
site of the proposed Watts Bar
project. . __. .
Three generating units of 30.000
kilovolt-amperes each will make up
the initial" power installation at
the dam.
HIWASSE PROJECT — - This
dam, the second high-storage pro-
ject of the Authority, is being bwit
.ocroes the Hiawasse Riser in smith-
western North ,Carolina. The pro-
ject Wee welt beyond the prelimin-
ary stage of construction by the
end of the fiscal year. The access
highway tb the job was completed;
erection of the construction plant
was under way: considerable exca-
vation of rock had been accom-
plished on both abutmenti. Con-
struction df.the liqllage- for housing
of employees- was. under. wayo.
The Hiyeasse iiieitfecto be
Meted. will create a mountain lake
19 square miles in area with, con-
trolled flood storage capacity of
approximately 360,000 acre-feet. It-
will aid materially ire the regulae
tion ,of the Tennessee River for
navigation and fined conttol.
CILEIERTSVILLE PROJECT-L.-
Preliminary studies and investiga-
tion of various .sites for the project
on the lower Tennessee River' in
the vicinity of Gilbertseille., indi-
c.ate flie feliefhility of -e•dam along
this' stretch of the river. -.which
aveuld extend •tlico 9.-foot Channel.
upstream .164 'miler to the fobt:_cif
Pickwick Landing' Dam and pro-
vide several "million acre-feet of
floixi-control storage, - ..,-
T•wo more profeet.:r...J.eep.
propose!" by -TVA to complete; the
et;iiiinilliiadatillItSit'
the Tennessee River. These are made for this projec
Mayor George Hart, right, throws switch June 11 to
convert Murray's telephone system to—new battery ,type.




GI' ibertaville Is Biggest of All
Projects in the
N'alley
Of the ten dams built or propos-
ed by the TVA, Gilbertsville will
be the jargest, most expensive,
orfost modern, and probably most
..valoable.
brief- gleetch Of each of these
dams follow: -
NORRIS PROJECT—The darn
was completed on March .4, 1936.
and the reservoir went into
' service for tided control immed-
iately. Norris reservoir has a very
large flood-storage capertty7" Thro-• . lighout tbe sturanet and fall Of
1936, water was released from the
Norrii reservoir to aid navigation
.on the Tennessee River. By the end




was completed in 1936, and Wheels,
er *Reservoir became a navigable
waterway. 'Wheeler Dam adds '74
milee to the navigable- reaches of
the regtreett River.
'fly APrill..1937 the IWO 36.000 kil-
oeolt-empere generating units were
41, In sere:lee:1During the winter month of
January. and February operation of
about 500.000 acre-foot flood-stor-
age 'capacity of Wheeler, Reservoir
vas coordinated with that of Norris
Lake lo reduce high flows.' • .. •
• PICKWICK LAI:WING-PROJECT
—Pickwick Landing Dam.' complet-
ed in 1938. willoidd .50 miles of 9-
foot channel to • the navigable
reaches of the 'river. exte"rlding -up-
stream to the lower end ef, ttse
Florence Caiial,,
The .Pickwick lemellel_pain Res-
ervoir has a ittirage capacity, for
flood control of 116.000 'acre-feet of
water.




G UNTERSVI LI ;E PROJECT—
This dam will be completed in
1939. 
Guntersville Dam Reservoie will
provide *rage Tor flood control
to the volume of about 242.000 acre-
MURRAY HAS NEW
BATTERY PHONES
SINCE JUNE 11 '38





Since June 11 of this year, Mur-
ray has been equipped with a
new, efficient battery system of
telephones. This equipment is the
result of the concerted efforts of
Murray's civic clubs who have en-
deavored to provide modern facil-
ities for. this community.
District Manager C. A. Sawyer
reported that there are 726 city
telephones in Murray and 105 rural
phones making a total of 831.
The cost of the switch-over was
estimated at $36,000.
A new brick building has been
"erected on North Sixth Street as
headquarters of the Murray office
force. It was begun last Nevem-
ber and Was completed in March.
The movement for -s a central-
common batterystype system of
phones in Murray began as early
as 1935 when"the Young Business
Men's Club' instituted a move for
suc•la. in June, 1931, civic clubs
of Murray and the city council
endorsed a resolution which they
placed before the state Public Ser-





The development embrares melee
than 40.000 square miles and en-
compasses the drainage area of
the Tennessee Ricer and its tribu-
taries in Tennessee and portions of
six.,_elber States—Virginia. North
Ma, Georgia, A ma Miss-
iskcippi, and Kentucky. More 'than
2.000.000 people live within this
area, with about '6.000.000 iri the
immediate sphere of 'Influence.
the WAS BAR tied COULTER
SH9, projects. They would ex-
tend the navigable channelfrom
the head dt' the Chickamauga pool
to Knoxville.
A dam on the tittle Tennessee at
,F;ONTANA,oN. Co haS been propos-
ed js.a third tributhiy storage pro:-.-
-
'MARKET FOR TVA ,
I POWER INCREASES1
Federal Power Commission Says
Demand May Soon
Exceed Supply
There is every indication that
the market for power will contintie
to grow steadily, and that the prob-
lem in the Tennessee Valley region
will not be to find a demand for
power but to produce the power
to meet the demand.
The increase of 19 per cent in
power production by all agencies
in the region in 1 year is an indi-
cation of what may be expected.
This conclusion is confirmed by
the findings of the national power
survey of the Federal Power Com-
mission. The power demands in
the Tennessee Valley probably will
soon exceed the existing depend-
able supply. The. wisdom of Power
development planned for at TVA
dams now authorized and under
construction, and of the provision
mad, for further installations when plus power could be conveniently
needed. seems amply demonstrated, and profitably purchased for the
So. too, does the s8undness of the replacement of power generated at
judgment shown in constructing some plants which are partly obso-
lieterionnecting transmission- lines, lete and at relatively
itt order that future demands for high
power may be wet with a. maxi-
mum of economy and efficiency.
Studies carried on by the TVA
staff in cooperation With the Fed-
eral Power Commission have con-
firmed the following conclusions:
1. There 1 a wide variation in
the character and needs of the vari-
etal neighboring private utilities.
For the next 2 or 3 years several
-sse utilities w414-44 short of
water and will need to purchase
firm energy in the event that
there is an extended dry period.
• 2. While none of the utilities
'sniffled is at the present moment
In a precarious position with re-
spect- to meeting its market re-
quirements, several will be pressed
in the near future and will require
additional capacity of energy or
both.
3. In several other cases, where
there is no physical shortage of





To sum up: It has been clearly
demonstratedo that the develop.
and sale of Tennessee River power,
which is provided for in the TVA
Act, has lowered retail prices for
electricity in this area; that it has
broadened the market to such an
extent that privately owned utili-
ties have been able to sell greatly
increased quantities-ot -poweeo and
that it has brought social and eco-
nomic benefits to the people of the
region.
Other regions have_oother and
varying problems. fit it may be
said that the principles established
here are applicable everywhere.
The mass production and mass cone
eumption of electricity, here still in
its experimental stage, may opein
a new economic area.
In attaining these results the
TVA has disposed of Government
property at a fair market price.
.10
The total generation of wirer at
Wilson 'Dam increased from 206,-
884,400 kilowatt-hours during the
calendar year 1935 to 613.073.000
kilowatt-hours during the calendar
year of 1936, or 225 per cent.
The gross generation for Decem-
ber 1936 was 98,203.500 kilowatt-
hours, representing an increase of
mere than 300 per 'cent over the
same month -in 1935. The maxi-
mum 24-hour output went up
from 2e570.000 kilowatt-hours in
1933 to 4,516.900 kiloWatt-hours In
1936. Finally, gross revenues in-
creased team $1,000,756 in the cal-
ender yeer of 193k to $1.e37.671 in
1936, or about 63 pee' cent. Of
this sum inter-change sales to priv-
ate utilities amounted to $807,238,
and use at the fertilizer plant and
TVA construction projects totaled
$320,591.
The total generatton for the TVA
system for 1936 was 778,378,800 kil-
owatt-hears. At the end of 1936
nearly 8000 farm customers were
receiving electricity at TVA rates,
and more than 2,000 miles of rural
lines were in service. The total




served at TVA rates at the end of
1936 wa's more than 26,000,
With an existing demand for all
the surplus power that the Au-
thority can generate at Wilson
Dam and with the use of the new
generators at the Norris and
Wheeler Dams, the former totals
of generation and sale are being
greatly exceeded.
Material Arrives
for Work on Dam
• A oeuahtity_ of conatruction inae
terial to be used in preliminary
construction work on the Gilberts-
vile Dam was reported to have
arrived the first of the week.
It was reported that a resident
physician for the TVA had already
set up offices and will remain the
entire construction period.
Benton Tribune-Democrat
McCreary county farm leaders
are planning to bring western ewes
into the county soon.
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Calloway County Lumber. Co.
Is Prepared to Help You Take Advantage of
This Gigantic Federal Project Now In Our Midst
Here's The Plan:
The Calloway County Housing Guild, ,members of
the National Housing Guild, sponsored by the Johns-Man-
ville Corporation, is aimpIe and practical plan. We fur-
nish the plans or draw them according to your own ideas,
and 'our estimate includes all costs, materials, building,
electrical work, plumbing, heating, excavating, painting,
etc.. YOU ONLY HAVE TO DEAL WITH ONE CON-
.t'.
TRACTOR, and he alone is responsible for the satisfactory
tompletion of the job. By figuring all these services under
,rie contract, you eliminate extra profits that necessarily
have to be made under the old plan of individual contrac-
tors. You get standardized materials and workmanship of
s,caniform quality. The Guild plan even assists_ you in get-
ting an F. H. A. loan. Just talk to yotir neighbor who has
built under this plan or ask to see his home or building,
There Is JaEt—rou'j) h Time
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Mason Memorial Hospital Is Well  Equippe
VIEW OF COMPLETED MASON HOSPITAL
Rising from the ruins of Mur
rey's most disastrcfus •fire in .1935.
the Mason Merrtunal Hospital, lo-
cated on Eighth and Poplar Streets.
is one of the outstanding assets of
this community.
The new fire-preof building is
220 feet long from north to sourn
and 92 feet from east to west. built
teroisaine- at--3-eae•e.‘olloti-id--
ing above a complete basement,
with tile and brick constrtictioft
Officials have described its auto-
matic sprinkler system as "Class
A", affording absolute safety from
fire. The hospital has an experi-
enced. competent staff cf sur-
ge o res. physicians, technicians
nurses, including dieticiara, pathol-
ogist, and department supervisors.
There are two operating rooms,
The -.maternity department has
sound-proof walls, floors, and ceil-
ings. When the building is corn:-
pleted, there will be 152 patient
beds. An accredited Nurses'
Training School is conducted in
cenjunction with the hospital.
The hospital is tfioroughly equip-
ped for complete clinical examina-
tion, medical. oirgical. maternity.
x-ray.- hydrotherapy. electrother-
apy. add special dietetic attention.
Rational therapeptic methods are
- •
The 'campus le' featured with a,
beautiful land and water, spacious
lawns, fish pools.. trees. flowers"a





DR- WILLIAM H. MASON
Beginning his Work nearly 40
years ago. Dr.-.William H. Mason is
president and chief surgeon of the ;
Williarnoapason Memorial Hospital.
His'grandfather and father were
also prominent in the. profession.
"Dr. WOO', as he is familiarly
known, is a graduate of Vanderbilt
University, anat.:ha! since been act-. .
in state arid, district medical
automat/ens.
When the hospital which be de-
veloped burned in 1935. he reso-
lutely set about the tasks of re-
building the institution. In co-
operation with the members of the
FACTS ABOUT MASON
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL: 1
The operating table used in the
new unit can be set in 22 differ-
ent positions insuring facilities for
all types of surgery.
The attractive 'grounds are be-
ing landscaped and due attention
is being given to shrubbery.
-flowers. fountains, lawns, etc..
which will make this property one.
of the most beautiful and attract- ti.dicates. the thud fluor will be
lye that any city can be proud to completed which will house an-
possess. A ccncrete _tennis court iither 50 patients. The city of
and concrete shuffle board grace Murray and Calloway county can
the groniens as well as fish pools be justly-proud of being the home
and the beautiful lake south ot the of this modernly equipped and of-
hospital. ficiently operated institution for the
• • ' cure of the sick. The new institu-
The building is steam heated"' lion it is planned shall continue to
A powerful vacuum pump. main- carry forward an unselOsh pro-
taming an eight-pound vacuum, gram of bringing relief and corn-
guarantees equal heating of all fort to the suffering as has the
rooms in all sections of the build- Wm. Mason Memorial Hospital the
nig. A high • pressure steam boiler years gene by.
TVA TO CONTROL supplies a 100 pound steam press- . .lure far use in all the sterilizing , The -payroll for the employees of• •
'equipment, Russian Steam batholthe hospital averages -between
MALARIA IN AREA, steam ironer, steam tables steam S15,000 and 320.000 per year.l atanks for hot pack. treatments: • • •
Specialist-
of Staff
DR. ORA K. MASON
Dr. Ora Kress K. Masan of
the Mason Memorial Hispital is a
daughter of Dr. I). H. and Dr.
Lauretta Kress_ of Waehington. A).
C.
MrsoMason, prominent not only
as a surgical specialist but also as
an' educatienal and civic leader.
specializes in. obstetrics as well le
in the general practice of tneclicine.
She is graduate of the medical
college ait the University of Michi-
Foundation is Knovvn 
FLOODS TO BEProkop Says Dam
FORECAST BY
TVA EXPERTSRock Is Also Available for Con-cretr, Declares Construction
Engineer
"The site for the dam has now
been explored in sufficient detail to
know by now what engineering
problems are .invelved," says E. A.
Prokop, acting construction engi-
neer on the project. "We will not
be suddenly faced by a totally un-
expected conditian. The problems
on the Gilbertsville job are moat-
of the: extraordinary depth of the
blanket of alluvial silts and gravel
overaying the bedrock. The site
is news the mouth of the river; the
whole Tennessee. Valley has con-
tributed to that layer of earth
through which we must excavate
to reach a foundatian. -We shall
have to excavate through 45 feet
of it in the Over bed and 90 feet
in the flood plain."
Much of the drilling for examin-
ing the foundation underneath this
layer of earth has been by the
"fence rail" system, that is, straight
core drilling is done at intervals
end in between diagonal drilling
is done. The diagonan ••• drilling
covers mare territory, gives more
information as to what kinds of
rucks or scams exist underground'
Diagonal drilling has never before
been done to such an extent
through so thick a layer of over-
burden. however.
Mr. Prokrp said the explorations
made for suitable. construelloneina-
terial in the vicinity of tha dam
site have been • successful. He is
reasonably sure 'that. all Ike rock
needed for concrete purposes can
be obtained locally.
Reliitan and Stream Gaging Sta-
tions Are Maintained in
%nine), Area
Along with the construction of
Gilbertsville and other darns.. the
TVA maintains "riiiitall stations"
and. "stream gagir.i stations" in
the Tennessee wat. oiled, enabling
the en ineers to eiadiet water
eve n tial-iraW•e , kifF111-71°Teli
inches.'
"The savings in flood damage,
navigation, and other river opera-
tion", says the TVA. "are far more
than the cost of the service.
"In order ta manage the river
flow, the engineerstequire a daily
report of rainfall and stream
stages throughout 'the valley, to-
gether with practical knowledge of
the time required for any mass of
Water to travel along the stream.
For this purpose the TVA has co-
operated with the Geological Sur-
vey in adding to the- number of
rainfall stations and stream gag-
ing stations in the valley.
"There are now 39 rainfall sta-
tions in the Tennessee watershed,
more than halt of them supplied
by the TVA. There are 185-stream
gaging stations. 70 per cent of
which are operated in cooperation
with the Geological Survey.- The
staticns are not as numerous as is
customary in Europe, but there are
more per square miles than in the
United States as a ,whole.
"Experience has shown that with
the present system of forecasting
the engineers can predict waterstaff, and his friends. Dr. Mason steam heated drying room. A The Wm. Mason Memorial Hos- About 1.250.000 cubic yards of levels' in advance within 8 fewIi s now at the hea i of a hospital 1.000 gallon hot water storage tank-i-pital is a member of the Amen-' - Sanitation Section To Have Charge ccuicrete will! go into the Gilberts- inches. At eiperience is built up,'hat is growing daily in service
ind usefulness.
WAS CREATED Early in his career. Dr. Mason
y . . . e rinV difficult of circums-tances.
' Ii-Authorize 9-Foot - It was the first operation of its
Channel kind in etnnessee, but the pan igat
Proposed by President Ftoose- age,
and lived to a ripe 61d
vett and approved MaO .18.1933. !ore* her members  ,..f. his, 
.
the original TVA act gave the piar- ---  --  s:all be-eeeael sides Mrs, Mason. his, wife. include:
?noes of the development '''' ' Dr Katherine Fisher, anesthetist;
lows- . . Dr E. D. Fisher, specialist in in
'Be it enacted by the Senate ternal medicine; .Mr. S. A. Ruskjer-.
and House of Repo:sent.stives of *general manager; *Mr. Miles Wee-
the 1"nited State: of .tmeriei in. Hickok.' x-ray technician.
Congress assembled, that for the !le).
purpose of maintaining and. tape-
by .thO.United States in the viti'.- 15 000 RESIDErating the properties now oleri
ity of Muscle Shoals. Alabama .1
IN
the hlterest . cf 'the national ri'• - RESERVOIR AREA'tense. arid for agricultural and i i
dustrIal development and to irre  ._
Prove. :navigation. in tfie-Terinessee• ie pity: In Kentucky and
River and to control the destruct- . Ti- re Aitected by_Gil-
.ive OlOod 2raters . in the Tennessee bertstille Dam
River erid the latiseissipet River • ..,
Bashes there is hereby -created a The populatert both urban and'
body'.eorporato- by the name of rural within or bordering,.on the
'Tennessee Valley Authority' . . ." preposed reservoir is estimated at
15 000. living- in 15 counties in9-Foot Channel i
."--• KenterOltv and Tennessee. The fol.The 9-fret channel, authorize- -
' are the .larger villages thattion was included in 1935. in aini v11}l-ith ' ' • •ta611-laa effected by the _impounded
eminn the original t: . v-onacs awl ;ion figuaes are aa-
-.171,.-Tenr essee Valley Authority
cording' to the 1930 census.-Shalt have power ti construct
such dams and reservoir , in ihe . Big Sandy. 'Ireton ., 613.
a..• .Tennoreee River .and its tributarie.• • Eva. Teire -•- 400
- as LO conjunction with Wilseit JOhnomville, .Tenn e - 354
Dann and Norris. Wheeler. and Springville. Tann, 150
Picktrick Landing Dams. now Danville ..Tenn. 162
under construction, will, provide -- Perryville. Tenn. • ,256•.
, a 9-It channel in the said river Britts Landing. Tenn_ . 20
and maintain a water supply for Daniels Landing. Tenn': 27
the same, from eKsoaville--to • its _Lae Henre. Tenn. • 50 ,
mouth, and will best serve to pre-' Ciyet:n Landing. •Tenn. 25
Mete navigation on the Tennessee Birmiegharn. Ky. _ • 214
River and its tributaries and con- f Grend Rivera. Ky. , 500
--... trot-destructive tiocKi waters in ..
the Tennessee 4tiver.,drain4ge baT:11T‘ :Grand ,Rivers. Sprineville. and
ins; and shall have power to ac_ Eva will be but slightly affected.
quire or can-Orem _power houses, I At, Big Sand,' and Terryville,
pewee .steueoreee taeneinena.--abaute_une-nelf the eaten will be
linesn nevigation peeiectsa bed in. ,affcce.ecl. - Johnsonville. Danville.
cidental works in the Tennes Birmingham will be completely
• River. and its tributariesoand to 1.18undated. Britts Landing. kioniets
. uinte the various 'power install-iLanding. Fort Hertran-and Clydetorr.
ations 'into one or More ii.Ostems„ Ore cxamp!ee-of a number of small.
'be, transmission_ lines'. - hamlets - of ten families or less
which will be submerged,
,- Constitutionality l'pheld It is estimated that a ' Maxitnum•
, Abetit two years ago the Supreme of 3.500 families live in-- the area
Court at. the - United States _op- ete, be occupied by the. reservoir
thheld-e Constitutionality-et TVA. land the prottenierestrip which' tAe
-Chief Justice Hughes in giving the . Authority - Will Purchase in order
. decision held that the government i.that it mifai control__ ereoion and
had 'the 'right- le etluila•darris- to ,.silting-of the reseiriOne The Au;
cnninel: The arfuee and hence had thoritya will .tollevi--ite usual prac--
- the - right- to produce. develop: and elces of enlisting the- aid of leceeial
distribute power generaaed by ?Itch 'agencies and assist these "families i
dams: ' .• •e• rs,,e! •,." I -
We Have It - We Will Get It





throughout the building and espec- approved by the , American Col-
, performed a' hazardous abdeminal The problem of malaria control ially for the hydrotherapy depart- . lege of Surgeons.' The hospital 
earth embankments. These dikes
. IS 1933 mendd 
. Ioperation upan a woman under the in the Gilbertsville reservoir area ment. . - maintains a coirtesy. staff extend- 
will be prateettA from wave ac- 
of. reports. and the cost of fore-
casting will be Somewhat reduced."
- - - - - inc its courtesies to all physicians 
tion by 250,000 cubic yards of rip-. • •
The Wm. Mason Memorial Has- . and surgeons . in good standing 
he board of regents of Murray rapping or stone layer along their -
State College. She is also super- sides. On the preparation of • the "There is a transeendent power
pital will pr vide room for AIM with the American Medical Associ- intendent of nurses at . the hos- foundation for the structure. 3.500,- in example. We reform others
patient approved -by the Ameri-
of of f Surgeons. . 
pital whieh conducts a luny' ace 000 cubic yards cif earth will be unconsciously when we walk up-
credited training school for nurses, excavated. rightly,".-Mad. Swetrhine.
gan and of the R:yal College of
of Eradication es( with .separate hot water heater rn-i can Medical Association. American
sures an abundance of hot water Hospital Association and, fully 
ville structure, and 2.500.000 cubic
yards of earth will be used .in the 
asaiblsematonerjudriguerait:t.ieer
A leader in the Woman's Club 
istitubeat.eM°initefsrom
will-.be .under . the direct super-
vision of the Sanitation Section cf
the-JFITA, working with the advice
and cooperation of the U. S. Public
Health Service and Department of
Agricultu're.'
Raising and lowering of the
water- .ievel, eradication of bet-d.
lag' places,' spraying marshy areas
with a paris green fixture. and
other. , Measures will e utilized.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
recently °alined its positi:n on
this phase of public health as fol-
low,:
Public Health
It is rie.ogruzed that a genuine
iibligatiera teats uiion the Auther-
ity to use rare** known peens to
neat, down the Malaria rate 7n
areas to .be covered by TVA reser-
voles.
-.Whet:ever malaria is prevalent
; it constitutes prebably a more seri-
ous drep upon the vital and eco-
nomic risouraes of the community
than cellar single source of ill
health.
- Since •th-s disease is associated
with -standing water, in which the
malarial  moNoito may breed.- the
Icreation of reservoirs arid-The meas-
ures hiked to inerease the- water.
retaining characteritties cf the soil
are significant in relation to the
corfraterepriablem of malaria con-
trol.
Studies of this problem are now
being made by a small ,but highly
trained staff in the Health Section.
with the advice and coopa•ratien of
the 'United ' States Public Health
Service and the -Department of
Agriculture.
At the same time. malaria-con-
trol theastiges' ef. known effective-
ness are. being carried out by the
Senna-Om-T....Sixth= one tieing the'
use of airplanes' to 'dust marshy
areas with a paris green i mixture."
In clearing the . land along • the
shore line of- the reservoini, great
tare is taken to prevent the for-
mation of .pcoltets.of water where
Thosquittes can breed. • Pools are
conneettarTo the main lake by
ditches and -the lakeelevel is ra
and kiwered about a foot at reg-
ular Intervale so as to strand -the
- . - -
iru osquite larvae or -let in Josh to
eat tisenW as., the case May be.
In .11166 when. Wilson'T Darn was
kept at one level throughout the
season ii, order 0- facilitate work
at Wheeler Dam, the asterage catch
-at 38 colieeting staticans was 10.7
inalalia- mosquitoes. In 1937, with.
water-ievel -fluctuation, oil ipray-
  in, dusting With poisons. etc., the
! count fell to 4.1. The fluetuation.
of levels to? mosquito control
wrold, be practicaaly impossible if
the various dams on the river were
under separate • management.,'
The effect of TVA operations on
taw amount-Ad iritiVerffriarae-
ulatiein eannheifiii '
after a term ofiyears because of the







Music and. College of . Arts and
Sciences at Sidney. Australia.
of. Murray and Kentucky. Mrs
Mason has served as a member of
Local- i -
The site of tb rep od dam
is- on the Tennessee-Riv,.
22t4i miles upstream from Pa-
ducah, Thts locaticn is 'appreeti-
mately 160 miles abuthwesterly
from Louisville. '150 miles south-
easterly from -Sr Louis. and 100.
miles- northwesterly from Naah-
vine.-•
P. A MOrshall. Mason COOT .1 *.•
farmer, iseising a sineOowire 4,ier
thergett for Opting cattle.
 _
kenton'Oreinty homemakers have
a -oal 'to build 25 out-door'fire-e
plates uringliae. pear.
•••
Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
The money in one individual's pay envelope is important to that indWidiial.;
That is easy to see. But it is also iipportanblia.many others not on the payrolls
of industry—The Butcher . • . the )3aker ... the C;rocer . . . the 'Clothi(T.
the Doctor ... the Dentist.
We Ycu to .Make Murrky Your Home!
This corporation pledges its support of the Dam and all ac-
tivities that increase the payrolls of our citizens,
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR WINTER COAL!
Tradcwatft... Jellico Stoker Daco Stearn Coal ... Sentry Stoker • Jellico
and West Kentucky Screenings
Priced Right — Weighed Right Quality Right
Mumlay Consgmers. Coal & Ice Co.
Phone 64 for ServICE
Best and neareestlterigeraut KnrwnTo
•
C E. filk .0 0 t
e-































































was tak('n. I understand the prop-
esitioia carried in Murray and in
the Wadesboro precinct.
.'Di9ers .and varioue arguments.
• were made against The railroad
proposition, one of which was that
it would bring—in a tot of undesir-
able citizens, and -cause a gennral
deterioration of Society.
So:
"Far 'from the madding crowd's
strife, -
Their sober wishes never learned
to stray; • -
Aiiing the cool senhestered vale
of life
They. kept the apiseless tenor of
'
It is quite welt *MOW
New* England in an early day,
when the prciabsition -for a rail-.
road was submitted in one county,
leis meetings were held and res-
olutions denouncing railroads as in-
steuments of the Evil ONE were
passed. They said: "Be it resolved.
that in the first place it would take
one's breath to ride on these en-
,jines, of destruction. for they go
twelve miles an hour. They cause
people te want. to wander about
and to riegleds their affairs. They
are agents and instrumehts of hell
and it violates all religious
.principles to buk stock in 'such at-
- fairs Uhich make for the ruination
oiocrety. and good morals,"
Kentucky Goes Forward
Kenteeky. railroads were among
firat in----Arneries: In- March
1830, -a railway brim -tivd model
was exhibited in the state capitol.
Vele' 15y Joseph Breun. of 'Lox,.
••••••
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WORK IS UNDER WAY AT DAM SITE
Experiment Is TVA FREEZES TEST SHAFT
Success, Say TO STUDY ROCK FORMATION
Engineers
The test shaft at the Gilberts-.
ville damsite was begun several
ntha ago. It measures 90 feet in_ _
meter and is sunk about 92
feet to bedrock. It is constructed
of interlocking steel sheet piling,
much as the cells that 'make u,p
the cofferdams at Chickamauga
and Guntersville dams are formed.
It was unusual that this size test
should have been driven at an
early stage of investigation en a
construction project, but the Auth-
ority's engineering staff felt that
the size of the dam contemplated
at Gilbertsville warranted this
added precaution.
Excavation within the steel cell
went • down to within 14 feet of
beineir k when seepage of ground
watt. became so great as to force
silt through the caulked seams be-
tween the steel piling. It was then
„decided to install a refrigerating
plant and freeze solid the area sur-
rounding the cell. This is a method
used throughout Europe, particul-
arly in Germany. France, and
Belgium, to protect deep coal mine
shafts from filling with water.
Refrigerating methods have also
been used at the Federal Grand
Coulee project in ashingtun to pees
vent land slides.
At the Gilbertsville damsite,
Pictured above is a view of the freezing experiment con-
ducted at Gilbertsville. The earth was frozen here around
a 20-foot shaft, 90 feet deep.
about 30 pipes were placed verti
cally in the ground at 30-inch
intervals around the outside of the
test shaft. They extended down to
bedrock. Cold brine in eirculated
through the system of pines, the
brine being continuously rechilled
by an ammonia cooling system. ,
With the subsoil thus frozen solid'
for several yards around the shaft,
excavation continued unimpeded.
Calloway Countians Overcome
Opposition to First Railroad
When the idea of bringing a rail-
road into Calloway and Murray
was first submitted to the citizens,
much opposition was voiced by the
citizenry .according to Jcitin Mc-
Elrath Meloan.
The $75,000 bond issue would
wreck the community, they said.
Their grandchildren would never
be able to pay for it. The rail-
road would bring in undesirable
-rill-tens and ruin the social life.
It would destroy valuable land.
New England had earlier de-
nounced railroads as instruments
of the devil.
Thus it is with progress. Many
persons, sincerely and otherwise,
liounce the TVA program_ for
asons- that are sound -and Un-
sound. But the day of 'hYdro-elec-
tric - power, flood-control, and im-
proved.soil .practices is here.
The - Dam—TVA's
key dam—is being built. Murray
and . Calloway can profit by its
construction if they choose . . .
But let John "Mack" Meloan tell
in his own words abdut the rail-
roads.
Coming of the Railroad
Murray kept hen' along as an
inland village, with desultory com-
munication with the outside world.
When Garfield was elected we
didn't know about until two
•wetrks afterwards. We had a stage
and mail line to Pans. Farmers
came to town Saturdays to get their
mail, and maybe a little jug of
o; b. joyful. But even then there
were a number of reitlees and pro-
, gressive„ spirits in Murray who
' were-tired of pursuing the lines of
nest resistance. One day along'
came one Mr: Concannon. of St.
Louis, who let it be known that if
Calloway would vote a bond issue
. of $75.000 -then a railway known
as the P. T. & A. -might tap this
rich territory. But seventy-five
thousand _it liars. Great Scronch.
The idea. Our grandchildren's chil-
dren would never pay it—not in a side there was great rejoicing,
thousand years. Anyway, the vote while the opposition predicted dire
injury and insufferable debt. sur-
fice-fit to say that the bonds wei-e
paid off and forgotten. It' surely
was a gala day in Murray when
the first work train crossed the
levee road at nOon thirty-eight
years agea with- the Murray band
on a flat ear, while cannon roared
and the,, Rebel yell was heard
once again in the land.
ington. Belief was general. (-re,.
ated 6y his earnestness, "that car-
riages and heavy loads could be
drawn by steam, and sometinii,
thereafter a train of cars on rails
did make the trip from Frankfort
to Lexington. 28 miles. in TWO
HOURS and TWENTY-NINE MIN-
UTES. and was met by a great
crowd of excited citizens at Frank-
fort. The Elizabethtown and Padu-
cah road, now the Illinois Central.
was built in 1868. McCracken Coun-
ty (and other couhties Vi ted large
sums For bond issues to help build
the road.
Not only was the railroad bond
preposition fought within Callo-
way county, but opposition from
ot)6eiVtlf8ad entrukinies and firreri
our neighbor. Mayiefld. had to be
overcome. While Mayfield affected
great supericrity over Murray and
Calloway at that time (she is a k
little touched with that idea yet)
yet she evidently valued us very
highly as' contributors to her ma-
terial prosperity. She hated might-
ily to lose the dollars of Calloway
which poured into her coffers. A
contributing factor in the final
success of the 'acrid issue was a
cartoon showing a cow feeding in
Calloway while Mayfield did all
the milking.
tucces at Laid
But there were people in Mar-
ray who were determined to have
a railroad through the county,
4tiorth and sou.th. So another vote
was taken, which resulted in an-
other defeat. Nothing daunted the
proposition makers and it was
again submitted, with the larger
part of the tax to pay for the
bonds placed on Murray magis-
terial' district. An intensive cam-
paign was waged, and every wile
known to political contests was
breught to' bear. INCLUDING IM-
PORTATION OF A LARGE NUM-
BER OF TENNESSEE VOTERS:—
MOSTLY BLACK. The thir -dtime
was a charm'. On the victorious
No Mineral Lands
Affected by Dam;
6 Miles Hard Road
TIN -muter's!' rinds or valuable
timber resources will he affect-
ed by the proposed Gilhertsville
reservoir. No 'important indust-
ries will he affected. The amount
of relocation of existing facili-
ties, involved is extraordinarly
• small in relation to the length
of the proposed reservoir.
The construction of the reser-
*Or will necessitate the relocats
Ion or raising of about 40 miles
of railroad. 180 mites of State
and county highways tIgnly si
is 
x
miles of which are of bard-sur-
face construction), 50 miles of
unimproved country roads. and
the raising of twis State higho ay
bridges. across the Tennessee
River,
A. L. Hammons, Madison C01111-
ty, successfully tried contour farm-
Mg on the hillsides -of his form.
-t
TVA EXPERIMENTS "Valuable clay deposits' was
meianing of the pin on the map.
the reply.
A 1938 bulletin 'from the TVA
oftice discusses the Ceramic possi-
bilities of the area as f_llows:
A striking example of the need
for pioneering work is- found in
the neglect of our native pettery
Calloway -County— is Listed_ ciasca..44.amioa.4aene aro • eves* Nat
in Knoxi,ille for deposits in the Tennessee. Valley
Ceramics region. These clays, or kaolins,
have long been used for ccarse
pottery, Abut for fine -dinnerware.
the American kaohns were neglect-
ed as being too difficult to refine,






Calloway county, blessed with an
abundance of valuable clay depos-
its, may be able te develop many
ceramic industries' in connection
with TVA experiments, many local
efficials believe.
Recently when a Murray official
was in the TVA chairman's office
in Knoxville,- he noticed a large
map of the TVA area including
Calloway county. Near the center
of Calloway county was a purple
pin. Id, asked the chairman the
The TVA has an interest in pro-
moth* the wider use of these re-
sources to build a base for in-
creamed purchasing p.:Aver in the
region and to open a direct mar-
ket for electricity in the manufac-
ture of fine porcelain.
The ceramic laboratory at Nor-
ris has therefore been experiment-
ing with better methods Of mining
and refining the native materials,
with Mclinical details, of manufac-
ture, and especially with the de-
velopment of, an electric furnace
for porcePain making.
Two modern commercial refin-
eries have been built by private
companies and are now processing
the North Carolina kaolin by
methods discovered in the Norris
labsiratery.,. Commercially  _refined
kaolin from these plants has been
available for only a few months, so
that the final experiments on man-
ufacturing technique have been de-
lay-ed. In the meantime, the ex-
perimental porcelain turned out
from the materials refined by the
laboratory has been highly praised
by the ceramic industry and the
retail trade.
The laboratory is on cordial
terms with the industry, and many
ceramic engineers and plant own-
ers have visited Norris and the
valley kaolin deposits during Ow
year,
The use of the electric furnace
above the . temperatures of metal-
lic alloys is new in America and
requires special methods and ma-
terials which are being-worked oat
Dickson Reduces Rates With 1114-1A.
Dickson, Tenn., a city of about
Murray's size, is one of di', mu-
nicipalities in this area uisng TVA
power. A study of results there
may afford an estimate of what
Murray cduld expect under a sim-
ilar setup.
'thin a year after-Triffedliting
a low rate schedule , for distribu-
tion of TVA power, giving its cus-
tomers an initial reduction of 43
per cent. the Dickson- electricity
department had practically recov-
ered its former level of revenues.
Average residential use of elec-
tricity per customer had increased
from 37 kilowatt-hours to 93, and
the number of customers had in-
creased 13 per cent.
The average reaidential customer
by the latoratogy, adtkf good pros-
pects of success. The results to
date, while not complete, have
aroused a keen interest among ex-
ecutives and engineers in the elec-
trical manufacturing field.
in March 1931itirrior to TVA sen,,
vice, paid 5.76 cents per kilowatt-
hour for 37 kilowatt-hours. In
March 1937 he paid an average of
2 cents per kilowatt-hour.
As of June 30, 1937, 52 per cent
of residential customers were using
-eTecTrie—refrigeratots, Der.tent
were cooking with electricity, and
8 per cent had water heaters.
Commercial customers in March
1936 had -an average of 156 kilo-
waft-hours, paying an average rate
of 5.29 cents. A year later, aver-
age use had increased to 262 kilo-
watt-hours, and average rate per
kilowatt-hour was 2.65 cents. Total
residential use had increased 182
per cent and ,total commercial Use
70 per cent.
A city of abcut 3,000 population,
It bas several manufacturing estab-
lishments producing wood pro-
ducts such as hickory handles,
baseball bats, and hardwood
ftooring. and is located in a region
of dairy, poultry and truck farms.
The
and . . .
  1•11•11•11141i




The Murray Lumber Co.
Can Help You Keep Pace with the TVA
Program by Building Homes with
ROOMS, APARTMENTS, and
GARAGES-. TO RENT!
We Can Build the Home You Want for $25 a Month
--By Remodeling, Painting, Re-Roofing,
Modernizing,i-lomes, Buildings,
Sores Factories, Etc.
Make Your Home Up-to-Date
• • •
By Constructing Farm Homes, Barns, Poultry
Houses, Etc., For Relocated Newcomers
Let Us Make You a Price on Your Building
Needs Before Winter "Sets In"
REMODEL ...
Not only will it look jaw a new hone, but ydu
can give it all the mod can, conveniences _and comforts
for as little as one-tenth the cost of a new home. We "
can offer you complete planning service . . arrange.
all financial details . . . and furnish the finek ma.ter-
ials and skilled- workmen.
•••, •
Call for a Free Estiniate With No
Obligation
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Roll on to the Dam--But Fill Up with




Ot At St -PUR•SFR\ ICI:
ST \TION
Is a One-Stop -Statien
Courteous, Efficient








To Get to the Dam
SERLICE WITH
.-I SMILE ! !
FIRESTONE Hi-Speed
Nun-Skid Balloon
We-Specialize in Polishing, Waxing, All
Kinds of Lubrication, Batteries
Checked, Tire Service
FILL UP AT YOUR FAVORITE STATION TODAY!
You Can Get "DA"
•
ERE ARE HUNDREDS OF GASOLINES
FIRESTONE
Standard Type
AT ANY OF THESE SUPER-SERVICE STATIONS LISTED BELOW
CARILIN. RILEY, Kirksey
WEST END SERVICE 'STATION; West Highway
WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION, Murray
• CONNIE WILSON, Pottertown
BURTON YOUNG, Nem Concord
E. E. YOU NGBLOOD, Coldwater
ALLBRITTEN & SIMMONS, New Providence, Ky.
BENEDICT & SHELTON, Cherry
E. F. BILBREY & SON, Golden Pond
ORVILLE EDWARDS, Penny
ALBERT FARRIS & SON, Brown's Grove
PETE GARDNER, Hardin
S. M. GARNER, New Concord Highway
TOY GARRISON. New Concord Highway
GUERIN 8s- FARRIS, Cherry
RUDD BROTH ER, Lynn .4Grove
94 C. T. RUSHING, Murray
SUPER-SERVICE STATIOMUrray
G. M. THURMAN, Ettandon's WI! ,
0. C. WALSTON, Murray
NOEL WARREN, New Concord Highway
HAZEL SERVICE STATION, Hazel •
HENSLEE MERCANTILE CO., Newburg
H. C. LAWRENCE, Lynn Grove
BILL MARTIN, Hazel Highway
C. G. MILLER GROCERY, Murray
IVO MORRIS, East Highway 94
7EfQV$BY, JJorth )iv)-w.'." 95
• DEWEY PARKS, West Tfigheway 94
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Super-Service Station on East Main Street -:- Whiteway Station at the College
=111 an, #11M3 Valalar2/MrE721a/a12reiarelalEIE/M7E1=
tr. -
PHONE 208
-41.11-041111411.-•-•/•,•11.•••-••to....e...1;.1114.41•4•40.4.11.
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